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ET's LOOK ON THE BRIGHT SIDE
By F. R. L4

1979 has o nd ani what do we e retros,ect and in the immediate
1' Int tion ome a worl wide diseaea, a global•onomic pattern.
age of enermous f-proliferating technology, our buio energy sources

aka or eubject a re-ordering in priorities. With sore people than ever

ing in modem roductivity, adherence to political lime and pan-
vivals may c e painful confrontation but will not prevent continued

unirereal seale. Therefore inflation as an economic expediency to

ieete tee distribution process may °wit with ua for quite some time.
with it and continee with the bobby of collecting stampe as before.

Pay feel, horrified at the prices for *elect material, but we may also have

ten the lid bus rine 'iot so ve ry long ago.

ef ceuree, as more beee

furieue the f;:etand for
ly would be today, the ho

seqeeetered realm of a few acqei
does not prevent still grea

h for higher peaks in terma

addicted to the hobby, the greater and more
al. Rad our forefathers ktown what phil
ever any* started over 10(; years ago, or the

ional minds become a world-wide industry. Tot

efforts and monetary sacrifices to excel and

philatelic accomplishment*. sever before has

there nee sueb comaueicative acoess to worthwhile materiae and philet1ic 
reseer

A look it the truly opulent action cetaloguea eORINPRILA, RAPP or NURLLSR

nfirm the new trend. Stamp talogeee are now armoring it coloured Print
e duil blacs and white *tamp catalieuee of the east would not enthuse anybody any

more. Row wealthy has tee hobby become: And how wealthy are we, the philatelist*:

Once upon,a time, stamp megazinee aed tintiic publications were full of sdn

offerieg material, ane. material worth coilctirag seriously. And today? BANTU

is the messeee:
No woneer, thorefore, that 2witzerind,with long prevailing stamp valid-

li ittQn, f a modern poetage issuance poliey point of view, ham SO

offer to those whe aeeociate the collectiag of poetage stamp* with
appointed responsibility to prteerve and safeguard the evidenee of a pas

eon in human communioateone.

new breed of collector, th investor, may be viewed as a threat to phil

att.y > whole, but how many among thei. werenot philatelists to start with, or

at least knowledgeable as to the value of a postage stamp as a collector's item?

On the other hand, the acquisition of selected philatelic materlal purely for

inflation-proof 'shelter' reasons reeovea such material from the collecting public.

Tot, any truly Inveleed ehilateliet does not lnd competing and say, in fact,
make out better in the tee run just as love overcomes many immediate problem*.

So dot t let us lose beart in the
A £5 stamp in the late We meant
Or have we forgotten? 1ee0
that's for sere, se why not take an
carefully mounted and identified and do
whe.t pbilately is aL about

f the continuing climb in prices.
rifice as a £100 'investment' today.
with another sae-elation in prices

look at what you have already
bit of gloating ,.... After all,
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SWISS CLASSICS

y_e_blaw Unueed envelo cut-out.

INPAD 0R041 (Type 2) ezeptional1y beautiful full m
tiny trace of thinning. caneelled with eery rar
third petal diatrict. Hunsiker certificate.
,tiotjlju (Type 19) scarce Larau grille postmark.
certificate

nod copy,
of the

0 approx.'

(Cat. 4650+)It **

50.00

365.00

275.00
623.00

4 (45 00

-.

•

 5owc;poo
950.00

4 1200.00

J.
The extremely rte f t.r t fine prints 1
opy. Wooer Bele certticate.
Similar unueed copy In very fine print
Pull ia1is, alight faults.

(Type 11 margins lightly cancelled, faintest
nning,

t.'at. 4600
Jet black hade full margens. Cat. 4625
(Type 18) full margined jet bit:0e shade. superbly

pite of very faint vertieal crease an outatendeng
this beautiful etamp. Rellatab Cert. (Cat. 625)

tly cancelled:

t not
(Cat. 4665)

LKATCH ER
HeTAL geeTIOULTUNAL NSW HALLFebruary 9

hope to weloome many
at our large Stend tb y c see 0

rata from 'Helvetia', both old and new, where
.vaIled w t range of Seise material.

:k•

kInlend order ibjnct to le. ';* VAT)

1§11,zunck4. MAL01410 (Type Iv) brilliently- freeh beautiful ce
with wide margins. Zumetein Rellotab certificates. (Cat. 48 00i

bJEC 6 te r ZONrn 	kTYee V), unused brilliantly fresh * wide
u to.

ttree ive lightly eaneelled copy on part
t t o *** (ut tfAati.)

r1J,0 used copy on small klieee
teat. 41175)

Outstandeug brilliantly fresh wide-
'iling crease. Belletab

(Cat. 41175)
margene, slight

( at. t195)
asi.4.:_zo,t.,;09na Brilliantly freue, ii margined copy, very aliget
theeeieee. Huesieer certificate. (Cat. 44

D V Copy of outotandingbeau ty and colour * lightly
ancelled, tiny tbenning. Megnifieen ample of tnis vorld rarity.

Cat. 41150,
Cat. 1200)

Oat. 44000
Full merging:, 

YIAULAtqa
cancellation
14:9Z. 91
leX9n

War '

.t 1 .tab crtif ica t
leNEVA Se

cove
ee

e'l
l Earle D '

(Cats 4700)
IeONT (Type rv), LUXURY used copy dith

(Cat. 4700)

4 I, . ••

maxglne copy, ..,ain.ttoi
Certiti to

121.Ziv
109 0 A T F. Q.; I 

elap eebeeeing.
LUXURY mergi

4•
4

fi 	IS*1.

000.00

240.00

4 400.00

• 350000

• 390.0Q

525.00

25.00

290.00

200.00

575.00

Deep jet black ehade * full aargina, tiny thinning.
(Cet. 4650)

Full margins, tiny thinning rare attractive mauutcriet
(itt. 46e0+

Type • 22) on piece superbly used tegether• with 1'651
le stamp of rare Stoae AND The frankine combination is

catalogued et eYr.90C0.- . on full cover. Holletab certificate
: Type 23) full margins, aligat faulta

ZeneeteeAljeteereaelee e , and extremely pronounced ahift. In apits
of faults it le probably not poacibl to find a better •temple of
tie reretye Mower Ran certificate. (eat. 42400 mPProx)

iogur euotations are taken frcm THE AMATEUR COLLeCTOR LTD witseeland
gut 1980, noW on eale at 4 4.85 post free 413.75 Sea Nail, %l 6.65 Air 114

The above materiel can be forwarded on app•ove). * againet auitab.areference
oubject unsold will be on show on 41.4 



THE PO

Canton die
ion was appoint
will now examine pos
surrounding issuance and uee

d separately.. .‘
ver in managesent tad little effecten

4 on letters originating in Geneve. .4 wide varietyof departure
postmarks continued in uee until 1840:  Winkler lists 17 different cancels of
type, the difference* being quite minor and usually invo11uç the day and year
either or both straight or slanted).  One important change occurred in the max

required by the postal treaty with Prance.  The former '7.P.4° which indicated
'Fischer par terney. 4 Xreutaer w changed to 0.7.4 1 which meant'Oeneve via
Berney, 4 Xzeutnee. The change was effective fros January lf 1831, and continued

for at least six month.
(Pig. 13) * Due to the
relative scarcity of
this mark, its exact
period of use has no
been determined. Note
that the french exchange
office at Perney
applied the usual mark
'Suisse par lerneye'
and the numeral /24,
indicsting the amoua
du* to the Metes for
carrylLg the letter to
the border. All of
these marks were in black.

As noted previously
1830 the mail in
va was delivered by
ladies. A fifth
r carrier was added
34. until 1835
ra eould be mailed
t the main poet

office vial& was located

at 63/64 Sue du ah&i. Two mailboxes wet. installed during l335, one in the live
district and the other in the s. These boxes were emptied three
times each day, To provide outside the city, a rural postal service

was organised in 1832.
Initially aaploying 10
letter carriers, the
purposes of the iLandpost
were to deliver letters,
collect rootage due on
these letter, and empty
rural mailboxes. By
le', the Landpoat was
handling sore than
80,000 letters each year.

irik I.
By C . J. Lallonda

TORY OF GENEVA

Pig.

.4

to Lyon June 11, 1831.
a postmark. (Yao.2628). Arrived

1831. 9 &mimes pasted**
transit mark, and Treaty mark

Sometime around the
middle of 1831 the treaty
marking %La e was re
laced by the lettere
L.G' in a rectaegtler
ex. An *sample is shown

14. Winkler lists
of three such

the differenoes
in aisle and ool
1840 it was afPlisd

after tbat-ia
Lotter:. to

,
: Lonsf4.0.1.gaunior ups). July 21?

18 3. GOUOVAI two-line t NO62629)games postage# usual Perna,' transit
nark and boxed treaty mark 'L.G'

01 •



decade 1830 to 1840 the number of prepaid 1
To indicate a prepaid letter several a

together.

Letter to 4, 8 Gene
two-line postmark ( 0.2634) Arrived Jan.
7,0 1837. Usual Verney transit mark. 'P.I"
in circle and diagonal line both indicate
prepayment.

Fig. 15 shown an inter
*sting example. The
letter is prepaid as
indicated by the 'P.P1
in a circle and by the
diagonal line across
the face of the letter.
Th. 'P.P' was applied
in black until 1840 and
in red after that, If
one believes the depart-
ure date on this letter
it is very old as the
year reads 837. Of course
it is reatly 1837 with
the '1' missing. The
French transit mark
'Suisse par Forney' on
this letter is in red as
is the French sark 'A.E.D,
which mean* 'Affranobi
stranger jusqu'i Destin-
ation or foreign postage
prepaid all the way to the

delivery point.
In 1838 the five-man postal cosaise ion was abolished and operst

postal system was given to the Ministry of Finance. During this year the Geneva
post office handled 816,020 pieces of mail counting local letters) and the
Landpost handled another 107,980 pieces. Sixteen letter carriers were employed
117 the Lendpost in 1839. Geneva suggested to the French that a direct mail route
to Paris be established but this did not come to peas due to objections raised by
ease French districts. Postage for a local letter was reduced from 10 centimes to
5 centimes and a sixth mailman was employed in 1540.

The post office was moved in 1843 to the Plop B.1-Air where it remained
until 1865; a Credit Lyonnais Bank now stands on this spot.  Guillaume Pasteur,
Postmaster of Geneva, made treaties with 11 other cantons and the Kingdom of
Sardinia to simplify postage rates and to speed delivery of mail. The government
decreed that five new mailboxes looated at Rotel-de-Ville, Bourg-de-Your, Longman'
Nolard and Coutance should be emptied six times each day; two new employees were
engaged to do this. The 1846 revolution and the subsequent provisional government
had little effect on postal matters.  Finally in 1849 the entire postal syster was
taken over by the Federal Government and Geneva became part of District I.

eft be

- Disc. Leaders Dr. G.G. Ritchie

0 13th Feb. TFOs - en and Other Members
.1.1111.101 0100.101.

The Northern Group are giving a display to the Blackburn
Philatelic Society on SATURDAY, March let. 1980, at 2 pm.

on is extended to all Nelvetia members in the north-west who are unable to
oup meetings in Leeds to take part on this occasion.  The meeting will be

14 at the FINIMILEAMTHODIST CHURCH HALL which is on the 4674 between
Blackburn and Brit 8 on the 161,

For further information please either write to Pr' . 1.46 Hoyle (address on
p. 7) or contact Helvetia umber, Mr. D. 0dtrbs, Tel. Blackburn 21690.

en-
11 N. Group members also note a change in the programme.  The gag,

for April 12th has been brought forward to MANCH 25th to avoid clashing
TPA Convention



POSTAGE DUES YESTERDAY AND TODAY
out I, Grand lancy ranslation by a/11"in

2.14.4.1
Iskio NAt

57 - 63 1942

65 - 73

0

2.50 Industry
Landscepe

to
can be
era ar
over

Own stamps from 29. 0.1954.
Deed the est poet aria;

Own stami)
Own pos
They use a

erimivatelys

1948.
1 Geeeve 27 Organisation Bond

e ancel on both Swiss stam
de la San
d their own issues

1 .7 27 became
0

Por a short time 'T I cancel1atious were used on the postage et pi of
the !Federal Administration, that the stamps w th the diagonal 'Officio'
overprint of the 'Historical' and *Waco's, & Industry' series, These so-
called administrative stamp, valid from January 1st, 1935 to January 1st, 1960,
served the Administretion for the franking of registered and foreign mail.
Table 7 shows the issues which can be found with ' T . eamalleiienes

Some International Orgsnisat one with offices in Switserland, *Ilia, in
Geneva, Still have tileir own postage ;stampu and use them for their sail; some
others be e stamps only for philatelic purpose. (UIT/ITU).  This does not mean
that they he 'T' cancellers. Postage due sail ia treated in different ways and

short reew4 or their ecthd is given here,

illantlitigliALNIP-41-SirjAnitta0 qtatUi
Own stamps from 15.8,44.
Own poet office; 1211 0014VO 14 Pella* Wili
They have their ova circular IT' cancel,- Type II, I T' in circle.
Normal Seism postage stamps sr* used to collect postage due on sail

rs and only on request will they use BIi stamps for this purpose.  They
cancelled either sith date stamp or a 'T', Insufficiently stamped let
normally delivered without dues being paid. Therefore, collect only on
you are sure they have not been 'made'.

BIT Geneva

Used Swiss poste-
type " V it circle).

.temps until the introduction of I T' camels 40
Was removed to new building 1111974/5.

Postage dub mail is not
amount co lected e ry month.
for postage due purposes.

1200 Genies Mont
27.1,,73 - called 1200
International ded Oonf

on collection sheets by th
Neither postage stamps nor

lent, now - from
ibve 20 Centre

renoee.
PTT and the postal

'T' cancels are used

ind
SDN

Own stamps from 34 0.1922.
Own post office; Oesste 1 Scioto

Used Swi'e postage at

‘ stions (aft*
Geni



0= Smog

Own stamps from 1.2.1950 196 on Swiss.eervice amps);

from 4.10.1965 onwards stamps of ted Nations in tee

currency.

They own *'T in circle cancel made of rubber which is still in use today.

At first Swiss post stamps were often used as dues or the sail was delivered

without extra charge. Since 1965 only UN stamps have been used for postage due

purposes.

OIT

22.9.1958.
ve 14 Palais i1aon (ant 196?). Tben roved to the

building and used PT? post office Gene 20 Montbt

and, from 27.307 00 Geneve 20 Centre International
den Conferesoes.

As long se the UIT was in the Palaie Wilson the 'T' in circle (
or a date

stamp) vas used on Swiss stamps for postage dues; today a11 postage due mail is
noted on a collection sheet by the PT! and collected monthly. Neither postage

stamps nor 'T' canvas are used for postage due purposes. UIT stamps have been

seen with IT' cancellations, but not on cover

UPU taxersa). kostal Uglea

Own stamps since 16.9.1957.

Post Office: PTT 3000 Bern 15 UPU.

Their own. headquarters with post office is being built at the t
ime of

*ail addressed to the UPU which is classed as postage due is de
livered by t

without further charge; thereforet'it is not cancelled with a 
'T' nor does it have at

stamps added.

In 'hart:

8taps of the following five Organisations cá be fo

BIB, BIT, ONS, GNU and UlT, but see the remarks above.

2. Preqaently Swiss postage stamps are used for dues inste

various Organisationa.

3 Only the PTT circular °T1 oanceller, Type II, is uad.

4. Today 'T' cancels are used only on special request if the post offic
concerned 'suspects philatelic use they will refuse it.  The UN p

ost office

in particular will not use it philatelically..

Letter post of these Organisetions is 1404etimes delivered without charging dues

gro more often, the amount is noted and collected at the end of the month.

completely  false sense of values prevail q n many places. even among

dealers and catalogue publiShers, regarding the values of 'T' ca
ncelled stamps.  We

oannot deal with every cancel and 'T' cancel which occurs 
on postage or postage due

stamps in this article. However, a correct analysis can
 throw a little light on

the price situation. If we can bring some balance to this question then the

article will have served its purpose.

We can draw some interesting conclusions when we compare the three mo
st

isportaht series of postage stamps which have appeared 
since the introduction of

'Ti cancellations;

Industry & Landscapes 1945. (Z.Nos. 298-308)

Postal History Motifs & Architectural Monumen 96 (On phosphor

paper 1963-7). (Z.Noa. 355-372, 355L-371L)

Architectural nts 1964-8 (Jos. 412-427

A total of 30,000 stamps have now been examined (to end of 1.978

divided between single stamps, blocks, cat-outs and entire
s. Special and rare

cancels were ignored in this exercise, as were those wh
ich had obviously been

'cancelled-to-order'.

In our next issue we will discuss these issues in
 detail,

(To be continued)

Own stamps sinc

ost offic

'T' cancels;



For their January meeting Group
members were entertained by Mr. Gilchrist
at his home at Pool-in-Wharfedale, and
who ahowed a wide variety of material
from his extensive collectinn, beginning
with an almost complete collection (15
only missing) of First World War Soldier
Stamps end many of the most attractive
military postcards which are now

 illus-
trated in the rr

y
 Soldier Stamp Catalogue

ooverine these items.

To follow were some nue examples
of 'imparts', a study of the small 'Land-
scape' series, also of the new definitive
booklet stamps (with impart. sides),
showing all possible combinations and 4
large aeleetion of airmails including
First Day covers, Official and Bundes-
feier cards and many examples of the
special Vignettes both on and off cover.

Mr. Gilchrist concluded with a sel-
ection of items from his collection of
Red Cross covere (including a study of
the Red Cross Tracing Service labels) and
items of military mail and military
vignettea.

R.A.Reyle
.."...MOWOWIIVEOVW.VO

DID YOU KNOW ?
• that the special 'Jura' stamp has
broken all records for a 400. non-
definitive with more than 40.5m sold,
about 50 more than usual.
.... that the most sought-after cancel
on this stamp is the machine cancel of
the IT (25.9.79) in Delemont, tee
capital, with the publicity slogan
'Delemont, a coeur du Jure. All items
vent in by post were hand-cancelled days
later in Neuchatel, Bead PO of the
Vth Postal District.

.... that no postal changes have been
made neceseary by the new Canton, as the
PT? - correctly - considers itself
above political delineations. Only 4
arLeellers had their 'Be' changed to

'eV' behind the villeee name,
.... that Liechtenatein had costs of
eust over 3Pr.lm for all stamp printing
and distribution etc. in 1979. Ignoring
the 20.- there were 18 stamps at 700.
on average witha print of each of about
3/4m (they issue sales figures about 7
years later) means a sale value of
nearly 9 million. Profit S7r.84a.
• that FL must be one of the few
countries with more standing order
customers than indigenous population:
.... that OA let July 1979 the PTT
unified the various caneellere used by
the 100 odd tiny 'Letter Acceptance
Offices (not to be confused with''Parcel
Acceptance Offices) so that all became
hour reels in a standard oda. Previous-
ly some had straightline cencelleee,
with or without postcode, or else with.
out time reels, or nothing at all.
.... that during 1980, on 7 days ranging
from 17.3080 to 20.10.80, all 1700 mall
?Os st1.11 having ode without hour reels,
will get them. What do the collectors
of last dite and first day postmark* do?
• that the full list may be obtained
from 'GD PT?, PB 13, 3030 Bern. Unfor-
tunately there is no up-to-date list
available of the above letter and parcel
acceptance offices. I tried.
• that some philatelic firma are
selling old 'worthless' share certifie.,
catea, such as the bankrupt 'Brasil

'Railway Co.' of 100 years ago, etc. etc.

that the answer to Questeon Nos 87
is the 81r.2.20 (X.425) Liestal tower
of the Historical Monuments definitive

i vories.

I
•... that Queetion No ally belongs

,to 1979, the 'Year of the Child's Now
imany children are portrayed on Swiss
istampa.

M. RUTHERPOORD

UAW( 1980 REIVET

Lt.sitsm: Hon.Sec., Mr. R.A. Hoyle,
6 Limes Ave, Budderefield Rd., Nelifax.

At the December meeting in Leeds
aembers covered new ground when MreWilson
presented a paper and display entitled
"Switserland l e 23rd Canton".

In his paper Mr. Wilaon detailed
the new Canton's boundaries and gave
iaformation regarding its formation am a
result of the National Referendum on
Sept. 24th 1975. He described in great
detail the early history of the Jura
Districts its union with Bern following
the Congress of Vienna in 1513 and the
many subsequent problems which arose and
events which finally led to a demend
for separaeion.

Then followed details of the Canto
population, aud the larger town*, and
most important railway routes and con-
cluded with observations regarding the
econoey and future outlook of the new
Canton.

Els display covered a wealth of
early material with a wide variety of
postmarks and other postal markines, with
particular emphasis on Dell., each
formed the key postal route between
Switseeland and Frame. Later items
showed 'Standing Helvetia' and 'Cross &
Figure' covers with Jura cancellation:es
covers for special events, covers of the
1978 Jura arms stamp and stamps and
covers of various other ewiss stamps
which have depicted scenes from the Jura
district,



Send me your Want-Lista or ask

.tetial. on approvals

Stamps s • •
 mint/used - eU issues

0overs ai* re-stamp
1 commemorative

and yarie etc, etc.

KORECAKBE
Lancs. 144 6PS

Oa 1900

A. th 1ecember meeting there was
a moot instructive talk and display
given by Mr. k. S. Newell. Re began
by outlining the treseadoue scope of
the subject. Pot the aerophilatelist
it covers such more than the collecting
of airmail stamps- and flown covers,
but calls for research into the history
of the flight •...• why by air? Who
carried it? What route was used?
The story of the pioneer aviators and
others who helped to inaugurate the air
services is unending, for although such
has been researched and put on record i
the lest few years, there is still a
tremendous amount yet to be discovered

Among the aany superb items shown
were early pioneer flights, the flying
boat service, Zeppelin sail and catapult
sail, all leading to the gradual fore-
ation of air service* as we Imo* them
to-day.

was at times a hil
went of Winchester

a talk arid display which he entitled
'THE DECEIVERS . It covered, with the
aid of examples, many of the ways by whit:
stamps, partioularly early ones, can be
forged, faked, repaired, wide up from two
or more stamps, ways of creating varieties
and so on, the whole enlivened by &IOW

*kneeing• stories, mostly from personal
experience.

Then he gave a brief outline of ways,
of chocking doubtful stamps, but had to
admit that it is mainly a queetion of
experience, learning to knee stamps and
how to apply tests.

It proved to be an eye
that exiet for the wee

plenty to think about.

Buletrode propo ed the vote
thanks to Er. Newell for a fabulous
dieplay of items not often seen and for
his excellent'talk which added so such
to the interest.

*cuts wantlists fer stamp*
of Switserland, urop and
Overseas, mint aa

greatest stock Switzerland ad
Europe
all world's New issu
certificate*
publication of the ZtE4TEIN
catalogues Blir
Swttzerland/Ltechtanatein
Berner BriefmarkeseZeitung
with supplement* for the Europe
catalogue

philatelic accessories

albums

P.0 .

cash aocoentes Bern 30-3,4
Sweden* Stockholm 42 55.6
Oekuanyi Rarleruhe 705 01-750
Austria* nenna 1700.512
Motherlands* 380 17 00

The Secret
Secretary would
for the many cards
appreciation received over OhriOmam.

The good wished are reciprocated
and such goodwill will •neourase ell 0r
US to continuo our efforts to maintain
the success ea prosperity of 'Helvetia'.

L. 0 RA OR

The most valuable advioe 'hien

an be given to collectors for 1980

s to acquire as such material 1116

&sill* and quickly. NO....4MAD can
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NEW ISSUES ON FEBFRUARY 21st.
The following will be issued on 21et Februarys

Fr.3.50 L-ZIRITIVE STAP' "MT V US

ASTRONOMICAL CLOCK of Bern clock tower. Built by
Kasper Brunner in 1530 the clock shows not only hs hour and
the day, but also the month, the positions of the sun and moon
in the zodiac, and the phase of the moon. The stamp continues
the 'Art and Architecture' series begun in 1973 and replaces
the current Fr.3.50 value, the Benedictine Abbey at Bngelberg,
tectural Monuments set.

Designers Hans Hartmann, Unix nr Bern

Engravers Max Mellor, Bern

p4ntincs Rotary line engraving by the PTT Stamp Printing Works, Bern.

Aizez 29 x 24 mm, Fqrm cylinders 4 sheets of 50 stamps

Faner Whitt, with luminous substance, without fibres.

pUBLIC;TT STAMPS Series I 1980

This second Swiss Horitultural and Landscape Gardening
Exhibition will be held on a 123.55 acre site at Basle from

12 April to 12 October 1980. Besides a presentation of gardening in its many
and varied forms, the show, according to the organizers, is to be a forum on
problems of man and nature as well as quality of life. The stamp shows a tree
in full blossom as seen from above. It symbolises a cycle of nature and a
hopeful new beginning.

Hp. 50 TEARS OF SIS ARTS AND CRAFTS CENTRE. Organised on a non-profit
co-operative basis, the

centre has been successfully promoting Swiss traditional arts and crafts and acting
as an intermediary between producers and buyers for the past 50 years. It is
not least by these efforts ttat art and craft work in the country owes its present
high standard. The stamp shows a milk vessel, formerly an object of daily use,
as a typical example of the traditional craft of woodcarving.

70 Bp. CliTEB . T E OCIt Y F R d The Society for Swiss
Art History, which was

foundedat.Zofingen in 1880 has set itself the aim of drawing up an inventory of

local historic building' and town vistas, as well as preserving the country's art
heritage and encouraging efforts in this field. The stamp shows the neo.-classical

town hall of Winterthur, which was built by the German architect Gottfried Semper

20 Hp. GRtil 80.
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between 1865 and 1860 and ranks among the chief monuments of European historicism.

80 lip. 50th INTERNATkONJJ• KOTOR SHOW IN GENEVA. Automobile exhibitions were

held in Geneva at irregular

intervals between 1905 and 1924, the year which aaw
 the first International Auto-

mobile, Motorcycle and Bicycle Show, as it wa
s then called. In the course of

its history, interrupted only by World Wa
r II, the show has developed into a major

annual event, with currently over 1000 exhibit
ors and more than 500,000 visitors.

The stamp shows a 'Pic-Pic' car, the representative of
 a once popular local product

that has long since ceased to exist.

All valves: Multicolour

Desianqes 20 Hp.
40 Hp.
70 Hp.
SO Hp.

Heinrich Bauer, Bolligen

Eugen & Max Lens, Strich

Adolf PlIckigor, Roeshiusern

Jean Ongaro, Geneva

Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de
-Fonds

36 x 26 ago Fora otlinder: 2 sheets (A. & B) of 50 stamps

White, with luminous substance, without f
ibres.

Special commemorative covers will be availab
le: one for the Clock stamp:

one for each value of the Publicity stamp
s and one for the set. The same simple

First Day cancellation will be used for both iss
ues. Collection sheets and folders

will be available as usual.

With pleasure we

announce that an
Informal Meeting of
'Helvetia' will be
held at EARLS COURT
on MONDAY, 12th MAI
from 5.30-7.30 p.m.

We hope that many

members will be at the Exhibition on that

day and will look in, even if only
 for a

short time, so that we may have an

opportunity to meet them in person.
Further details will follow when known.

STAMPEX AWARDS
All Swiss entries were by our own

members and awards were as follows:

Tea 'H.L. Katcher Helvetia Trophy'

and a Silver medal were won by Mrs. E.J
.

Revue icy for '18-19th CENTURY POSTMARKS

OF SWITZERLAND',

W.Cdi. R.F. Bulstrode was awarded a

Bronse-Silver medal for 'SWISS ESSAYS

1880-1942' - designs submitted to the

Post Office but not accepted for issue.

Mr. R.L. Katcher received a Bronse

medal for 'CANCELLATIONS ON SWISS

REVENUES' and also a Bronse-Silver for

the 'AMATEUR COLLECTOR CATALOGUE'.

Miss Elisabeth Bullough, our Junio
r

member, Was awarded a Bronze modal for
a study of the '10c. POSTAGE RATE

1862-1967'.

Major J.B. Keenan received a Diploma

for 'SWISS MILITARY STAMPS 1939-45' and

also a Brous* medal for 'BRUNEI 1895'.

Mr. I. Tillen also showed 'SWISS
HOTEL POST STAPPS'.

TED; CHAIFMAN VISITS WOOLWICH P.S. 

We are informed that recently
W.Cdr. R.F. Bulstrode gave one of his
superb displays to members of the

Woolwich & District P.S. This 
covered

Proofs & Essays, Rotel Posts and conclud

ed with Forgeries, and was greatly

appreciated by those present.

NEW 'IC' CANCEL§ 

From 11th February:

5507 MELLINGEN - an der Aare
(K.761)

8540 ANDELFINGEN - ia Ztrcher
Veinland (1.762)

We were delighted

to meet many old and

now friends during

'STAMPEK'.

We hope you enjoyed your

visit and secured some good and

useful material to add to your

collection.
If, however, this was not

possible, remember we shall be

happy to supply material on

approval.
We hope to see you again,

and many more members,- during

'LONDON 1980'.

H. L. KATCH E R
(THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD)

P.O. Box 242, Highgate, London 16 eL
W
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MORE UNIFORMITY OF SWISS CDS
by M. HUTHLAKORD

As I sadly reported in the January 1980 issue the FT: are carrying out thi
s

year the biggest campaign to unify all Swiss hand cancellations since the intro-

duction of the postcodes in 1965, in that the remaining 1590 cancellers without

hour-reels will how have them added. The immediate reason for this expensive

exercise (for all cancellers will be remade, not modified) is said to be the new

Express label introduced in April 1978 (see HNL of July '78) which should also

be stamped with the time to be meaningful. This affects more than's. third of

all Swiss post offices.

However, this process

only one in the small post
happening ever since 1965.

of changing the simple cancellers, of which there is

offices (exempting a dozen odd exceptions) has been

The following are the main reasons:
eo=t../

\<-

04 1 t -8 79

1 5 14— hr
1. Increase in postal traffic, necessitating 2 or

more cancellers.

2. Change of postcode has often been the reason for change (see Figs. 1 & 2).

3. Change of PP canceller from eitner separate type (Fig. 3) or screwed-on

type (Fig. 4) to the integral type (Fig. 5), all 28 am. diem.

4. Introduction of a local Publicity eds. As these always have hour-reel
s the

ordinary canceller must also have them (see 1 above). For this example I

have a full set of cancellations to tell the whole story. Fig. 6 shows the

last day of use of the old simple canceller. Fig. 7 shows the first day of

use of the temporary canceller which is used during the time it takes unti
l

the usual canceller is modified and returned. Pig. 8 shows the first day

of the new canceller, with hour-reels. Fig. 9 is the FD of the Publicity

cancel. .

All the above 4 main reasons for change necessitate the use of a temporary

canceller during the period of absence for modification of the original canceller,
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but as only the last one is anno
unced in the PTA it alone alerts

 postaark collect-

ors, mho must first find out if 
the ordinary canceller has hour-ree

ls or not, then

send in cover, for cancellations
. This method has proved to be a good way of

getting hold of the otherwise el
usive 'temporary' postmarks (Aus

hilfstempel).

These changes will certainly red
uce the use of temporary cancell

ers.

The following list shows when the changes will take place this years

?Pella Patrisit 
Geneva

rv Neuchatel
Basle

VI Aarau

Date of Chenat 

17.3.80
17.3.80
21.4.80
21.4.80

Amber of Offices,

25
145
67

98

ni- Lusern 19.5.80 94

St. Gallen 19.5.80 53

III Berm 16.6.80 172

nu =rich 16.6.80 158

Seasonal Offices 18.8.80 14

II Lausanne 15.9.80 376

Chur 20.10.80 197

II Bellinscna 20.10.80 193

TOTAL • • • 1590

One say ask which cancellers will 
not be changed to include the ti

me in

future. According to present information t
hese will be as followss

Military barracks Pig. 10)

TPOs (Fig. 11)
Handrollers, ordinary and PP (Fi

gs. 12 & 15)

Various RPO postmarks for offici
al mail (Figs. 14-17)

None of these mould be used on 
express parcels, except perhaps 

the hand-roller

types, but the ordinary cancelle
r would have to be used in any 

case on the label

before it is stuck onto the parc
el.

$A,A9L 1141iYIN9P 
wspwsitours Sat. March 1 VISIT TO

BLACRBURN (see Jan. HMI for det
ails)

Sat. Mareh 29 (ad 25 as previously
stated) AGM & HOURS*

UNDO plop: Wed. March 12 DIVIBITIVN
ISO= 1907-1933 - All Mosher,

SWITZERLAID

Interesting list of selected

offer, clearly and individua
lly

described. Fins varied selection of

AIR MAIL r. CHARITY - MINIATUBB SHEETS

and WIRRAL ISSUES for all perio
ds.

Illustrated list free on request
.

14101[MsTs 
To be issued on 11th Marchs

NUROpA (CEPT) 

40 Rp. Maria Leopoldine Nsterha
sy,

Princess of Liechtenstein, 
from

a sculpture by Canova

Rp. Maria Theresia of Liechte
nstein

Duchess of Savoy, from a paint-

ing by Martin v. Mertens.

11P5M/Ks Louis Alger, Vadus

Alms 25.7 x 41.1 um. in sheets
 of 20lxilltIngs Photogravure by Courvoisier

B. Special Stamps - mpg OP BAILIOT 

40 Rp. Arms of Andreas /Mich
el

70 Rp. " Georg Marxer

80 Rip. " Lusius Prick

Fr.1.10 " " Adam Oebri

Desieers Hams Peter Gasaner, Vadus

lorinttus Photogravure by 
Courvoisier

nu' 36 x 26 mm. in sheets of 20
Special covers and maximum oards

will be available and the sam
e PDC will

be used for both issues.

fUNBUS ISSUED 

Jura - 23rd Canton 40c. 40,395,000

Pro Juv. 1978 204.100. 10.983,000
40.0.20o. 17,692,000
70+308. 3,844,000

80+40c. 4,169,000

including 356, 584 booklets

CAROL HIGDOI

110ongmead't 1, Courtensy Road

MUM ABBOT

Devoe 11;12 1AP

A.
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THE POSTAL HISTORY OF GENEVA
B

y
 C. J. LaBlonde Part VI

Commencing in 1841 Geneva used double circle postmarks with the name of
the city at the top and various designs at the bottom including a shield, cross,
rosette, and finally the tie of day.  An example is shown in Fig. 16. All marks

on this letter are
in red. Note that
the French exchange
office mark has been
redesigned to a
double circle and the
Geneva 'P.P.'.which
designates the letter
as prepaid has also
been redesigned.

In 1849 08
double circle post-
mark was replaced by
a single circle mark
which showed, besides
the name of the city,
the date and time.
(N sig satin or morning
and S soir or after-

Fig..16. Letter to Dijon (Cote d'Or), April 26 'eq. noon. This typil of

Geneva double-circle postmark (W.No. 2639). cancel can be found

Arrived April 27. Circular French transit in red, blue 4t. black
mark applied at Ferney. 'PIP.' in circle until 1858. The

& diagonal line indicate payment in advance. 'P.P.' indicating
postage paid in

advance, was replaced by a 'PD' either in a circle or a rectangle. Sons examples
Of these marks are shown in Pigs. 17 & 18.

It is interesting to note the
very slow acceptance of postage
stamps. 4s late as 1862 when the
perforated 'Sitting Helvetia'
stamps were issued, less than 50 per-
cent of tho letters originating in
Geneva wore prepaid. And many of
the letters that were prepaid still
did not bear postage stamps.

Fig. 17. Letter to Thonon,
4 1851. Single

circle postmark (red) (W.No.
2644). Arrived July 5. ' PD'
in circle - and also 'Franco' -
both indicate this.

pm NEW 'K' calcw 
From 21 February'

'SOO UNTERSEIM - Oberst. Stadt an
der Aare (1.561a)

6404 GREPPEN am Vie rwald-
stAttersee 1.763

9548 MATZINGEN I.764
9422 STAAD (SG) Erholung am See

(I 765)
9423 ALTENREEIN as Bodensee K.766

Pig. 18. Letter to Villeneuve, Jan. 1
1858. Single-circle poet-

mark (black) (W.No. 2644). Arrived
next day.

(To be continued).
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POSTAGE DUES YESTERDAY AND TODAY

By EDGAR BMW Grand Laney Translated by R. STEINER
Part XII

In considering the value of 'T' cancel
s the picture which has developed

is shown in the following table:

TAXA 0 - Not included below are the new definitive series,

publicity, commemorative or cancelled-to-order stamps.

VALUE

INDUSTRY

Z.No.

LANDSCAPE
AND

Type
I II

ARC HIT1CTURh I ARCRIThCTUR I & II

Whit. paper j Phosphor paper

Type Type
Z.No. I I _J Z.No. I II

ARCEIThCTtJRI III

Type
Z.No, I III

5c. 298 121 271 355 77 747 355L 17 80 412 42 879

10 299 385 760 356 141 814 356L 25 162 413 16 181

15 300 118 453 357 81 669 357L 9 179 414 56 1076

20 3011 257 1812 358 165 1.118 358L 46 450 415 106 ' 1501

25 302 84 526 359 49 214 35% 30 248

30
35

303
304

44
60

229
470

360
361

47
90

516 3601,
1322

10 224 416 25 378

40 305 65 558 362 110 1203 362L 85 1013

50 306 31 165 363 28 554 363L 82 579 417 22 564

60 307 7 19 364 16 344 364L 63 742

70 308 6 50 365 8 111 418 2 94

75 366 2 23 366L - 3

80 367 2 18 367L 11 107

90 368 2 17 3684 5 75

1.Fr,
1.20

369
370

7
1

124 3691k
9 3701.

11
-

192
9

419
420

10
2

204
15

1.30 391 1 7 421 1 7

1.50 371 2 7 371L - 7 422 5 8

1.70
2.Fr. 372 1 6

392, 1 19 423
424

1
2

19
40

2.20 393 2 4 425 1 4

2.50
426 2 3

2.80 394 2 1

3.50.
427 2 7

i Ttli oaa 1178 5313 829 7816 400 4101 295 49

Grand Total: 24,912

1. General Ob ervatiow On all seriee the double-lined 'T' (Type 1)
 is much

saarcer than the 'T. in circle (T
ype II). The retiton

is that the post offices with a d
ouble-lined 'T' have become rarer

 the longer tlisy

existed. This is due to wear an
d tear and replacement with Type

 II. The Type I

is especially rare on the latest Architecture III series and we should, therefore,

put a greater value on them.

2. Industry & lwascapes (Z. Nos. 258-308): The values which appear most often
with 'T' cancels are the 20c. and

10c. A large number of the 25c. and 35c. stampe are also noted. This is easy to

explain because these stamps were mostly used for postage dues on underfra
nked mail

from abroad, especially Prance. 
The raising of the postal rates in 1959 also

raised the rate for postage due on these items from 25
c. to 35c. . The numbers

found speak for themselves and the 25c. and 35c. are not at all rare with 'T'

cancels, contrary to what has been thought up to now. This fac
t must obviously have

an effect on prices. What we find is that the 5c. should be valued much higher and

the rarest stamp in the series is the 600.! (Ignoring the 3c. stamp which is

usually cancelled-to-order).

3. kohitecture I. wOite over (Z. Nos. 355-372):

Most commons 35e., 40c., 20c.

Not so common: 70c., 1Fr., 25c., 60c.
Very rare: 75c., 80c., 900,, 1.20, 1.50, 21r.

4. Architecture I, 3ypi4ous DIM; (z. NOS. 355L-371L): Compared with the

white paper series the

5, 10 and 15c. stamps were used much leas often.. The rare values are the 75c. and
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P T

the higher values with th
the 1 Fr. A significant
number of double-lined 'T
noticeable in this seri

5.
Arsbutsamijal 

(Z. Nos. 412-427)

A big upswing in the use of the 5.c.
vtamp is noted, it was used in conjunct-
ion with the 40c. stamp to make up the
450. postage dues. The 10c. stamp has a
certain rarity value, the highest prices
can be fixed on all values from Pr.1.20
upwards with the exception of the Pr.2.

6. In our experience the prices which
are moat often quoted in Switzerland

for stamps with circular 'T' cancel
(Typo II) are between 5c. and 20c. (lp &
6p). The same stamps with double-lined
'T' cancel (Type I) are twice or three
times the price (3p to 180. There are,
of course, differences, up or down, accord
ing to the quality of the cancellations.
The rarer stamps average between 300. &
*r.1.50 (8p to 50p)'with the high values
rather higher than that. We should apply
a little sense and reason to publicity and
commemorative stamps cancelled with a 'Ti.
The average value would be the same as the
price for the stamp with a circular date
etamp, with a -certain surcharge, dependin
on the year, applied to any stamp with the
double-lined 'T' (Type I). .

Cut-outs from envelopes, and in par-
ticular complete normally posted never.
should be given special attention for all
three series of stamps. They increase in
value when there are also handwritten
notes, return labels, 'invalid' cancels,
foreign 'T' cancels and other interesting
additions next to the 'due' amount.
Prices for such covers ranfe from 50c. to
Fr.2.00 (18p to 70p).

(To be continued)

In use 1 Feb. - 31 Deco

5023 BIBERSTEIN - 100 'Yews

. 8211 STETTIN (Su) wohnlich und schen -
900 Jahre

(see illustration -below)
In use from 29 Feb. - 31 Dec.

6234 TRIENGEN 800 Jahr* - is Luzerner
Surental

No 'K' numbers

2.2Ti_s_Lam (Cont.

Stetten . Why they
chose that subject I
don't know, but which
other stamp shows
the moon?

K. RUTRERFOORD

DID YOU KNOW?
that the cancelled 1940 National

ete block is rising in price above the
unused 'NARA' block of 1934, if one can
ake recent auction results as correct.

Watch out for faked cancellations.

.... that the 1600 Swiss POs without
the time in their datestamps, more than
a third of all PO., will receive new
cancellers this year, in the biggest
standardisation sweep since the post-
code was introduced in 1964/5.

.... that only 3 years after changing
the designs of their 4 decorated covers
for collectors, the PTT have recently
introduced new ones, i.e. suitable for
the following cancellations, mobile
post offices, special events, local
publicity and the 4 main national
annual exhibitions (Auto Salon Geneva,
Comptoir Lausanne, MBA Basel, OLKA
St. Gallen. Very attractive, but
difficult to illustrate,

.... that at the 6th Coil Stamp Auction
an ?DC of 9.8.75 with all 4 machine
labels A1-A4 fetched SPr.350.-, and a
set of 4 PDC reached SPr.220.-.
...a that the Swiss firm Prams AG, of
Lauperswil (BE), who make the above
vending machines, have supplied at
least 3 to Norway and now 6 will cos.
to GB, in red, instead of Swiss PIT
yellow, and suitable for all UK coins -
except old sixpenses. Get ready to
send me PDCs!

.... that as from let January 1980 the
old PTT definition of 'a letter is sews-
thing below 250g, in weight, and a
parcel if heavier' has been modified,
in that now an envelope, if below

. 500g.
can be sent as a letter (and is quicker)
for SFr.1.- or SPr.2.- if registered,
but with a mall 'R' label.
.... that due to the creation of the new
Canton Jura the German-speaking
Laufental (13 Pee) is out off. They
are now voting if they should leave
Ct. Bern and join either Solothurn,
Basel City ST Basil Country. At the
moment - in a complicated and longdrawn
out process - it looks am the the latter
in the favourite. Postally there will
be no change as they are all in District
V since 1849. I doubt if there will be
a new stamp for this.

that Question No., 88 is somewhat
hard to answer as it is not easy to see
which figures are actually children.
My estimate is 8 in the definitives,
6 in the PP, and only 13 in the
Children's stamps, the PJ. Multiple
stamps counting as one. Any commits?

.... that Question No. 89 concerns the
moon shown on the new Jubilee ode for

(Cont. in Col. 1)

(Cont.)

exception of
duction in the
Type I) is
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N GROUP: Hon. Sec. MR. R. A. HOYLE,

6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd, Halifax

The heavy overnight snowfall in

Yorkshire did not prevent members from

enjoying their meeting in Leeds on

February 2nd.
Unfortunately Dr. Ritchie from

Harrogate, who was to have presented a

display on 'Booklets & Coils' was

admitted to hospital the day before, so

his display was given by fellow Harro-

gate member, Mr. D. Arthur.
Members were treated to a large

seleCtion of mint and used coils and

booklet stamps, with many examples of

complete booklets, tete-beche and se-
tenant combinations, both on and off

cover.
A beautifully presented display of

the Pro Juventute booklets was given by

Mies Solly, and other short displays by

Mr. Cairs, Mr. Eastwood and Mr. Hoyle.
R.A.H.

U.N. IN GENEV4

Issued on 1 January: a special

stamp on the theme "New International
Economic Order" ....

60 Hp. Xey, symbolic of co-operation
between nations

Deinea G. Hamori, Australia
=Wag: . Offset by House of Questa
2111 26 x 36 mm. Immo 1,600,000

ZUMSTEIN
execute wantlists for stamps

of Switzerland, Europe and
Overseas, mint and used

ZUMSTEIN
greatest etock Switzerland and

Europe

all world's New Issues

certificates

publication of the ZUMSTEIN
catalogues Europe and
Switzerland/Liechtenstein

Berner Brlefmarken-Zeitung
with supplements for the Europe catalogue

philatelic accessories

albums

zurnsbein +cis
Proprietors: Hertach & Cie

Zeughausgasse 24, CH-3001 Bern

Address: F.O.B. 2585, 0H-3001 Bern

cash accounts: Bern 30-334
Sweden: Stockholm 42 55-6
Germany: Karlsrubs 705 01-750

Austria: Vienna 1700.512
Netherlands: 380 17 00

SUBSCRIPTI ONS

There are still a few

renewals outstanding. If there in an

'X' in the box will you pleat, remit

quickly. If not received by the end of

March your membership will be deemed to

have lapsed.

U.K., Europe & Commonwealth: 2.00

11.00 airmail if required

U.S.A. $ 8.00 (seamail), $ 12.00 .(ai
mail) for 2 years

=A:HISTORY JOURNAL,

Entitled "POSTGESCHICHTE - HISTOIRE

OSTALE - PO6TAL HISTORY', a neat, small

ize 20 page publication has been launched

Switzerland. A specimen copy has been

ceived, with contents covering such

subjects as the 'Department Conquis

1793-1815'; additions to the known list

of 'Thimble Cancellations' and 'Swiss

postal Rates from 1849' - plus other

shorter items of interest.

It will be published quarterly in

Feb/Mar, May/June, Aug/Sept. and Nov/Dec.

Text (so tar) in German. It will cost

SFr.10 in Switzerland and SFr.12.- abroad

4. extra for airmail if required, from
HANS R. SCHWARZENBACH, Postgeschichte

Verlag, 8025 Zarich.

Herr Schwarzenbach will also be

present at 'LONDON 1980' at Stand All and

will be pleased to meet any Swiss

collectors.

Which of the many facets of

Swiss Philately is at present

engaging your attention?

The field is wide.

can supply material for the

study of 'Strube's', 'Sitting
Helvetia Perf.', 'Cross & igure and

'Standing Helvetia', 'Tell Soy &

Tail' and all the other more modern

definitives.

Or there is Aerophilately

from the Pioneer flights to modern

; commemorative and first flights.

Postal History, too, is an

unending source of interest.

Whatever your collect I can

help you.

Send your Want Lista or ask for

material on Approval.

J.S.ARMSTRONG
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,

M ORECAMB g,
Lancs. LA4 6PN
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iIitsLou by '28 in oval, W.Nos 2659).
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THE POSTAL HISTORY OF GENEVA     

Any dieeueeion of allies postage due markings i.e rendered extremely
complex by the wide variety of aonetary aystems and postal ratee eeployed in 17th,
18th and 19th eentury Switzerland. To illustrate, estimates of the different
cte.ne circulatieg in the country during thee period range as high as 290:  in the
Caaton of Geneve, vfhioh always had close ties with France, the trench monetary
system was ell es. (1 French franc e 100 centimes), While Cele unique situation
certeiely eimplifiee matter* within the Canton, it does complicate the interpret-
ation of poetal ratem and markings on mail of extra-cantonal origin, i.e. origin

other lonetary eeeeeas. The following paragraphs represent a collection of
-eon uny eoeteet leterspersed with come speculation ellen-published foots
eeie

The Cee ten 1 ,eva was the first to use other than handwritten
iediou eee5 of .A. 1..,we to eeid by the recipients of letters. Before looke,t
at the r7, eirk is expedient to clarify the three situations in which

were eetel. First, postage due marke were applied to local
letters posted and delivered in the same town. Second, thl marks

leter-caetonal letters sent from one city to another within the Canton.
eeeve levied a delivery charge on letters originating outside

I the :l ettere were delivered anywhere outside of the cities of Geneva
sol ee or not tee letters originated in Switzerland or abrtee!,

ar to bwe effect on the delivery charge.
e

of R ro?,*-
rel , 	. lEree

a 0.71er GenvF
eeetrol of tts own

eoetel affairs, The mark
eeee tee form of '2S' in an
Leal indicating 2 eau to
be paid or, since 1 eel
equals 5 centimes, 10 cen
times te be paid. An
eeample used as a delivery
eharge, is shown in FiR:.19.
The recipient of the letter
would have to pee about
40 centimes t'Jtal. Since
1 Kreuser evald 1,6 c.,
the 8 kreuser post
would ovate to 23.8 cen-
times. Add to t'ets the
10 centlae d. li y charge
and the total. vez
40 centm ,,, or 4 d

10 oestix. t this
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9

orted by Winkler
out frame indicating

of currency disappear..
exclusively in block,

the new /D' was found only in red until it disappeered in 1844.  Two examples,

one used as a delivery charge and one used on a cs*toal letter, are shown in

Fig,. 20 A 21,

Information relative
to the disappearance of
the 1 &mime postage due
markm may be found in the
minutes of the Finance
Department's March 6th
1845 -meeting. In the
discussion of revenues one
finds an entry indicsting'
that during 1844 47,395
letters were received from
outside the Canton and
delivered outaids
of Geneva and Carouge for

20. Letter from Thoune
(Thun) to Herrman&

Geneva, Jan. 24, 1843.
a arrival mark. Delivery

go I dot. 2. 10c. shown by
' in red. (1.1o.2665)

a gross revenue of 4,73945 fr.
or 10 centimes per letter.
At the conclusion of the seat-
mg, the Department resolved
to lower the delivery Charge
to 5 centimee and also to

anal poLtage rate to 5 sentines from 10 oentiaes. This

effective from April 1, 1045, obviated the need for any

of the 1 decime due marks.

In order to complete the picture one
n which the postage rate for a local

This new rate caused a 5 centime

reso
further

shore o
rate of 10 win

63).

must backtrack slightly to 1840,
letter was lowered from 10 to 5

due mark to be manufactured
After the resolution of 1845
the 5c. mark was uscd for
all three rates. IL; fewer
than 13 varieties appeared
between 1840 and 1849. The
table below ;i0Ammarisee the
threw/ rate, surd Fir. alp
an example of te c. w.-Ark
on a local letter.

Local rats

iveri fee

co
letter
handstam,

1830-40 100.
1840-49 5c.

1830.45 10c.
1845-49 Sc.

1830-45 10c.
1845-49 50.

ontinue

for all hree rates.
tween 1833 and 1838,
1 d ims to be paid.
ed a, that time. While,

0
replaced  by a lar

ilot clear why the sal as a
'28' nark was applied almof;t
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Ta, yin, W.1 on

at 6:45 p.m.

THE 2
TO

PETITION
USW, 9th APRIL 1900

Each
poet-office
will issue
a last day
cover OA

14th April
and a firs
day cover 'id type
on 15th, 0oplts seta
7r.50,— will be availab
telic service, 9490 Vad'aa
90-6535). SinLle
available.

New
overs at
om the Phila

* cheques
t be

A NMS

n
should
All
return to

rtrjes of not lass than RIOT and not aore than TWIANN
.Mg aty p tags stamps, charity, airaail, special, poatage dues,
minintwr eta, flow. (*wan etc,

ui tit r for the
ea Ustory.
rs may submit on ionall)umaioignsa.

4. 
by post (preferably covered by poste including Com ne
the hands of tba Competitior Orgariser l Mrs. E. J. Rawnsley

Cranford (iArdiens, Victoria ';rive, Bognor Regis * W. Idt P021 2EL,
ter than Monday, 7th April. Kambere attending the sting

course, bring their entries on tha night.
will be covered by insurance during he period from receipt

heir ovrore.

Intwi4a of ENE *44itili on

A.
,7".fi mpr

pact

By sTrtomtnt the judging will again be by POPULAR VOTS, b tag all h
take part and thus gain name experience of judging.

ie3 v111 be judgsd by 4 system of points based on the general headings*
VA

a. Phil, knovlN)dze ind stiuty
Importance & spec. factors 20
Condition (incl, rarity) 30
Presentation & arrangement 20

owledge & study 40
b Originality it importance 25
c Condition (inol. rarity) 15
d Presentation & arrangement 20

The *lielvetla Silver Cup awarded annually, shall remain in the possession of
the winner or 11 months and then be returned o the Competition Organiser
named by the Committee and awarded to the next winner. If the saaer person vies
three auhoessive Annual Competitions the Cup she)1 become h s or her property,
and the Committee shall provide a new Cup for the next year.

ore Trophy' Mall also ta held by the winner for 11 months and then be
d to be competed for again.

natio entries if received will be judged as being part of the Cup
On.

We always buy
POSTAL HISTORY MATERIAL

The Govt Principality
docroud that from 14 April redesigned date
sta;Apt5 will be uaid. The stylised arms
will be replavd by the State arms with a
crown and the name at the base will 'Is in

SWITZERLAND
LIECHTENSTEIN

9th century istempkiss and stamped
covers, postal stationery, canonic-
ions,airmailtcoversendFDCbefore
960

POSTAL HISTORY AUCT IONS
., ZUFIFCH

Editorofthsquartsoly
POSTSLAMIWKOSOSffassi

. . CoineandseettsetStarsdNoA

PHILATELIE
Mans R Schwantereheoh
Lareapequal72,
cu-soot Zurich



nternational
Stamp Exhibition

Earls Court
London

614 May 1980
IT IS NEARLY UPON US THE ONCE IN 10 YEARS SHOW!!
To do justice to this great occasion we aimed for,

and have been fortunate in securing,one of the
largest and most prominent stands at the Exhibition.
Our 23ft. counter space will permit us to serve
clients in comfort and at leisure - your ideal
opportunity to study our fine material and to make
a choice without haste.

IF AT ALL POSSIBLE DO COME TO SEE US.

Members of the American Helvetia Philatelic Society
are making our Stand their meeting place - you are
welcome to do the same.

H. L. KATCHER
The Amateur Collector Ltd

PteSms.4SmT3Mrs
PO Sox 242. Highoits, LaHdon Ne 41.11V Phone: 01-3480290

P19. RPSC, APS ASDA, SPA

Of' t 
Prom 25th February:

2741 ESC (K.767)
4716 WEISCHENRO Tor sus

Jura (K.768)
8224 LOUIE Reb. und Wander-

goblet im Klettgau (K.769)

-From 29th Februarys

5616 MEISTERSCHWANDER - Erholung
am Aalwilerese (K.486a)

Prom 17th March*

6233 BuacS - im Surental (K.770)

Two special stamps were issued

on 7th March for MO Decennium for

Women.

Fmlue, & 0.40 Hp. )
s
 Emblematic -

NDesiggs 0.70 Rp. iMulticolour

Degiant1 M.A. Nunnawar, Pakistan

Printinms Offset
by House of Questa

liar 36 x 26 mm.

Imp 1,600,000
of each

4.1,143.
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2200 1000

2200 800
660 360

4400 1400
5500-6500 2500

660 400

440-660 200.400
1200 500e600

22° 130
200 80

Geeltve 1 dist. lettres ry 72
" 4 Plainpalais

6 kaux-Vives
Lausanne I dist. lettres

1975
4R111. IIrate

Peen 1 Briefauegebe 1.2972
1=Ae1/3ienne 1 Ausgabe 10.12.71
Basel 2 Briefausgabe as ...Roam

Luzern 2 Briefauagabe 5.9.72
nrice 1 Briefeusgabe 26.5.72

m 1 Annahme
32 Neuenster

" 50 Oerlikon
Winterthur 1 December 71
Sceaffhau6en 16.10,72
Bt.Gallen 1 Briefawgabe 22.2.72
Lugano 3 Stazione 3.1.72
:laur 1 1.2.72
eniaaeo 1 1973

MARCH 1980 NWSS leaTER

POSTAGE DUES YESTERDAY AND TODAY
By epeei Grand Laney Translated by H. STEINe4

Part XIII
1.112. 21--04-.11L-takta2.1.eLT-4',a

The coatinuels iecreese in letter post has meant a corresponding increase
in 'due' mail in the sane ratio.  The FTT tried to solve this problem with new
ideas for dealing with the increase in postage due items. The first thought was
he could they automate the process of noting insufficiently franked mail.  Other
coentries eere else working on parallel lines to solve the problem and, for example
Eohand intridueed a franking machine from 1966 onwards which stamped the missing
amount on the postal iteee*

Svitserland wanted to do the same thing and, after two years of trials
at the poet office Bern I to stamp the 'T' by machine, they supplied a large number
of offices with a franking machine in November 1971, This was a Swiss-produced
machine made by the firm of ler of Bern - Model Basler . In all 16 offices
were upplied and they were put tato operation immediately.  They dealt exclusive-
ly with Insufficiently franked mail of all kinds.  The post offices in question,
together with the relevant dates. are given in the following tables

n T

Whim
Introlved

The machine prints are in a deep red, as are all machine cancel, in
nentrast with the handstamps which are always in black. In a rectangle of
15 x 36 mm. is given the place name, without the postal code, rri• 0
and in most cases the type of post office; underneath is the se
respective tax and on the right a Pr , . It makes no differ-
ence if the envelopes are of the C6 (114 z 160 mm.), or 06/5
(114 x 228 mm.), or the C5 (162 x 228 mm.) formate. The
distance from the left-hand edge to the rectangle is always
approximately 20 ma. The printing is, wherever possible,
done nearest the left bottom corner. The maximum thickneee
of processable items is 7 . If the item cannot be put
through the machine then a sticker in A6 size is printed and stt

nm

CP:1*,1 trov:-.5

Q60 T
6
the item.



▪ 1912 Froe me
1960 Dameez

• 22.10.32 Previous
with b

an era
break in left wing
y handwritten 'T'
lee pencil

12
18 x 13
13 x 8
19
18

18

"

canc

1110.66

re

29 z 22.5
18
11 x 6
19
18 x 13
18 a 13
18
18

uted 'T', the returned or re
0' or 'UNOALTIG" in black on

ntrast producing quite a colourful effect.

sometimes happena that these 'aac}]ius-taled1 items are damaged be

the machine and the has made provision for this by producing a special lab*

to attach to the item (PTT form 236.15).

So far the introduction of them mschiuee has proved to be timesaving.

It is clear that it would be uneconomic to supply these madame to the smaller

post offices and they continue to use their handstamps. Time office which have

hines still retain their handetamps in cam of a breakdown with the meohenes.

21LgiugsaajiLliagnIEZEIL

Until the end of 1921 the postal eptam in Liechtenstein was in the

hands of Austria. In an agreement of 4th-October 1911 between Leohtenetoin

and Austria special stamps for Liechtenstein were to be provided. The first

stamps were delivered on 28th January 1912.  Various Austrian stamps were still

valid alongside the new ones until 31st January 1921.  A new agreement between

the two countries was made on let March 1920 and on let February 1921 Switzerland

took over the responsibility for the postal. system. Swiss otemps were used until

the introduction of their own stamps in 1928.

This short introduction will explain why, with the appearance of

Liechtenstein stamps, we also find the IT/ cancellers there. The only exception

was Saha= wbich, so the firat post office of the Principality, used an

Austrian canceller. The first tax canceller used in &well waseintroduced by

Switzerland, the earliest known date of use being 1926.  Yrom 1921 onwards the

PIT foetal Directorate of St. Gallen started the distribution of IT' in circle

cancellers. The only places where they are not used are Sachen and Rugell.

There are 12 poet offices in Liechtenstein, end in addition there ix the poste

*temp office of the principality's government.  Two places hire no offices -

Mele is served by Belzers and Planken by Schaen. There are no franking machines

in use for postage due purposes. Such mail ie rare in this seen country and is

often delivered without further charge, a fact 'which has been proved by collectors

of these items!

VAL.1,2
0f f ion

tamped

1960
• 1926
• 1971

1902-1966
From 1966
1966-1971
From 1971

" 1970

1946
2.926 aviously handwritten

'T' with blue preen

1921 18

Prom Austrian era 10 x 6
1.10.66 18

966-1971 18 z 13
Frost ere 18 z 13

=eluded)
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Mr

OKLITS
C N. Scholey
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DID YOU KNOW?
*MO* that the PTT has made **Rothe. baper
profit in 1979 - aow over SPr.1000m. in 3
years now, which shoes that amongst other
things the 33$ jump in the standard letter
rate (fr.. 30 to 40c) WW1 A bit too much-
in 1976.

tha + he first suppleeent to the 1977
SV? Looal Publicity Ms Handbook OK'
cuncels) is now available, covering 1977,1978 

1 1979 with all cancels illustrated,
new alphabetical and numerical lista/
additions to tables and the least important
price reviaions. If required send £2 in
notes to aa at Hreitastrasse 82, CRa9303
hassersdorf.
.... that in the 4 years 1974-77 the

rage number of new ' K
g ads was 18, now

is 40 for the last 2 yearn. This shows
feet of the rise in interest in this
f cancellatiou'amongst collectors
has been noted by publicity agents
ly.

that the 50th Automobile Salon in
a this year will celebrate not only

with a special steep and cancel, but also
by showing the 50 odd thematic cancels
from all over the world having transport
as aatheme, Nice idea.

that the number of Swiss stamps
printed in Switzerland dropped in 1979from 756. to 737m. The PT printed 53and Courvoisier 206.. However, there were4.1% more letters sent (and 5. .94 NW.inland telephone calls, 11.1% more foreign
calls). The number of franking machinesroae to 18,s1p by about the biggest annualjump ever, over 1000, doubling the totalin 11 years.
.... that Corin hi's is having it. Ord
auction in Maroh,7400 iota at an eatimatedvalue of 51r.8a. The 390 page catalogue
(free to potential beyers) has 16 pages incolour and 200 pages in h & w illustrationsa:ot only are all lots guaranteed for 5 yeabut the markup still remains at the old 1006

ATIONS 1/N4ES

It is well uown that of the Wipe
-tives issued in 1960, numbs= 4.355
Mr some 15 were issued later on
phenphor-coated paper (Lapaper) that wow
easy to recognise as purple fibres were
incorporated in it.

The 5, IO and 20e. 'slues were
lasmsd in booklets, as well as sheets,
to the value of "Pr., 31r. or 51r. One
booklet value, 6Ora included 4x

Later booklets were issued whin&
included the phosphor-coated paper and
in particular the et.. which had 8Z5c..
IWO*. and 12x20c., all on Lapaper,

Recently Mesere. Zumatein were
asked if they had any knowledge of
ar. booklet with Sc. as well as 5 00. on
ordinary paper, with 10c. & 200. on L-
paper. as they had not listed it. They
have now inspected such a booklet and i
in expected that it Will be listed in
their next Specialised Catalogue.

8ince this correspondenoe it was
noticed that Dr. Cans had reported the
existence of this booklet in the Sept.
1968 WM. He also noted other booklets
with 'mixed' papers.

ALLIALLII.Azia.
Interesting list of selected

offers clearly and individually
described, line varied selection of

Rail - Charity - Miniature Sheets
and General Issues for all periods.

Illuatrated list free on request.

ROLE
a. Court

UNTOR ABBOT
Devon 14112 UP

214.141
.10. (cont.)

s
 .... that in
II missed the 3 children shown o

sty answer Quest

Boron  definitive, asking a total o

that once aeala the UN Genva
iasued a private annound. at thelast minute, fcr a email shoe held in
Monthey from 7-9 fvbruary. II lit a the5ut they aro not ioued in the
so are mt cirici5,1. :See ill, above

... that the anewer to Question No.89
is the 1963 RIPO 50c. (Z.No.404) whichbows something' Pretty near to the soon.

that Question Re.90 is suggested
by the latest motor vehicle stamp, theo. of 21 Feb. Hoe many vehicles have

en shown on Swiss stamps so far?

RIITERRECCIRD
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ford, sex. 6th Deb.

7,

pleasant to soot at the o
'Stamper' that your •xcello
with the title of '18th & 19th Cent

Postmarks of Switserlande has been

recogoised as outstanding and accord

ly awarded the Katcher Trophy. Please

accept my hearty congratulationm.

had an opportunity to have a look at

the shoots which were in the Court o
f

Honour and must thoroughly woe that
the award w well and truly given to
Yon.

The membership of your Society is
Tory widespread and the opportunity to
visit 'Stamper' and so learn of the

award probably not enjoyed by most o
f

thma. I hope, thorofore, that you

will publish this letter in full in 
an

issuo of the News Letter'.

Congratulations yet again

Yours sincerely,

AMID J. 3LNTON

HURLING= 1150 Jahr*

This cancel will be in use
March to 31st Deoember 1980.

exeoute wantlists for stamps

of Switzerland, Europe and

Overseas, mint and used

d' New 1„1. 1

htsns

Derner-Brieflarkew.Zeitung

with Urope catalogue supploments

philatelic accessories

albums

+CIE)

Proprie Nortsch cis

se 24, CM-3001

P.O.B. 2585, CH-3001 Dern

aunts' Dorn 30-334
Stockholm 42 55-6
Karlsruhe 705 01-750

ki. i4ai Viemsa 1700.512

6, Lise. Ave, IU

For their meeting on Earth 1st, I.
Group members were guests of the Blackburn
Society. TOW members nods the journey

and presented displays as follows*

Kr. Moore Holvotie Republic I Import.
Issues

Mr. Wilson Postal History

Xt. Hoyls Perforated 3itting and
3tooding Holvotia

Kiss soul Millis Church and the

Pro Juventute booklets

Davis Pro Patria issues

Repo Thesatla display on Swiss

History

Thamatios

Early Pro Juventute

TN, Rod Cross

Postai, Dues

rimy useful

ti..' with

post offices,

bus etc. will be

ordered from
.1.50. Invol

You say recall that the Beruese bear
pped out of his shield on a slogan i

n

onmarY 1979. 
He will be on the move

again an a now slogan to mark the

Exhibition from 5-11 Way.

a passed, andaz
bition is almost here,

s still to cos*.

Even if you are not oonpeting

you may require those elusive:'items

that do so much to build up *fir
st

class collection.

Why not let me help you by

ending me your Wants Lists, or apply
-

ing for material on approval f
rom my

wide rano covering ivA,ss of sta7lps

from all periods, as well as pre-ute
sp,

first day, commemorative and airmail

covers, not forgetting material from

many of the lessor-known facets of

Swiss philately.

.S.ARMSTRONG
14, Low Lan*, Torristolme

KO WA. I

Lanes. L44 OW

Dear

5303

rtifioatee

publication of

catalogues Bur

3witser

Arthur

Eastwood

Gilchrist

ou are entering exhibits

11 need material to make it
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NEW ISSUES IN APRIL & MAY
i3 RgazIma_1222 to be issued on 28th April Famous People

40 Hp. ITSMELKONRAD  KE , Born at Berlingen on 11 June,
1808, J. K. Kern entered

politics as a young lawyer, becoming a member of the Thurgau
cantonal parliament at the age of 24 * He is considered the
chief organizer of the Federal Institute of Technology in
Zdrich and of the Federal Supreme Court, whose first
president he was. A member of the Federal Parliament from
1848 to 1856 he subsequently served as Switzerland's
Minister in Prance until 1659. In this capacity he played
a prominent part in organizin g the International Telegraph Conference of 1875
and the Universal Postal Congress in Paris, which paved the way for the establish-
ment at Bern of the Universal Postal Union. Kern died in Zdrich on 14 April 1888.

80 Hp, GUST V Born on 25 March 1830 at
Aarau (Ct. Aargau) where he

spent his early years and learnt the trade of a precision
mechanic * Travelling and working abroad after his
apprenticeship, he became acquainted with the then novel
Morse telegraph. On his return to Switzerland he entered
the Federal Telegraph Workshop at Bern, whose head he be-
came in 1860. The business having been transferred to
private ownership in 1865, he first ran it with a partner and later the sole pro-
prietor. Thanks to his farsighted policies and his inventiveness, the young firm
quickly developed into a thriving concern, whose main activities to this day have
been centred on modern communications equipment. Hasler died at his home in Bern
on 5 January 1900,

ag.10.2 1 1.4.12L1 Pierre Schopfer, La Chaux-de-Fonds

Watangi Rotary hue engraving by PTT Stamp Printing Works, Bern

gaXert White with luminous substance and fibres
33.1 x 28 mm, For/LI/1111w 2 sheets of 50 etamps

A special commemorative cover will be available, together with collect-
ion sheets and folders. A simple First Day cancellation will be used,

Bo C AFT SIGN . To be issued on 29th May, 1980

Trade and craft signs have a long history going back to Roman times. Sven
older are thQ inn signs, which promised the traveller rest and refreshment. A
great number of hostelries for the entertainment, sbove all of pilgrims and
crusaders, sprang up during the Middle Ages. The trade and inn signs beginning
to appear everywhere were either modelled in clay, carved in stone or painted on
the fauedes of buildings. The first swinging signs were displayed in Switzerland
in the 15th century. They wore made of canvas or wood and later of wrought iron.
Industrialisation in the 19th century led to the decline of the ttaditional trades
and crafts, and tha signs gradually disappeared from the streets. Revived
interest in and appreciation of the craftsmen's work has, however, brought back
the signs as symbols of professional pride and fine workmanship.

p.t.o.



G (Cont.)

20 + IP Rp. MASONS & CARPENTERS. (18th century). Formerly in the gulidhall
'Zum Book' at Rheinfelden, this sign is now

part of the rich collection of the Fricktal Museum of Local History and Culture.
It dates. from the time when the town of Rheinfelden belonged to Austria. Chiselled
out of sheet iron and finished off with a file, it shows some typical tools of the
two trades in a wreath of leaves complemented by the arms of Austria & Rheinfelden.
Different colours have been used to distinguish between the wooden and metal
parts of the tools.
40 4. g0 Rp. B6ABSp. (20th century). Following a decision in 1935 to restore

the old part of the town of Bienne, it was also suggested
to reintroduce trade signs, which were to be designed by the Cantonal Institute
of TeChnology.  Of those actually made, only a few - including the present
barber's sign hairereurviv.4,1unforttanStely. A circle of two twigs suspended
from aistylised support enclose a half-open resort the trade emblem, above three
balls, which wore probably added only for decoration,

70-4. 30 Hp. HATT47. (19th century). Commissioned in 1830 by one Friedrich
Fellaann, this sign is now in the Zofingen Museum of

History. Suspended by means of a chain from an elaborately wrought iton and

partly gilded support, is a hollow cocked hat (tricorne) made of sheet metal and
decorated with lateral tassels as well as a cockade in the colours of the then
patriots of Ct. Aargau.

80 444. maia. (20th century). This sign was commissioned in 1977 by a
master baker in the old part of Bienne where luminous

advertising is prohibited. A gilded croissant in the centre is encircled by

five elegantly curved gilded ears of corn.  The croissant and ears have been

chiselled out of sheet metal, the other parts are of wrought iron. The gold of

the flat parts contrasts beautifully with the black of the wrought iron, making
the sign bright and gay.
Designer,: 20 & 80 Rp. Peter Schiegg,

Basle .
40 & 70 Rp. Gebrg Rimens-

bergor, Wil.
triatUis Rotogravure by Courvoisier

S.A.
Paper: White, luminous, without

fibres

iilets 28 x 33.4 ma. - 2 sheets
of 50 stamps

A special commemorative cover
will be issued, and also collection
sheets and folders. The special First
Day cancellation has the same motif
as thecover and readst '3000 'RN
BUNDESFEIERMARNEN, with 'Ausgabetag
29.5.80'belov the motif.

For music lovers an attractive
slogan showing an angel and notes of
music was in use from 11-18 May to
mark the 13th International Bach
Festival in Schaffhausen.

We always buy
POSTAL HISTORY MATERIAL

SWITZERLAND
LIECHTENSTEIN

19th century stampless and stamped
covers, postal stationery, cancella-
tions, air mails, covers and FDC before
1 960

POSTAL HISTORY AUCTIONS
ZURICH
Editor of the quarterly
POSTAL HISTORY On German)

Come and see us at Stand No A13

PHILATELIE
• Hans R. Scisevareenbach

Lininuitqual 72,
CH-8001 Zurich
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COMPETITION RESULTS
Regrettably there was not a large attendance on Competition Night, 9th

' April ... everyone must be saving up for 'London 1980' and consequently
fewer entries than expected.

, As announced, judging was by Popular Vote, with four teams made up from
. the members present, each team judging one aspect of the marking rules. The

general standard was high, with entries on a number of interesting aspects of
Swiss philately.

After scrutiny of the marks; awarded ' the results were as followss
A. The SILVER CUP Awarded by MAJOR J. B. KEENAN for a very well presented

entry on_alSS SOLDIER STAMPS. Not for some years has
this subject been included in the Competition and it was a worthy winner.

Runner-up: MR. I. : TILLER for an entry of HOTELPOST STAMPS, always a
most interesting subject.

The remaining entry was on the '1942 LANDSCAPE ISSUE'.

B. The MOORE POSTAL. HISTORY TROPHY - was woil by MIS. E. J. RAWNSLET, with an
entry entitled 'THE TICINO OVAL MT8TER11

designed to try to chart the meaning and use of these cancellations, about
which so little still seems to be known.

44Aner-uPJ MR. C. E. REDMILL for a fine entry on SWISS POSTAL ROUTE MARES,
an equally absorbing subject and very 4411 displayed.

Other entries were on 'Early T.P0. Covers', illustrated with small
maps tracing the routes, and another on 'Retoursettel' (Return Labels).

Stock books were awarded to Mr. Then and Mr. RedMill.

A discussion then followed on various points connected with the
entries, and it was also suggested that the present very poor postal 'service did
not allow members to have sufficient notice about the Competition and so to

prepare entries. In future, therefore, the Rules will be given in the February
issue.

The remainder of the time was used to make suggestions for subjects
to be included in the next season's programme.

. .
*

. .- •
- . The promised Third Bulletin on this event, how•• ,. drawing very close, has not yet appeared and to date

• ,• ,	((E1/101:):1 meetings during the event.
• i! no further details have been given regarding . Society. .
• ,,

. .
• No doubt details will be published in the

 Exhibition Catalogue, since we will not have a further
!News Letter' before the opening date of the Exhibition, but if in doubt please
check at the Amateur Collector Stand E2. .

Meanwhile we hope to welcome many members to our own meeting, to be
held on MONDAY  12th MAL from 5.30 - 7.30 p.m.

....10.0.11n6n1111a

The ;Society's ordinary meeting at the Victory (Services) Club in
Seymour Street, Marble Arch, *.2, will be held on WEDNESDAY. 21st May - one week
later than normal. This will be the last of our current session and all
members are invited to bring along some 'ODDS & ENDS'.  Most of us have a few
unusual items which do not fit into a more formal display, and always proves
an interesting evening. Or if you nave any queries, this is an opportunity
to try to find out more about them.

A6suming that a few frames will be available at Earl's -Court, it

would be helpful if a few members would bring along some sheets for display -

but nothing of great value, please, as the safety angle must be taken into

account.
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DISCOVER THE WORLD OF STAMP COLLECTING

AT THE WORLD'S -BEST STAMP ExansmaN
••..••.........................

•
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NTERNATIONAL

STAMP EXHIBMON
Patron; Her Majesty the Queen

6th • 14th Ma
Eerie COOri Exhibition Centre

London, England
Open sway day between IGAM PM We.

(except 6th May, 1PM-8PM; 11th May 11AM.6144., 14th May 10AM-6PM)

THOUSANDS OF INVITED AND 'COMPETITIVE' DISPLAYS FROM

THE PREMIER PRIVATE COLLECTIONS OF THE WORLD

ADMISSION: IL 60 ADULT £1.00 JUNIOR (UNDER 14)

REDUCED ENTRY AFTER 5.00 p.m.

£1.00 ADULT Sep JUNIOR

(6th MAY PREVIEW DAY £8.00)

A DISPLAY FROM THE FAMOUS ROYAL COLLECTION

A SPECIAL SECTION DEVOTED TO YOUNG COLLECTORS

forward to meet-
ing all Helvetia
embers who may
be visiting the
'Imbibition and
to welcoming
friends old and
new.

Our Staff
sill be happy to
show you the
materiel which
we have to offer
or to help you
with any queries
you may him+

Wear.
confident that
you will find
mach that will
interest yeu.

Our Urge
Stand will be a
focal point and
a rendesvous for
members.

Remember
it is
3TAND 12

I. L. KATO=

The Amateur
Collector Ltd.

P.O. Rem 242
Highgate

cam 116  

Sone further news on these interesting items Recently I

machine outside the main Post Office at Bern.  It is slightly different from

the one seen last year at Geneva. Three black buttons with the values 400.,

70c. and 800. have been added to the controls.

At first I thought that only stamps of those values could be obtains

but trials soon had the wide range coming out.  Purther efforts produced what

appears to be the answer. Ay inserting a large value coin and than pressing the

black button one gets both stamp and change.  This overcomes the problem of not

having enough coins of the value needed in the first place.
P. PICIEUD

MINIMIS•

2600 DUMONT 2 - Capitols du Jura

5745 HAIONCL - Karl lerthes Virkungistitte .

2901 INCURS Ses grottos *00

19th April
"rd lay
5th Say



RAYONS

II III IV

Switzerland outside of Geneva 5 Rappen 10 UPPen 15 Happen 20 Rappen
Geneva October 1 1849 to 7 Cts 14 Cts 21 Cts 28 Ots

January 22 1850
Geneva after January 22 1850 5 Cts 15 Cta 25 Cta 30 Cts

APRIL 1980 HELVETIA NEWS LETTERS Page 29

THE POSTAL HISTORY OF GENEVA
By C. J. LaBlonde

,ert E D fee' zef' 1§0. Part VIII

S

1 Oct. 1849 to 22

Letter weight was given in lots' (or laths);
Jan. 1850.

one lot equals 4 ounce equals 74 grams, and the postage rates for a 4 lot let
to each of the four rayons respectively were 5, 10, 15 and 20 Rappen.

Since French currency was used in Geneva, the new letter rates became
71 14, 21 and 28 centimes, the exchange rate being about 2.5 Rappen to 3.6 cent-
imes. Postage due handstamps, three of which are shown in Fig...* were put
into t30 in late 1849. For many years there was doubt that the 28 oentime mark
existed. Winkler, in his handbook, as well as other philatelic authors, assumed
that the Rayon IV rate of 20 Rappen was rounded off to 30 centimes in Geneva
because no examples of the 28 centime mark had been found.  But in the !Swiss
Stamp News' of October 1972 Winkler reported discovery of a letter from Basel to
Aosta through Geneva dated December 19, 1849, and bearing the 28 centime handstaap.
In the same article Winkler reported having seen many examples of the 7 centime
mark but only two of the 14 centime and. one each of the 21 and 28 centime marks..
They are extremely rare.

The cause of their rarity is the fact that they were rendered obsolete
only 114 days after their introduction on October 1, 1849.  During December 1849
a ler establishing official currency conversion rates for all of Switzerland was
passed. It became effective on January 22, 1850, and changed the Geneva rates
from 7, 14, 21 and 28 centimes to 5, 15. 25 and 30 centimes, which led, of course,
to new postage due handstamps. The entire rate situation is summarised in the
table krates shown for the lowest letter rate),

(To be continued)

A review of the Winkler handbook reveals that Geneva was the only Canton
to use postage due handstamps prior to 1850. Further reviee of the Swiss cancel
catalogue shows that during the decade 1850 to 1860 a few other cities began to
use such marks but not to the extent of Geneva. Prices in the catalogue show that
none of the postage due handstamps is very common.  In fact, a search of dealer
stocks during a visit to Switzerland haa convinced me that these markings are very
rare. Before looking further at the Geneva marks, events surrounding the form-
ation of the Swias Federal Postal System must be examined.

Article 33 of the Swiss Constitution, which was
adopted on September 12, 1: e:, provided for centralization
of postal activities under Federal control. Two laws
passed. on June 4, 1849, implemented Article 33. The
first law dealt mainly with the rights and duties of the
Federal Post Office, while the second established the 11
postal districts which exist to this day. District I
was/is the Gee-ton of Geneva and the Ryon district of the
Canton of Vaud. Another very important law, "The
Federal Law upon Postal Rates", was passed on June 8, 1849
and became effective for letters on October 1, 1849, This
lam unified and standardised postal rates throughout
Switzerland, providing for postage based on letter weight
and distance travelled. The distance zones were called
'rayons' and were divided as followas

Rayon I - 0 - 48 kilometres
Rayon II - 48 - 120 Fig. PD hand-
Rayon III -120- 192 stamps in use from
Rayon Iv - more than 192 kilometres
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POSTAGE DUES YESTERDAY AND TODAY
EDGAR HORNELL Grand Laney . Translated by H. ST

SIIIR

Peal4 PAPlas DI ImIcHTEIMIN
Part LIT

- These hand cancellers vere supplied by the Postal Di
rectorate at

St. Gillen. There in no standard fore, they all differ in ty
pe and sue of the

letters, only Gamprin-Bendern did not possess an UNG
OLTIG canceller prior to 1966

An 'ABNULIERT1 canceller is known'from Neuron, and an toglATIGI
 from Lichen.

Zail which cannot be delivered is handled in the sa
me way as in Switserland, some-

times receiving hand-written notes or handstemps 
with 'UTOUR1 or MUCK' And also

stieRwW:101001m giving the reason for the return Of 
the item.  Postage due items

which are returned have their stamps cancelled and n
ew ones added at the

destination office.

AIL? yiLi TBB YUTURN BRING? 

The flood of unfranked. and insufficiently franked p
ost increases.

Conscientious treatment of such mail entails great e
xpense.  The necessary 'T'

and 141041TIG1 cancellers have to be replaced from't
ime to time. Wen with a

usefu1 lite of 10 to 20 years, depending on the sise
 of the poet offic(4 the sum

total of all Swiss post offices concerned can involv
e considerable replacement

costs, To a certain extent the purchase of franking machines brought relief in

some places, but such rationalisation, however, has 
its lieits and cannot be

carried out everywhere. One of the main factors is, a
s always, the labour require-

ment. lowadays labour turnover and shortages are a hind
rance to the smooth

running of the postal undertakings. We can, theref
ore, see why so an postage

due items are delivered without being taxed, to the joy of the recipient and the

less to the PTT, which is deprived of largo mounts 
of revenue. In many 441,44/41

the !tamps are not *Wen cancelled with a IT' but with a data stamp. If thiS is

on the-increase then- specialists who collect 'T.' cancellationm, which are not easy

to find, will give up.

We doubt the Universal Pastel Union will, at some fu
ture Congress, deal

with this enb3oOt of taxes. They will then take the lead in instructing
 the

postal4uthorities as to what to do in the future.

This article does not profess to be a complete reco
rd; no doubt some

eections can be improved when additional mate
rial is available. We would, there-

fore, he thankful for any information which would widen our knowledge, and for any

material hitherto unknown, which reader, can supply
.

NAM=
Nand oh der Schveiser Vorphilatelia 1695-1850:

Les Timbres Postaux it les Cancellation. Postale.

S ).1ese 18434862

Groseesliandbudh der Abstemplungen auf Schweiser
4erken 1843-1907

Altaohweis - was nicht is getalog steht

Spesiel4atalog und Handbuch tber die Briefmarken d
or

Sohweiserischan lidgenossenschaft, 3 Ant-lege 1924

Die Portomarken der Schweiz. (Sonderdruck sue dor

Berner Briefmarkenseitung)

The 'Swiss Philatelist', London Mos. 37/38 1963

"Postage Dues for the payment of Parcel Post"

from "The Swiss Postal Agencies Abroad" -

The 'Swiss Philatelist', LOadon..:1611. 51-53 1968

"? Cancellations on Coil Stamps"

Helvetia lees Letter. Januarzfiebruary 1965
Modern Swiss Postage-due Usage"

Hstriebsverechriften 321 der Generaldirektion PTT
illgemeine Verkehrsvorschriften A.24 der Genereldir

ekti

Liechtenstein Bandbuoi lin
g der

Lexiken sur Liechtenstein Philatelie

We are indebted to Beier Bommeli for his

and would also like to thank Kr. Steiner for his ex

4r. /ebbs for editing the final M.

Jean J. Winkler

N. Jaeggli-Weber

P. X. Andrea
Hans Bmmenegger

Josue Beller

Zumatein 6 Cie, Horn

Hermann Ritter

B. 3. Rmwnsley

Dr. G, G. Ritchie

Li chtensteinsammler e.V.

Dr, Gerhard Dittrich

to publish this article
at translation, and



This event will
be held in Lausanne
on 26th April, whnh
the special cancel
shown will be used by
a Mobile P.O.

The slogan featurin
bear, referred to last month

 used as a
post office canc.)
No. 4 in Guises

plata, Bern from
1 - 11 May.

Interesting list of selected offe
clearly and individually described.
Pine varied selection of Air Mail -
Charity - Miniature Sheets and General
Issues for ill periods.

Illustrated list free on request.

CAROL HIGDON.

'Longmead
t
, 1, Courtinay Roadl

NEWTON ABBOT

Devon, TQ12 1AP

NEM Pe (Cont. from Col. 2)

.... that the answer to Question No. 90
is 9 utamps which show 11 motor
vehicles.

that Question 104 .
91 is: When

did Liechtenstein last use their MPO
cancellers?

.11,4'4.170

Page 31 

DID YOU KNOW ?
.... that a court case is pending con- .

ming faked PDC* of9.8.76 for BIT
machine labels, as some have been found
on registered covers which are not
mentioned in the PT? lists, and also on
the new post cards which came out three
weeks later: Bad story.

that a study group has been formed
for the Swiss Postage Dues, especially
the very early issues. Contact Frits
Rue/miller, Sennbeimeretrasse 14$
4054 Basel, if you have useful inform-
ation.

•.., that stealthily the PT? issued new
SPr.5.- stamp booklets in Dec. 79 or
early Jan, 80, cover colour blue, but
contents identical to current salmon pink
issue. Normally a change of colour
Judie/atm:a a change of content, but in
this case indicates that the inside ad-
verts are different, i.e. for the German
new issuse y giant Siege*, and Lindner

albums. The former advert is in 4
languages, 7,$,I & Romansch adverts on
rear remain the same, 1.0, 20 different.

that on 15 April all 65 postmarks
11 Liechtenstein are to be
changed to include the full
name. The event has been
well publicised and 12
ordinary ode ident
only) may be ordered from
the Phil. Bureau in Vad
but the true collector
will also want the ID and LD of the
others, such as 3 machine dies, 4 hand.
rollers, Phil. Bur. (7 all same) and
perhaps the MPO.

.... that the 1
. : s 

IL Europa pair of
tamps were sold out on the day of issue.

As the majority of collectors have a
standing order, the counter sheetlets
(of 20) keep only the speculators happy,
for a time.
.... that during the big garden show in
Basel (12 Apr. - 12 Oct.) "Gehl 80",
there will be a apecial cancelling
machine in operation with its own die.
.... that on 18.2.80 Burgdorf 2 put a
new'K t cannel into service, and the
last day of the old one, which was
slightly damaged, was 16th. Bs.t now an
observant collector has found some covers
with the new one, dated 14 Feb. It
seems that the philatelically-minded
manager of the local bank sent out his
annual report to 1500 customers with a
PJ block of 4 on each cover. These
were carefully cancelled, twice, by the
postmaster, who used his nice new.
canceller!

(Cont. in Col. 1)

APRIL 1980

W E D DI N G,

It is with great pleasure that we
offer our heartiest congratulation's and
very good wishes to our Chairman

W.Cdr. R. F. MILSTEIN

on the occasion of his marries, to

MRS. D. BRIDGER.

which took place on 3rd April at
Goring-on-Sea.
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This important historic event will
be celebrated in Geneva from 25th April
to 30th September 19800 by a commemor-
ative exhibition at the 'Rotel des
Poston'. During the exhibition there
will be a apecial counter where mail
will receive special cancellations: a

slogan and a pictorial cancel marked

'Office temporaireY,

special cover will be available

with gvignette (partly repeated in the
slogan) and inscribed in old script

'1504e anniversaire is la creation des
postes cantonalas genivoie 1830 - 1980'

The covers cost 40 lip. or SFr.1.-

if franked, using the 40 Rp. stamp of

the definitive buildings series.

4.001.010.1.

t 1°

Lack of space prevented mention of
exit meetings.

That for February was devoted to
TP0s. Mr. Tillen provided a large
amount of material for the first half of
the evening, showing many of the early
railway cancels on cover, from various
parts of the country, including 3 of the
4 Ambulant Circulaire marks. Then some

of the numbered Ambulant cancels and
finishing with the present day marks.

Several other members then prodded
material covering many aspects of the
subject, iucluding a number of queries.
In all a very interesting evening.

The March meeting was a combined
display by members on "Definitive Issues
1907 - 1933".

This produced a wealth of material
starting with Proofs and Essays which
led to the issue of the 'Helvetia Bust',
'Helvetia with Sword', 'Tell' and 'Cross
and Figure' stamps and others.

Several other members gave short
displays of issues such as the first
high values - including an unusual shade
of the purple rt.lo.- stamp; 'Toll Boy
and 'Till* together with the Provisional
Overprints issued during and after
World War

/ MAVEN +

execute wantlists for stamps
of Switzerland, Europe and
Overseas, mint and used

+ CIE

grea e
.andliurope
all World's New Issues
certificates
publication of the ECKSTEIN
catalogyas Europe and
Switserland/Liechtenstein

Berner Briefmarken-Zeitung
with Europe catalogue supplements

philatelic accessories
albums

Proprietors: Lertach & Cie
Address: P.O.B. 2585, 03-3001 Bern
cash accounts: Bern 30-334
Sweden: Stockholm 42 55-6
Germany: Karlsruhe 705 01-750
Austria: Vienna 1700.512
Netherlands: 380 17 00

Many of you will be visiting

'London 980' and will enjoy Seeing

the many fine displays of Swiss

stamps.
You will then want to

improve your own collection and I

will be pleased to help you by

sending selections of material on

Approval.
Whatever you require

write to me

J.S.ARMSTRONG

14, Low Lane, Torrisholma

MORECAMBE
LM 6PN

oak of Switzerland

LONDON 1 9 11,0

THE EVENT THE /PAR



Mr. C. RAUCH.
:553 Baddoe Road,

Cheittat Ord, 3 *CS.
(242 740

was e celien 9 with h spacious
gether with eiao gangways ad carp
torether with a number of rest are

both

Hon. set:rem

ST:LBS• .
135 St., -,4hrl t s Road,

-W1.t;iimstow.:
. Londn F

Mrs E.J. RAMWSL
Cranford Wirlen
Victoria Br,.

Bognor Fte s. Sussex
P021 ?EL
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THE GREAT EXHIBITION

Tni long awaited international Leetelio event na now eeee and gone,but thoee who er able to visi t the exiouoi will not eai y ferget thefabulous displays eo riaing the c'z*in of o llectima from a1l over the world,there could have t,'-_: axl no-one who iij fidmueh of interest from 'u or herfavourite countries. Even with several visi it was imposeeble to see sore thanpart of the vast array f materiel.
The venue on this occaeler

o: aialay eramee and dealer staeee,
floor to MiaM1St crowding and fate
There was added
glimpee Of H.M. the Queen during her visit0

easure on Wedneaaay, 6th 1'tay when one wee rewarMed-bi a brief -

le
ion • oi postal
the • stend, b
with its many

perieneed.

Yeet Office deaervee prie, not only for own minia + e exhidocuments and other items, attractively hc on the fixt floor c
for at i t providing sufficient sales counters to ipe adequately. .

omers thus av ng the long waitin perieee
May we Lu pe to see this extended to national exni itions?
es. area was arranged with

although never far from the dealer etands,
study the item displayed.

iapi grouped i. ction5
re oaeee (d quiet wh ' re on

Naturally our main a
and what treasures were to be
from the Swiss Foetal Museumz

rticular emphasie was drawn
rarity a cover with 6 Baal& ":0 ovcz:
with other ieems and document:J. In
from the first issues of the Peaeral

n to the displays
In the Court of o e
and covers of the Cantonal issu

ZUrien 4 6 type set e The creates
Alec) first Federals S50-52) together

the Joy eeewere wcelerful ezamples
Herr H. Hunziker.

edThen on to the Competitive area_ where the
by collectors had te be seen to be believed. There
aterial commer.i t11 two superb displays

'Proofs 1843 - 1910', beautifully mounted and
'Proofs & Essays, 1643 to mid-20th Centur
comparison from W.Cdr. R.F, were outstanding. Three oteersfrom Switzerlsn and feem W.C-t: mL;ny zia)wec, various aspects of Caetonals,Rayone and "trubels, inc%ding mull) covers tenri.ng bisects, all beautifullypresen  An 'hore c ocors' exhibit by litre. Lee was on tee "4te1ngHelvetiae' imperf. aee eerf.. the former Jeowing the various printings,and papers, elelle tee latter inoluded colour trials, shades etc.,granite paper, with stamps, covers and interestiag eancellaelons.

o more specialised entries were firstly by our CanadianWalton on the 'Standing Helvetia', the only one devoted ensue, and the eecone from 3witzerlaed, a moat interosting one c
ncellations relating to the Canton of Lucerne on Ray,n, trubeEeivetia i35tit8.

wealth of material ame
were 10 entries of early

from Switzerland on
terest, followed by

some issued material for



look forward to . . .
RAWNa'

•
aaaTZTIA NEWS LETTER MAT 19h0

Then on to the .aaatai Hiatary aectiaa aata c at muat be the .finest

adasplays„ yet l'en ,asaa+ny. Haraamaat be maatipuod first the magnificent

•disalay an 'Taa aalaatia Republia natal azaaniatiaa• and Services.' by our

American •aemb•r, d.F, a'taaa, walah caaarehenaively detailed the many type...

Of marklaga used: military, official,. Coatral Post Office, 'Extra Courier'1

Fiacrar Franca. •ataant and 'L.81,1-1.i LF, qa covers. superbly written up to

ari6e aaaaisa pioaura- aa the post. taasa troublatts times. (Of

raLaal a tic,:arast to y r aaver with•taa very rare '7.cht In a. •

ala alraaa. -• the firat axaaale aeen).

aaaa them , 'Cananalatana fram. the Helvetia Period 1793 - 1803* •

aa.aarr ,a-aaata af Switzerland:, which coverad.. the Swiss. Postal Aaainiatratian

aaJ: aancellatiaaa,".acludiae the rarest exasolas from this era. Aaather showed •

aaaaa'acm four partac:a af aoatal histpry of Basle and three otaers were rich in .•

aaraa aad spatial. easaaalataaaaa •

And Isana la the aeropailatella sections were 4 entries, each, ea

4aTeaart in ita aaaroach to to aabaat. From.. our somber, Mr. 1l an

Laaa9taaaine diaplaa aover:ire tae pioneer airmails, first flights, spaaaal. and

aaaaanaaatave fliaata aaa ataap iaaaes, beautifully presented. Of the cA4er 3.

WO aaaaial t n MUSt mad t that by Eara H. Ruosa of Setzerland- .

1 deaa, la aaai, aith.the Pioneer ' iaata fraa lal3a22, togothea with covers

aarra, aiarvar aviator, Maltar taaaaaa,atra. and also covers with 'SCADTV

atampa attarana and Latataaateia. oIataiaa

Sa
'feature
indicationa
apabliahed

a catch have

a lank at and La try to r acer, for one rather disappaintiag

thaaa were no details available as to the award winters and no

a!-,e fraaoa. Whatever the reason for this, and should a liat be

it will ae difficult to try to recall particular entries

af apeaial a-tereat to tae viewer.

Time went all too quacaly, for one could not resist making a round of

th 1e31ratande, hopefully laaking for items to be added to one's own collection.

Tata an MaadaY, 12th Nay there waa another important occasion - the

apecaa aaetira aaid an behalf of our Society.  It WOO a great pleasure to

walaaaa asaaars who atteaded and the Chairman, Mt. Bulatrodea ortended a

waLtaaa tc and particularly to those from abroad, Nr. J. Stone from 561i.

a,-.0ey sold . Scharmann from illiaaas ard tr. N. Rutherfoord from

awatzerland.
Mr, ,:ataaa brauaaa greativas from our sister-Society, the American

Aelveta Failatelia pradaaed some literature from that Society

ar r 4.1.*St .!Wit. so fortunate as to 06 there - to

:.:eaaaa aaaaara. aa, an our part, raciprocate hia good stshe and would be

qually dealaatud to hear from anyone ja the AEI'S with a vie* to meaaaraaip of

Jar Society, aiace tae more we can exahaage news and views taa better it will

he for all

Yr. Rataarfaard tbea Pu7 a f inatthg talk with diagrams on the

meaning of the small lettera aaaa- aaguaes now found it the lower segment of

aodern cancels. Taia very coaali,-;ataa aaajeat is now under intensive study in

Swatzerlaad zaaa cases anearthiaa faata not even known to postal clerks!

It la hoped taat taia information can kla aorted out soon and hopefully become

the nubjept of an article for publication. Altogether a highly successful

'Gat -together', eaatIag contacts to be made with many members.

although pr:'. OR only 3 of the days, the writer waa also able to

aael some 4C -O atabor te ars who ',a2ra present, aataer KS visitors or in other

capacitioa, aaem M. A.N. 'aa-A'raaek from Cala araiaa who postponed his return

to the naraer to incluaa W.:eh is oaa devotion to our hobby:

After taa auperb show what may
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THE POSTAL HISTORY OF GENEVA
By C. J. LaBlonde Part 11

219320ST40E DUE g4ix3 op GgfE4 1419 V.124,2 (Continued)

Figures 23 and 24 show tee letters from the 1850.4851 period bearing the new

handstampa. One letter ahoes the Rayon III rate and the other the Rayon IV rate.

Fig. Letter from
Chauz-.de-Ponds

to Geneva, Feb. 11/
1851. Rayon III
postage of 6 Ir. equals
15 Rp. shown in red
ink on front. Postage
due mark of 25 centimes
applied in Geneva.

Pig. 24. Cover from
Basel to Geneva.

Rov. 8, 1850. Rayon iv
postage of 8 Ir - equals
20 Rp. shorn in red ink
on front. Postage due
mark of 30 centimes
applied in Geneva.

: Ptg. 25. Cover trod Geneva
, to One  Aug. 1, 1856,

8.30 p.a. Rayon I postage
of 5 oentixt,fs shown In blaek
ilandataap applied in Geneva.

k

Pig. 26. Cover from
Geneva to Villen-

gave* Ur. 18, 1856.
Rayon III postage of
15 centimes shown by
black bandstamp applied
in Ommovm.

on
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THE TICINO OVAL MYSTERY
asensIey• •

e ltV c,, o-aKing region of Switierland Wee muon .
slomer . in adOpting.:

syztem pool:age and 'etaLplooy3* . covers continued in use. until about
rp‘t towns, sucr so .,Wellit',t ,f)ed. Looarno. Lugano and a few nther

•al - . lidt around 185? oval caellers, with the
Isa aad nwle but . 	were to 79 . rilla ig.'es•IO •

nte‘ e.40 ,.j c6. • Ln.four cases.cacl-lets of two sizes were uee41. .
. ''e ovals varied according to the length of the • . .
• A-0 14. height from 10.64847' 4m., end black ink was uowai,

ere ur il a:round J.
4b know :Alt t n e appear to be no official records relatinzr to

puoli3!1-id infcrm-,-,Aon. Occasionally they may be-fvund
Rayon -t he first perforlted issue of 18t2„ but more often on

nn

y thEt they relate to p1ace of espatch or
d.e cas tt.s a8 17,dmption seems reasonably correct -

1. Letter from
Tenero -qordole

tJ 27 Cot.
ovh 	noel of

possiblyewch mar.

NO other markings.

4
th

t PA I A. t*

Other en'.arel .
,. Doc r 	rn iubiasoo to ,it. antOnio dated 50 June • •1859.• • Offioil oache te

of &zer,.: ment ,._ .- over $ cancell. • - Beilintona . on . rout. Ova e.::........:•

..ofilLii.... ..: r .60t -. -.. - probably dic- ....h marks .., a.is* horesaboo .
. cancel of

4....' Cover r v .vaI . ,,: ..i.ta f4.. .,,r,i,T•i t • 5 ueust 1888. Official .:.
get-E4 7a:re .il tat,ire, 'Tillage he12 way btween • .. .

...,B gdaolo• .., ,..,do.„,,,:;i: 'c'fa1 oaa,:e .y a espstcn mArkp ....• .

http://muon.slomer.in
http://muon.slomer.in
http://muon.slomer.in
http://muon.slomer.in


Othe
or hamlets whl
can only be found on a
smaller and not likely

to explain, many of the village*
oval cancellations are so small that they

map. In the 1850s they would have been oven
d much volume of Lail. 3irtC0 Wally are situated

approximately half-way between the points of despatch and arrival of the letter, s
study of such covers auggesta an alternative theory:

WERE THEZE CANCELLATIONS SUPPLIED TO PLACES waica SERVED AS STAGING
POSTS? WHERE POSSIBLY LETTERS WERE PASSED FRON. ONE CARRIER TO ANOTHER?
WITH THE OVAL CANCELLATION APPLIED AS PROOF OF THE EICHANGE?

use then becomes more logical as can be seen from the following examples:

5. Cover only with blue horseshoe cancel of Bellinsona dated 27 November 1852,
The route taken was probably via Locarno Ponte Broils to gjoal where an oval
was applied - perhaps an exchange office - then by a minor route to its
destination, gerentjtno, whore it received another oval on arrival.

6. Cover only to Pusio, cancelled in Locarno on 22 March 1854. May have followed
the route Locarno Ponte Brolla Bignasco - Fuaio. Oval cancel of Prato*
which is midway between Bignasco and PU810,
Cover only with official cachet of Intragna, to Locarne, where it received the
ode of 11 February 1863. Probable route would ljave been from Intragna to
Cavpdiano, where it received the oval cancel, then on to Pouts Broils and
Locarno where the ode may have been an arrival mark.

9. The most
curious of
all - a local
letter of
Bellinsona
with cds in
GERMAN . as
BELLE/a - 22
Nov. 1870.
Oval cancel
of AolAasso
(? Molinasso-
d"Arbedo, N
of city) Did
letter join
that route
to dentin.
ation and so

received the
oval?

. Letter fr
ooncerned
Emaicipality

of Posoogsia
of Lugano)
oarno, 25

1659.
probabl

via fagliaao -
•i tehl cancel
itaen by boat to
Locarno whore
beck-atamp show*
t arrived on
6 September.

Would
Your OMR 02.81114)

ute my theory? P
vs and let me know what cone
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Furstlich fiechtenst. Verkaufsstelle Fir Postwertzeichen, Vaduz

name these have
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-stior No. 92 is that as the new 40o. rope stamp shows J.K0 Kern,
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DID YOU KNOW? ...." 2UTHERPOORD

istempelkstni
Raddni . "4on. Phis cover

is franki-g machines
itlustrations,

P.,,,-_-:) L ,:., c,ic. ass a•earsdo following a firv. ition in
r.Yriweiz/Liechten!stein 1960 4 by Heiner Du.s'
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VETLt NEWS

Op 

The introduction of Rayon I
stamps on Octo
on postal rates in Geneva. The next
perturbation took pJ.ie on January 1.
1852, when the number of Rayoua was
reduced to three and the French
monetary system was adopted by Switzer-
land as a whole with the understanding
that henceforth one Rappen would equal -
one centime. Th. new Rayons and rates
were thus:

1850, had no effect

TZERLAND

I invite you to se or a

copy of my latest il ustr list

of

Rayon

stimulate mos

an interesti

active offers to

tea.

tags

tinued to use handstamps
throughout the 1850e. One new twist
was that the postage due handatamps were
applied not only to lettere destined
for Geneva but also to unf ranked
lettere originating in Geneva.

The covers illustrated in Pigs.
and 26 show two examples of this type.

(To ee continued)

Extensive Pro Juventute collection
now beilw broken up, at ca 50A Zumstein.
Write for lint of available items (ma
one only). J. HARILETT (Member Ers)
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do well to complete
es soon as possible
price rises take place.
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prompt attention or ask for materi

on Approval. From my large stock

1 can supply

appe, - all issues

Pqa al Hi orv covers and

First Flight
C.

.tal itatiOnerY

AR1.9.111-1Itat: Route marks, TFOs,

International Offices, et, etc.

atamp
would

collection
e further

mint/used

eels

ZUMSTEIN CIE tever you require writ

Proprietors: Rertsch & Cie

Zeughausgasse 24, CR-3001 Bern

AdJrese P0.L 2585, OR-3001 Bern

catsh ago unts: Dern 30-334
Swedens Stocis.holm 42 55-6
Germany: Karlsrune 705 01 60
Austria Vienna 1700.512
Net St 380 17 00

....$.448111$TRON.O.'
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SWISS RAILWAY CANCELLATIONS
A General Appraisal by R. L. CHRISTIAN

"To each his own" - this phrase embodies my attitude to collecting.
Let each person decide what he wishes to collect according to his likes and his
pocket. What may appeal to one does not always interest another.  What one can
afford to collect and in the proeess make a worthwhile study may well be far too
expensive for the pocket of another. For example a real study and knowledge of
'Strubelis 4

 can only be gained by the handling and examination of quantities of
stamps to gain the 'feel and to be able to recognise the various shades and papers.
When attempting to put together a collection of swiss railway cancellations it is
necessary to know what there is to be found and the exact significance and useful-
ness in a study of each group. The purpose of this article is not to give a
detailed study of any one particular group or postmark but only the way each group
wee ueed and what information can be extracted or interpreted from the cancellations
of the different groups and sub-groups.

From almost the very inception of railways in Switzerland there has been
use of their services by the postal authority.  The Federal Government was quick
to appreciate the real value of this new means of transport in speeding the mail
from one place to another and when applications for the granting of concessions to
develop lines were received, the Federal Government imposed conditions charging the
Companies witn the carriage of mail between points on their lines when required to
do so and without making any charge for this service.  Thus, from the early days
many letters were carried by rail although most did not receive any sort of marking
which indicates this, The early railways were all 'private' Co4panies and it was
not until nationalisation in 1902 that a large proportion of Switzerland'a railways
came under State ownership. Lven then the smaller (and more interesting lines in
my opinion) remained in private hands.

An interesting collection of markings connected with the various
Companies and of travelling post office and other cancellations ased on mail carried
or to be carried by rail can be made. Some of these are postal cancellations
proper, others are markings provided by the railway Companies wnich they were
authorised (and instructed) to use on mail posted in their station post boxes or
handed in for certain types of mail at the station offices, (express etc.). In
the process of this many marks which should not have been used were in fact made
use of and the regulations regarding these cancellations are rather complex.

A number of markings are to be found on letters originating from railway
Companies and are in fact really intended merely as indication of the sender of
the letter. (Figs. 1 & 2). Notwithstanding this these may well be worked into
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a cullection as evidence of the existence of the Company. As my first phrase -
to each his own. Others were intended for use ce railway documents and waybills
etc, but 'slaphappy' railway employees applied teem to envelopes. (Fig. 3).

Indeed this happened even on full Travelling Post Offices and some marks
were made with what were obviously bag label cancellations, or even seals are to
be found. Pigs. 4 & 5).

The first T,E.C. to come onto Swiss soil was not a Swiss one but a
French T.P.O. operating on the Strasbourg - elasel line and cancellations
mbimma of this T.P.O. with designatton.for operation in both
directieue can be found. At later dates T.P.Os of Baden (Fig. 6),
Germany and Austria all terminated their routes at Basel or °tear
points in Switzerland kBucbs ie the case of Auatria), but whether
any of these actually handled and eencelled mail on Swiss eoil is
very much le doubt. What few example* of these cancels on Swiss
stamps wnich are to be found being more likely to be mistakes
than intentional. However, there are a number of stations which
are of foreign lines and which do legitimately use their station marks on By
mail*

The first Swiss T.P.O. was introduced experimentally in 1857 between
Zarich and Brugg. It is not known what mark, if any, was used on mail handled
on this or whether sorting only took place. The latter explanation could
aocoant for eee lack of surviving marks. The firut record ofaTravelling oe
Offioe canceilateon is that of the Zarich-Aarau route in 1858. g. 7). Aa

the line was only completed to Aarau on the 18te Ay., 1858, this
is the earliest it coeld exist. he eancellateees of this route
were inscribed "Schweiz Bannpost" at tee top and either " Mich-
Aarau" or "Aarau-Zarice at the foot, epending on the direction
in -which the service was being operated. In the centre the Train
No. preceded by "Z" for Zug (train) appeared over the day of the
month in normal figures and the eenth in roman figures (this
occupying the centre) and below this the year eiteer in full or

just the last two figures. All these were moveable and replaceable slugs and
cancellatiens with the order switched can be found.  Perhaps oely the alternative

7.

theseof the year in full or dust the last two digits are really coleeetable.
do represent a distinct change in practice.

A cancellation in a type very similar to the preceding one
exists with the wording "Bordostbahn" across the foot in place of the
terminal etations. Fig. 8). This very well could be the type
used on the first T.P.C. It is however, olr recorded. in ussain
1859 and 1860, the earliest date being a year after the first record-
ing of the Aarau-Zarich cancellatoe.

e further type of cancellation incribed at tee top "Babn-
a.

pope in mans-serif lettering is-recorded also in use in le5e on the Chur-Zarich,
SI,Gallen-Zarich (Fig. 9), et. Gallen-Cher and Glarus-Mich
routes. This type aleo has the same combinations of Train No.
and dates and reversals of these. Again separate cancellations
were used for each direction and this also applies to two furthar
types which appeared very quickly (1861 being the earliest) on
these and
other new
linos -

Aarau-Winterthur (Pig. 10).
Basel-elten, Aarau-Bern.
Geneva-Aeuchatel (Fig. 11),
Zarieh-Romanshore etc.
These had the terminal
stations at the top and a
Swiss cross at the foot.

13.

One type had this cross on its own Fig, 12 and the other
'BP la' on the left and right reeeectively. The 'BP' standing
for Bahnpost and the 'BA' for Bureau Ambulant. The Geneve-
Keuchatal route was the first in a French-speaking area an used
the prefix 'T' instead of 'Z' for Train. Other cancellation types
appeared, such as the use of sans serif letters instead of serifed
in the "Schweiz Bahrtpost" type (Fig. 13) and a double circle with-
out bridge (Fig. 14). The latter emulates the formed Badiach T.e.O.
types except that in the case ef Switzerland the two terminals are
separated by 'a' the French for 'to'..

To be contineede
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SFr.140 - blue helmet of tne

UNO troopsDesigeert Wiever, Pee, Rep. Germany
12:111.1Laii Offset by Ensceede Son,

Nt-..tkJ,,riands
36 x 26.5 mm. I 0 600/000

2. To mark the 35te Annivereary of theU.N. a special issue will be made inGeneva on 26th June.
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Miniatere eheet: SFr41.10
Symbolic incereerating figures
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A PHILATELIC SENSATION
By M. Rutherfoord

Such is the title of the main article, by Max Bertech, in the April issueof the "Berner Briefmarken Zeitung", which annoueced the discovery by "our"H. L. Keteher, ce-f a nitherto unknown 5c. Postage Due stamp of 1878, illustratedin the May HNL. Serely tee dream of every collector, to actually find acompletely new stamp:

When the PT? issued 9 postage due stamps on 1.7.1878 they had intendedall to nave the ealuee ie. to 500e, printed onto a common frame background having80 rays. When, however, the lc4 was print-.ee, it was eleae that these rays were con-fusing, so they were cut out and, therefore,all subsequent prentehee were without rays,ea 'shown. The prieteeg machine was a, two-colour press,

Now this veee on, 5e 9 on raysturns up after 101 
.y. t ..:!$.1 In the .BH.4article the various theories ere discussed.It eeems unlikely that if e whcie sheet of200 had been printed that eteer copies :would not Lave turned up years ago. Ittareot be a. conventional eroof, as it is on the correct paper and perforated,unlike any known proofse

thine it was an unconventional proof in which the printer wanted toprove quickly to the PTT that the rays must be eaeceee, so he put only a few 15'sInto the old '1' block free' (which.. was to be bre4en up in any case) and made.a.few galley pulle onto trisieeeets of the stamp frame only. One of these sheetsI theresespett got mixed intc: th4.; lc, 'pile and was perforated and distributed,witt perhaps only 10 or less 5c. in it.
.• The other myetery, that of the

now . t9 have bees.solved ie. enat t has been identified asteet of BleEt;eit Gt. Thergee. An
indeede

SWITZERL A ND

but ....
If you are planning to show somethingout of the ordinary at Local Shows,
new is the time to start.
For more than 30 years we have been
inatreeental in helping many collectorswin awards. . Our extensive stock of
Switzerland (the only country we stock)enables us to offer an unrivalledP 'AL SERVICE, world-wide. Be itCluesics or Modern, Proofs X Essays,
Hotel Posts, Varieties or Multiples,Retouches on Staedine Helvetia-a or
Revenues - we eae help you. Please
contact me for further details.

* *

take this opportunity of expressingp leasure at meetire so many membersof 'Helvetia' at 'LLD eN 1980'. We
hope you all enjoyed your visits and
that you also added soma good items toyour collection.

H.L.KATCHER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.

P.C. box 242, Hi gate,
LuNDON N6 4Lit

Tel. 01-346-0296
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Last month I mentioned that I had no news as to the awards made in the

competitive sections, but I have now seen the official list, thanks to our Chairman,

Mr. Bulatrode. The task of selecting and awarding a total of 736 medals among

over 4,000 entries of the highest quality must have been a herculean one and

comprised 51 Large Gold, 139 Gold, 169 Yarnell, 300 Silver, 107 Silver-Bronze and

61 Bronze. The following went to Swiss entries

4ENERAI, 

le#RG Go4PI,
1843-1910; G. Blank

Classics 843-54.

a, retcuonee * special

E.L.Katcher - Amateur Collector Catalogue 1980

'Vrenli' (Switz.) and

H. anther (Switz.)
to 1900; P. Dinishort

R. Retell (Switz,) Vane

Buistrode a1ton, Stone,
Our heartiest congratulations to Messrs.

Newell and Katcher on their well deserved achievem

A VERY SPECIAL CAICE

Of particular interest to
the commemorative cancellation
mark the inaugur..
ation of the new
SBB Mrichi4loten
Airport rail link,
which was opened
officially by B.M.
Queen Elizabeth
during her recent
State Visit to
Switzerland.

A special post office at 8058
Ulrich 58 Flughafen used the cancel.
shown from 29th May to let June.

TO all Members BAPPr

HOLIDAYS AND GOOD STAMP BUNTING!

--*

iversary
JUBILEE

as is To celebrate the dOOth
uaed to of the foundation of the city of

nterthur the special
cancellation shown will "14
be used from 27 29

A programme
will be published as
completed.

The PacketSecretary will al
os members when he is ready to
lets for the Packet.

It depicts
Town 8a11, before
which the festivities
will be staged. No



Fig. 1 The Double Geneva

centimes Cantonal postage,
the Canton. Each half stamp
five centimes.  

The fleet etaep of Geneva Switzerland's second etamp issue and thefourth stamp issue cf tbe world) grew out of a speech before the Grand Council orGeneva on Monday, May 22, a very far-sighted man. Alphonse de Candolle,professor of hjetore and e Council member. He firse cited England's success withstamps, after which de efamerated the advantages of having the postage letterspre-peed. Among other strong points, he noted that even lettere endine 12p in theletter cef;ice would be no J.G . the postal system if postage oet letterseea Ov2e1I prepaid. Ho argued strcgly against the inequities of having postagepaid ty the reeeieets of letters, letters which they may not desire to receive orcannot affere. 'lie therefore suegestee that ",... The Administration causes tobe manufactured marks or labels which can be stuck like wafers on a letter ....Many eee lost but tnis is so much profit to :2.e-! -cost office." Perhaps his latterst,e,te rt is a preview of philately, that craey hobby in which millions of etasare into albume at a handsome profit to postal systems around the world.
Following the contelieretion and discussion, Professor de Candole'ssu ele" et i om to bell peetage ataeLee aa receipts for prepayment of letter poetage wasadoe%ed on September 13, 1843. Twc of his other suggeetions were not adopted.1.ie had, for e4r,it,D1,', recommended tnat storee all over the town be authorized to sellstamps, thus saving trips to the post office for many people. Tnis idea wasrejeetea on tee -easis of the complex poetal rate structure existing at that time.Vedinaey shopkeepers could aot be expected to kee abreast of all rates and changes.A1c rejected we , u:ii7 lower peetal rates prycs y Professor de Condone; thustr e local rate remnened five centemes and the Cantonal rate 10 centimes. Theeeieue demign of '.ne first stamp provided for both ratrs.
The aeteal designer of the stamp (Fig. 1)is unknown bet eespected to be Cuillaume Pasteur,directer of tn. , Office in 1843. The eta= wasprinted with b1 11-,k, on yellow-green paper by

lithographer 194, Rue du
Terraillet, in eneete (.3!.' 50 doebles. The totalprintihg wzie, 1,20e eheete, or 60,000 doubles of whichonly 6,000 wert-: ever used and only about 600 preserv-
ed. The ieeading over eaeh double stamp indicated 10
the rate for a letter from one city to another withinbore the inscription 'Port Local' or local postage of

• .The•tist.0so controversy about. the first. day of use for the DoubleGeneva. emetele ctaloglie . Ii:its it as October I, 1843, but elemeeterY...calendar reac show5. tnt dax• .to have been fi Sunday.. itapius in his writinClaims thal . th•rkai first day was •:aturday, ... ep . :.,ember 30, 1843, Public Notice 77ef Wednesday. •Se7 ,,,f,? mter• 27 listed p 4 e er 30 as . the . day of •iseue and gaveinstruotiohe for rurcase and •• ' the stamp, it to be sold only at the'post . office and, a apecia1 'our to Profeeeee de Candolle, at a paper goodsstore rear his home on the norr side of the -..1-ivero

The stamps were very ow to gain puelie acceptance, very few fr!?Inkedletters are known from late 4 In an effort to induce prepaymente ehe poet•offieedeeided. on Febeuary 6e 184 .4e to sell. the 10 centime _stamp at 8 centimes, a.20. percent . red:lotion:. UnfranAed letters still paid the normal rate. Thisaction caused tni .  na1t f st1:71 .pa to increase somewhat during 1844.
• Throogthbut 1844 postal rates were the subject of continuing discussion,linelly on leeeuary 11, 1645, K. A.. Bards., president of the 'nuance Departmente.again proposed that the rate for Cantonal • letters be reduced from IU to 5 centimes,.be expected an increased, volume of mail to more than compeneate for revenue lost . •o reduolng the ratee • The Council adopted his proposal and establisted..unifora.letter rates for the Canton, rates which for the first time •took into considerationthe weight of 4 letter. Effective. from April .1, 1E645 the rates became:

5 i- ntimer8, for a let ter• up to . 1 ounce
10 centimes for a letter between 1 and 3. ounces

• For•letters over 3 punciii4, 1 centimes for the first 3 gunce0
.
 404

15 d'entiss$ pei oinoe for the excess,

. • Thus was the Cantonal Post abolished and the. need for the .. double stamp
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obviated. It should be noted, however, that the double stamp waa not declared
obsolete. Although it was no longer sold by the pest office, private stocks were
used, either as halves for the new rate or ad doubles for heavier lettere, as late
as 1853.

A new stamp was proposed by Postmaster 'Seneral Pasteur to be 3iM

design to half of the double stamp but a bit larger seo bearing the
inscription 'Port Cantonal'. The new stamp, called the "Small Illagle
because the wings do not reach the edge of the aSiela (,Fig. 2) was
also printed by Lithographer Schmid in olack on yellow-green paper.
The total printing was 1,200 sheets of,100 tamps or 120,000 stamps.
The stamps were laid out very close to eaen other on the elate,
sometimes actually touching the adjacent stamps. Thus copies of Fig.2

the Small Eagle with four full frame lines are very difficult to Snail Eagle

find0 It was used from April 1, 1845 until the end of 1846.

Sometime near the end of 1846, before the supply of Small Eagles
was exhausted, the lithographer made a new plate and printed a new
stamp called the "Large Eagle" because the wings touch the frame of
the stield. (Fig., 3). Official documents regardine the Large
Nagle have never been Siscovered. It has been estimated that the

Fig 3 first printing on yellow-green paper was 100,000 stamps and the
. 

Large Eagle second printing on dark green paper was 50,000 stamps. A full
sheet of the Large Eagle on yelloe-green paper may be seen at the

Swiss Philatelic Museum in 'Bent it ia the only krown intact sheet of Cantonal
stamps. First known use of tne yellow-green stamps is January 6, 1847. Partial
records of the lithographer indicate that the ,J.ark green stamps were delivered to
the post office on Auguet 22, 1848, and this is generally regarded as the day of
issue for the stamps,. All the Cantonal stamps were valid until September 30, 1654.

The postal rate law of June 8, 1849, mentioned earlier in the series,
made new provision for a local delivery to large metropolitan areas at a reauced
rate of Si Rappen. Recall that the usual Rayon I rate was 5 Rappen. Since
2- Rappen were equal to 4 centimes, the Geneva post office asked =;chmid to produce

a 4 centime stamp for use on local letters. The stamp is
called the 'Vaud 4' for reasons which nobody can explain
(Fig. 4). It was printed in sheets of 100, but the total
printing is unknown. Earliest known use of the stamp is
November 1849 and it was rendered obsolete by the December
1849 currency law which became effective on January 22,

1850. Hence its great rarity',

The currency law decreed that 24 happen would
henceforth be equal to 5 centimes in Seneva, and this ceased the Vaud 4 to be

changed to a Vaud 5. The new stamp was printed from the same plate except that

the value figure was changed (Fig. t). Estimated printing of the Vaud 5 is

100,000. It was used from January 22, 1850 until Ceetember 30, 1854, when all -the

Cantonal issues were declared obsolete. Altho designee for local letters. the

Vaud 5 was used on letters for the rest of Switzerland and even letters to -Serie.

Hence there exist pairs and blocks of 4/ 6 and 1. of this stamp. It is also found

on letters with various Seise Federal stamps.

The last Geneva steep, a 5 centime called the 'Ne cs-Ztel'
for no apparent reason, ia somewhat of a mystery (Fig. 6). Most
writers agree that it was issued because the ..-t:ople of Geneva were

not pleased with tne Federal stamps issued in Rappen instead of
centimes. Thus, when the supply of the Vaud 5 ran but, the Geneva

post office asked Schmid to designs new local stamp which looked
like the 24 Happen Federal stamps lOrts-Post and Paste Locale).
Exact printing and date of issue are not known, out the number
issued is estimated at 25, 000. Earlieet known use is recorded in August 18510

BISELIOGRAkia,

Andrea, F.X. & Nmmenegger, Rana* Grosses Handbuch der Abstamp iUnen

Schweizer Marken, 1643-1907
Josuas Altschweiz - was nicht im 'Catalog steht.

Caldwell, George W.: Franco-Swiss Postal Treaties of 1826-1629. Postal

History Journal No. 7.
Caldwell, George W.: Switzerland - The Rayon period. Helvetia News Letter,

March 1966. (Cont. on page 47)
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next rarest Swiss stamp which coulA exint
twice # but nas not yet been seen. *nat
is it? M. RUTHERFeCRD
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LONDON 'HOU? - 21st May.

At the last meeting of tne season 1

in London displays of 'ODDS ENDS' I

again produced a great variety.

Mr. Harris: Interestin;.7 postmarks
from l' hexbres, some OG family iet-.ees.

Ma:Icr Keenan: A selection of
MPO markings.

Mr. Hoddinott: An amazing array
of the cards based on old rail ponters.7

Mr. Pickard: Unusual items of

postal stationery, with some wnich were
witp.drawn oy the PTT and bought up by
a German dealer!

Mr. Mivcely: Half sheets of 2nd
& 5rd issues of 'Tell' stamps iasued
for booklets. Also a cover from the
Press Club at the Mohtreux Uchferetce
in 1936.

Mr. istrociel Some unusual items
of proofs.

Kra. Hawnsley: Recent covers wit'
interestinr cancels and a selection of
slogans for the 'Esce,lade' in Geneva.

Mr. Buistrode thanked all who
snowed, which proved that items rarely
seen in larger displays could be of
great interest.

0 C 0 -----

invite you to send for

copy of my latest illustrated list

of

' ITZERLAND

.n list as an interesting

selection of attractive offers to

stimulate most tastes.

Lists iee on request.

DAROL HIGDON

'Longmeai'm

1, "jourtensy Road,

NEWTON 46B0T

Devon)

1442 1LP
o 0 o

execute wantlista for stamps
of Switzerland, Europe and
Overseas, mint and used.

Cie
greatest stock of Switzerland
and Europe

all world's New Issues

certificates

publication of the ZUMSTEIN
catalogues Europe and
Switzerland/Liechtenstein

Berner .6riefmarken-Zreitung

witt Europa caalogue supplements

albums

OE)

Proprietors: Rertsct. * Cie

Zeughausgasse 24, CH-3001 Bern

Address: F.O.B. 2585, CH-3001

cash accounts: Bern 30-534
Sweden: Stockholm 42 55-6
5ermany: Karlsruhe 705 01.750
Austria: Vienna 1700.512
Netherlands: 380 17 00

J.S.ARMSTRONG
Having survived the throes

of moving, will you please note

that my address is now

435, MARINE ROAD,

MORECAM3E,

Lancs. LA4 OAF,

ENGLAND

At your service for all

Your requirements of

Swiss stamps min

Covers - FD & commemorative

Postmarks, TP08

Postal stationery

Airmails - stamps it covers

etc., etc.

0o-
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Mr. C. RAUCH,
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Chelmsford, Essex.
012 747

Tel. 0245354149

JUBILEE CANCELLATIONS
By M. Rutherfoord

This i8 rather a new term to indicate a temporary special event cancelWhich becomes e permanent local publicity 'K' cds at a later date. It all starteduith Sursee, reer Lucerne, on 1st May 1956 (Fig. 1) when it was- S announced by the PT that this special cds would be used onlyduring the time of the festivities celebrating the 700 yearjubilee of the town, but eot later than the end of 1956.Dated eee 17th January 1957 there appeared the same cancel in, the PTA, minus the text "700 Jahr* 1956", but given the numberK 193! Up to the end of 1976 this has happened 19 timesaccordieg to the list in Table Cl in the SVP 'K' Handbook.That it doeen't always happen is proved by seize very likely
Pi 1 candidates in Table C2. How can one recognise such cancel-g. lations? How are they different from other special eventcancels?

„TU13IL4E m always have a standard set of date and time reels in thestandard '10 position, just above the middle line. Made of hardened steel theyare used continuouely in the local post office during 6 to 9 months of that year,following issue. The period commemorated is always mentioned, and it is thisdate which is later removed, to create an ordinary 1 10 canceller which thenremains in use for 30, 40 years or so.
E T • C LiJ

a few exceptions e , ntion-
ed later, have a fixed -1-1,-Ortk4;edate, never with the
time, and placed virt- 15-U178 25125.8.,ually anywhere. Made
of plaatic, very often

Ain more than one
exampie, they are used
only in the temporary
post office almost ex-
clusively for philatelic
mail, and only durine the stated period which is very often only one day. Thetemporary office can well he a mobile post office (as Figs. 2 & 3). which todayuse less and less their own MPO cds with cachet of the event.  Philatelic mailsent in for cancelling is, houever, usually cancelled in the nearest PhiiatelicBureau or Head Post Office, using the PTT's own footswitch-operated electricallypewered "hani-cancelling machine", which gives a practically perfect impression.These machines are eeed by a number of postal administrations, includieg GB andsundry off-shore is1eed4, by the way).

The exceptions are - today - as follows; Auto salon, '::, ,eneva (Fig. 5);amptoir, Lauaanne (Fig. 6) - note small annual modification; PTT Mobil (Fig. 7)(shown overleaf). Various UN agencies in Geneva during annual week-longconferences (Fig. 8). They eave also produced a number of anniversaey cancel-lations which are usually in uee for the full year, but as they never become a

Fie. 2, 3 & 4
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CQNTRIBUPlON FOR THE  'NEWS TTU_

Articles for the 'News Letter' are urgently required. Long ones,
suitable for serialization are particularly welcome, but shorter items are equally
useful, also notes of discoveries, covers of special interest etc., all help to
fill our papes. And don't forget our 'Puzzle Corner', where we try to solve

members' queries. E.J.H.
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*KI cancel they are not a Jubilee cds of the sort under discussion here (Figs. 9
& 10). All these are made of steel with standard date and time reels.

One can now examine the various sequences of 'K' and Jubilee eds.

old Jubilee
till 'J' till 31st Jan. 1st Jan, till

X.725 Firs. 11, 12

2. K.130a S 948
new pict.

K. 130a none jgs. 13, 14

ilMIR11190,61Wre...1•5

K.521

.486

none

.521a

?

none Fig. IC

,,17

The numbers shown are those from the generally accepted listing in
the well-known FEN catalogue of all special and MP° cancellations. During the
use of a Jubilee cancel, cases 2, 3 & 4 above, the 'K' cancel is not used at all,

Note in Fig. 11 the Swiss-German "Jahr" instead of High-German "Jahreft.

This is how the situation looks today, what the future will bring
nobody knows, but Jubilee cancels with their predecessors and successors,
especially if one can find the attractive covers often used, are an interesting
sideline, dealing with a system of postmarks proLably unique to Switzerland.
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SWISS RAILWAY CANCELLATIONS

15.heralded a new practice and era. (Fi . 16 & 17) * 	These were
used indiscriminately in either direction and one
warding only was necessary. In the case of these
the Train Number for the first tire aasumes a sige
nificance in determining the direction in which the
T.P.O. was travelling. Indeed it is neceesary to
refer to the route schedules of the period to deter-
mine the exact route on which the T.P.O. operated.

16. 17. In 1869, for example, Geave -Sion I and II operated
Gen'eve-St.Maurice-GeAve; Gen'eve -Sion III Lausanne -

St.Msurice -Geneve -Lausanne; Geave -Sion IV: St.Maurice-Genlive-SteMaurice andaoAve-Sion V: Lausanne -GeAve -St.Maurice -Lausanne. Thus in fact none terminated
in Sion: Unfortunately very few of these route schedules are available and they
were changed every six months.

Reference to route schedules every six months is also necessary in the
case of a group of 'Ambulant Circulaire" which were in operation between 1863
and 1869 and much more work remains to be done on the routes these followed.
Recording of the place of despatch and destination, date etc., might build up a
picture. It is for this reason that the author would always welcome correspondence
on and copies of any covers with any Swiss T.P.O.s. No one collection can hope
to provide a full picture.

The year 1870 saw a drastic change in cancellation types * Those shown
above began to be phased out, although they are to be found for a further four or
five years. In their place a new series of postmarks in six or seven main types
appeared. These used the
designation 'Ambulant'
or 'Bahnpost' at the top
depending on the pre-
valent language in the 1eVW7749
district in which the e, .
T.P.O. was to operate
and at the foot includ-
ed a route number. 18.(Figs. 18 & 19). One
type (rather scarce) has the route number following the deeigtation 'Ambulant'.
(Fig. 20). The oonelpsion is often drawn that all that is neceseary is to look
up the route number to determine the route. Unfortunately it ia not so easy.
As stated earlier in the article the route schedules were prepared and changed
every six months and individual chaeeee made between summer and winter time-tables.
Obviously not every route was re-allocated, but draw your own conclusions from the
fact that there were 61 routes in 1882. 69 in June 1689, revised to 32 only in
October 1889 and by the end of this period (officially 30.4.1910) back to 40 again.

From 1910 the route numbers were deleted and the only possible way to
determine the route is via the Train Number which is still present in the brid
of tee cancellation and this method is very hit and miss. It is the author

humble opinion that a study of
this period will cover types only.

tHHiI- (Figs. 22-24) * 	The only real
rarity of the period is a type of
cancellation with designation

rmr J 'AmbulanIll - the Italian version
(Fig. 23), or prhaps types which
have been hy the excising

24, of the bare completely or in part.
One type exists with bars at the foot and a Swiss cross in the upper se  nt0

A General Appraisal ... , R. L. Chelstian Part II
In addition to cancellation Type 14, enown in the

previous Instalment, a further sllehtly larger double circle type,
Introduced about 1865, was also used on some T???0.3 operating
return journeys: Sion -Geave -Sion - GeA.ve -Sion -GerAere -
Luzern -Virich -Luzern etc. ( Fig. 15).

A new type, introduced in 1867: double circle with
bridge, a Swiss cross in circle at the foot and segments barred.



         

Our Superb Approval Service
Now comprises about 150 booklets, tilled with material to snit all collectors, and some
6,000 sheets of individual rarities and choice 'morsels' to delight the most demanding
palate. 'Ills service, which enables collectors to choose materials at leisure in their own
homes and with their own collections at hand for comparison, is now available to clients
snail parts of the world.

We particularly recommend the scrutinising of isucs up to 1910 of which several
copies of each stamp are mounted priced according to condition and permitting
collectors to choose copies in conformity with their own standards.

Sitting ileivellas. Mint
Sitting Helvetia, Used
Numerals. Mint
Numerals. Used
Standing Helvethis. Mint
Standing lielvetias. Used
VPU 1900

ITU 1900. Varieties
Varieties and Fxrtirs to 1914
Varieties and Errors (modern)
Proofs and Essays
Unusual Read aisd Rarities

Municipal issues

Postage Dues. Mint
Postage Dues. Used

Dues

Postage 1907-33. Mint
Postage 1933-to date. Mint
Landscapes 191449, Mint

Air Mails. Mint and Used

„I mmune% Mint
Javentates. Used
Pro Patrias. Mint
Pro Patsies. Used

Military Stamps. 1914-18
Military Stamps. 1939-45
Military Stamp Min Sheets
Military Stamp The-When
Military Stamp Proofs

Officials
Societe dee Nations
international Labour Bureau
Other laternatlooal Offices

Covers 1850-1906
Modern Covers
Flight Covers
First Day Covers

All items are fully insured in transit both ways in the United Kingdom and overseas;
while in clients possession (UK only).

Please ask for enrolment

25.

cancel
duced
oleo
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T 0

in print of this it would appear that these are the result

of a similar set of circumstances to those operating

about this time in Belgium. Here the T.P.O. staff left

the train at the various stations, cleared the station

postbox, struck the letter with a straight-line mark
toe name of the place and took the letters back to the
.P.O. to be cancelled with the T.P.O. cancellation.

The only T.P.O routes to escape the replacement

e ne or two minor private lines then in existence or lat

canoe lations of tnese have been covered in depth in an earlie

Clio be
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THE EXCHANGE PACKET c. it.uch
Once again a season is over and looking at the autumn weather already withus in early July, the next philatelic season cannot be far away:
The Year 1979-1960 has again been an excellent one. The value of the Asateriacirculated at 415,312 has only increased marginally on last year's figure, but thesales are significantly up at 46,450, giving a useful increase in the percentageof material sold. This has been a loss free season, although we have had one ortwo scaree! These good results are factors that help the Packet's contributionto the Society's general funds and helps to keep the an pual subscription down.
My greatest regret is that there are a few members who do not take the careappropriate to hatairloas item of value, and the Packet is an item of valueaveraging 4300 - for the safe expeditious handling of the Exchange Packets.

try to arrange the circuits so that 2 Packets do not arrive at the sametime at one member's premises, but unfortunately this does happen occasionally.The RuSee are quite elear regareing the action to be takev.  Under no circum-stances must 2 Paseets be sent in one parcel; this invalidates the insurance.Unfortunately two members Sid do just this, and one of the parcels went missingfor 4 weeks. It is jest riot good enough.
One Society, because of the heavy pattern of losses, has had severe restrict-ions put on the we.y they operate. Parcels must cow be sent First Class RecordedDelivery, thus involving most members in extra costs. The insurance premium isnearly double ours, I do not want to see the Exchange Packet spoilt forHelvetia members and I will not hesitate to remove from the Packet circuit thenames of members Who cannot be trusted to adeere to the Rules. A study of thepaperwork, relating to the Packets that have been loot over the years I have beenExchange Packet Secretary shows tnat in 4 out of 5 cases the losses have peen dueto members' careleeeness and not to the Post Office as people would like tobelieve.

ks an extra insurance policy will members
sending Packets throush the post please put their
address on the back of the Packet so that in the
event of it riot being possible to deliver it, it can
be returned to the sending member. The Post Office
ask us to do this, as shown. One inadequately
addressed Packet was saved from loss because it waspossible to return it to the sender.

As I am dealing with complaints I will raise some other points.
One member decided to send the Packet to a person who was not on the FoetalList. That was completely wrong and again negated the insurance cover.
One Packet was returned to me with "London 1960" labels. This drawsattention to the nature of the content, and is against the insuraece Rules,
an appalled when people write to me to say that the Packet has lost itsplastic cover. Whet I expect to happen is that people take action and find areplacement cover - not difficult these days when every other bag you get whenshopping is a plastic one. With our damp and wet weather it is essential thatwe do all we can to protect tee contents.

1 must have an Advice Note, duly completed, to ehow that the Packet has beenpassed on or sent on, from every member on the Postal List, even if no purchaseshave been made. / would like to have Advice Notes, etc., promptly; it helpsme being it coretr-2. of the Packets.
Too meey weetere are away from home without advising me; thus Packets getdelayed waiting, perhaps, on the member's back door step, for their return.Please advise me if you are goiee to be away - a 'phone call will do - so thatcan re-route any Packets. I eee e trmendoee job getting one Packet back, becausetwo consecutive members were away for consecutive fortnights. A couple of 'phonecalls could have saved_ a month - and much anxiety.
There have been a few complaints about the quality of some of the materialcirculated. It is a waste of tine and money mounting and sending for circulationbooklets containing damaged stamps which would be better despatched to the wastepaper bas t. The inclusion of sub-standard material spoils the Packet'sreputation and gives the vendor a bad name.
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MEM131-a'S

N T

one ).at plea on a subject tha
en raised on several occasions,
correspondence, particularly to

me, ht also to other Officers - any
reference to the Society should be
omitted. Some letters have recently
reached me, addressed only to "Helvetia

iety". 353, Beddow Road, Chelmsfora.
security's sake please we only my
and address.

now to the next sea son,
receive material for circulation
st 15th onwards Already I

promises of substantial contrib-
utions we should be off to a grand
start I would really like to see a
w ider spread of contributors from the
membership nstead of relying on 3 or 4
members to supply over half of the
material. What about it, those of yo
who do not send me booklets for the
Packet?

D, R

The two cities
be using special cancel
1ationa1 Day are Geneva

as shown below.

There will also be the usual
mo ative c nce1 at the Rtitli, and

'ccasion the design has an
ng background

shows two
towers with pointed
roofs with between a
eeereeentat-son of tee
eeeir of tne romanseque
cathedral in Basle.
It is taken from the
second seal of the

ty, which came into
leo shown on a 2tate

Po
to eout eve:
Scout Camp wil
held in the region
of the Haut -Simmen -
tal from 19th July to

time the special
ill be used.

Following the comments by
Mr. H. F. Stone contained i
on "London 1980", some membe
asked for further information our
Sister -Soeiety, the American Helvetia
Philatelic Society - or LEP, with whom
we have long had close contact.

The Society operates in much t
ay as our own, with active Groups i

OUB parts of the country and,
pectedly, a large membership.

Over the years their journal - now
named "TELL", was for long under the

guidance of Dr. F. Ganz - who has
frequently contributed articles to our
'News Letter" - has done much to record
information, particularly on lesser-known
aspects of Swiss philately. It io now

blossoming forth in a changed forma.
following the appointment of a new Editor,
Mr. P. Ickeringill.

The Journal is published 11 time per
ene the June issue contains the fi

alment of a new series of artic les

on "The Postal Markings of Switzerland &
Liechtenstein" by Dr. Ganz, coemencmg

1 
with "Swiss Postal Facilities Abroad and

, Poreign Foetal Facilities on Swiss Soil".

l ather features include "A Little Chat

! About Old Letters"; "A It of Heraldry"
1 (the 'Landammanner' stamps of Liechten-
stein) and "Fiscal Stamps"

Membership f AEPS costs$7.00 per
seamail 1 00 mail). If

you would like to know more, write to the
Secretary: Mr. D. F. Beaber, P.O. Box 57,
GRAFTON, MA 01519, U.S.A.

th this year wi
ations for the
& Sohaffhaueen

use in 1256
do :meant of

k n
LETTER".

ything previous, to 1975
appreciated. Reasonable price gladly
paid and postage refunded.

DEXTER
Flat 14, "Carisbrook Ccurt",

172 Canford Cliffs Road,
POOLE: - DORSET

0202 - 709589

of V TIA gEws

of stamps,
depicting

Switzerland.

The latest
ancel to be issued

for 1669 ORON
LATEL and it

will come into use
on 6th August.

Ye display earl be made
postmarks and slogan
castles to be found

"T WORT (C

0,007'
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.... that the PTT has had to postpone the
introduction of the new cancellers, with
time reels, to the seell post offices of
the nrich postal district (VIII) from
16.6.80 to 20.10.80, because the supplier
cannot cope as there are nearly 1600 new
ones to make,
• that several members have asked me
about the long-promised SVP edition of
the Slogan Catalogue, the 'M Handbook".
Well it is getting on, most of the periods
of use are done, variants fixed, town die
register virtually finished, all illus-
trations are available, but it has still
to be put together. Publication this year
is not unlikely. This column will bring
the good news to you in time.
• that unexpectedly not many foreign
owners of the 'X' Handbook' have bought
the 1980 Supplement. E2 or 05 in notes
to me will get you one. Ialz_sIN4-eck e
street  name, now it is Brunnen-Strasse 3,
8303 HASSERSDORF, Switzerland.
• that those wishing supplements to
tne PE1,1 Catalogues should write to
"Editions Pen", 3941 Grone, Switzerland
(new address),
• that another anniversary is being
celebrated this year: 50 Years of
Courvoisier. The PTT can be very glad
that they supported this firm during the
difficult years of the early thirties.
Low they deliver regularly to about 25
foreign administrations, on and off to
about 60 all told. As the Swiss PTT
check the whole printing process ana the
shipping for these foreign customers, it
is almost impossible for a pirate firm to
have their 'labels' printed by Courvoisie

Red border and 'R'

0 Luiern I Annehme

353

frau IL,' KM it *le Mk lifts ig S.
FIE IG KARL
S t TZMUE LiEL SC tikE INER1
KkIESBACH'iTRASSE

tibUC) CUEL3ENDURF

that have come across the first
Sw iss combined Registered & address labe l,
from the State-run Employees Accident
Insurance Fund, tne SUVA in Luzern, see
illustration above, showing how the numbe r
is put in by computer at the same time as
the address is written. There are likely

(Cont. in Col. 2)

Some members may be interested
.:ow that I have just read the last

book written by our Founder, E.H. Spiro,
entitled "ORIEOAT EXPRESS - the Life and
Times of the World's most Famous Train"
by E.H. Cookridge (the name he later
adopted), published in the U.S. and
Canada by Random House Inc., NI., in
1978 and •by Allen Lane in Britain last
autumn.

A large and long book, it is a
fascinating and detailed history of the
establishment of a through route from
Paris to Constantinople (later Istambul)
in an era of enterprise, achievement
and luxury, the like of which we shall
never see again.

It is full of anecdotes about
famous (and a pple infamous) people who
travelled on the train and of the
hazards and adventures which occurred
from its first journey in 18e3 - which
took 81 hours 40 minutes to the last
run in 1977.

.Sond did you know that eventually
it covered not one, but four routes,

o of which were the Arlberg-Orient
press by way of Paris, Belfort, Basle,

nrich, Vienna etc., and the Simplon-
Orient Express via Paris, Lau-ant,
Brig, Milan, Vienna etc.?

All this and more you can enjoy
reading, to ther with many illus-
rations of the engines, coaches and

celebrities,
U. RAWNSLEI

• pp You ENOW7 (Cont.)
to be other users of tO'
system.
.... that the answer to
Question No. 93 is that just
before the watcher Sc. rayed
postage due was announced,
the NZZ carried an article
on the then rarest stamp in
their view, as follows: On
each sheet of 50 of the 1924
Fr.1.20 (Z.No. 164/1) the
error 'HFLVETIA' (with 'F'
instead of 'E') comes twice.
The next year 2400 sheets
were overprinted 'Societ4
des Nations', but one sheet
got inverted. Therefore

combination 'F' and inverted text
Aillt exist, twice, somewhere!
.... that Question No. 94 is  Which
Swiss stamps have been issued in
connection with the SUVA.?

M. Rutherfoord

th
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N.GROUP: Ron.Sec. Mr. R.A. Hoyle
6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd, Halifax.

t , 0

o 0 o...KW WOO. 04,

'Lou

1, Courtenay Road,

NEWTON ABBOT

Devon.

Tt112 LAP

1980

Sep. 13 THE PRO JUVENTUTE ISSUES -

Disc. Leader: Mr. Hoyle

CHAIRMAN'S DISPLAY

STRAIGHTLINE HANDSTAMPS
Disc. Leader: Mr. Wilson

AIRMAILS
Disc. Leader: Mrs. Davis

1983. 

Jan. 10 MIXED BAG - Mr. Gilchrist

Meeting at Pool-in-Wharfedale

NEW MEMBERS' DISPLAYS
THE SMALL LANDSCAPES ISSUES -

Disc. Leader: Dr. Turner

A.G.M. and BOURSE

_CHIEF OFFICERS

Cnairman: MR. L. MOORE

Vice-Chairman: MR. G.D. WILSON

Chairman Elects MR. D. HOPE

Treasurer MR. J.A. EASTWOOD

Secretary & Librarian: MR. R.A. HOYLE

Meetings held in the Lawrence Oates

Middle School, Stainbeck Lane, Leeds,
at 2.00 p.m.

Zingber14-Cle

execute wantlists for stamps

of Switzerland, Europe and

Overseas, mint and used

1

zumsben de
greatest stock of Switzerland

and Europe

all world's New Issues

certificates

publication of the ZUMSTEIN

catalogues Europe and
Switzerland/Liechtenstein

Berner Briefmarken-Zeitung
with Europa catalogue supplements

albums

urbeh t de
Proprietors: Hertavh & Cie

Zeughausgasse 24, CH-3001 Bern

Address: P.O.B. 2585, CH-3001 Bern

cash accounts: Bern 30-334

Seeder:: Stockholm 42 55-6
Germanys Karlsruhe 705 01-750

Austria: Vienna 1700.512

Netherlands: 380 17 00

o0o - -

I invite you to send for

a copy of my latest illustrated

list of

SWITZERLAND

Each list has an interest-

ing selection of attractive offers

to stimulate most tastes.

Lists free on request.

Soon you may be planning
displays to be given during the
forthcoming months or as entries

for competition.

To make these outstanding

you will require extra material

to add interest, and here I can

help you, either by supplying
items from your Want Lists or by
means of material on Approval.

Let me know your require-
ments for

STAMPS all issues mbi

COVERS - FDC, Commemorative

POSTAL HISTORY or STATIONERY

AIRMAILS - Stamps or Covers

etc.

Write to

J.SARIVISTRONG
485, Marine Road,

MOREGASI
Lancs. LA4 6A7

England.

Oct. 4

Nov. 1

Dec. 6

Feb. 7

Mar. 7

Apr. 4

----o0o----
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20 HELVETIA

SEPTEMBER NEW ISSUES
Two sets of stamps wili be

issued on 5th September, The frst,
consiating of 4 stamps, in the "PTT
iJtL j 1980.", is intended to publicise

services undertaken by the PTT.

The second, comprising 3 stamps,
la the second' 8 P' 'IC TTY' series of
1960.

Special covers, with appropriate
vignettes, will be available for both
sets and for each individual stamp.
Both isoues will uae a simple First
Day cancellation. Collection sheets
and folders will be available as
LIBU6k16

20 Rp. GIROCiEQLc Swiss Postal Giro ,service was established in 1906 with a
vdew to .fac tating and simplying payments. and, reducing

costs.. Giro's importane the••country's economic system is illustrated by the
fact that there - were over 900,000 account holders in 1978.  •More than. 50C million
transactions representing some 2-million . bookings per . working day or 63 per second
were handled. in Switzerland's regional Giro...offices. The PTT makes constant
efforts •t0.. reder Postal .Giro More attractive . ;by introducing new services and
facilities, such as 'Postomata' (24 hour - ban4inir dispensers), to 'Domiile' oneques
*nich can be cashed by the postman. Modern automated payment systems based on
magnetic tape are available for large business customers, while future services and
procedures currently bei7:e planned, will ensure Giros continued ability to meet the
requirements of modern. Loci,..ty,

40 Rp. THE PO6T3144

	

	 PosLal motor-cpsc s,• or postbuses, have been running on
Switzerlanda rt,;:se :Arcs 1906, replacing the horseedrawn.

mail-coaches, To-day post-bases operate on a. 7,60C Kn. retwork which
covers practically the wrole They travel some 44 million. Km a year,
carrying 57 million pass*heers - more than 156,00C a day. As ah efficient and
inexpensive means of pubiie trathi they play ar impertant part in tae development
of many rurai districts and remote areas, such e thinly .' populated Jura and
Alpine regio *ith Mne cultural centres of the Swiss
plateau. 1.1t time it is a. rism, opening . up numerous
attractive reecrlei tx:e V q 19 'sitzeriand and Ticino.
Excursions by postbus are a o1h.ular waf

••,
	of the courtry's finest

scenery and providetnt h ii'atl? of a Le,liday..

1 0 Rp. 50tn, AN1IT7; DI,M$ OFFICE: On 1st April
1)30 the PTT

bought the plant and equipment of the then postae stamp printi office at the
Federal Mint, which haa been printii, most of Switzerland's la;;ues. 'Soon afterwards
it was decided to change from letterpress to the more efficient .„:rocess of rotary
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recess printing in order to meet the soarin demand for postage stamps. The
monobrome,landscape set of 1936 was:the first recess printed Issue ad the
precursor Of to*-4ay!.:s multiaciour line! rn.gn.:aved .The proes is
especially suitable for the:large quantities etillerSqUirededespite increasing
competition from franking machines and postage labels. The PTT each. year .
'provides over 500 million recess printed.. sta' 1.which, in. addition to.meoting.the
demand from postal users* give pleasure to ( untlese Philatelists throughout the

80 Rp, CENTENA: THE TEDEPHONh IN 'ND: On 2 October 188(. the
erivate nrich. Telephone

0o. put into 'operation Swiezeriand's first local telephone network. In the
following year the Federal Government decided to ehtrust the Poet Office with the
construction and operation of a nationwide system. 1883 eaw the opening of the
first long-distance lir.es. and in. 1885 'Zurich's private network was.boughtetack by.
the State, Subscriber dialling was introducec. at local level from 1922 and at
log-distance level from 1927. BY 1959 Switzerland had. the• world's first fully
automated netwerk. Since 1964 subscriber dialling has. been made available to
more and more i!;uropean and• Overseas countries. 'Telephone growth as exceeded
all expectations. • Between. 1959 and 1972* for example, the numoer of eutscrieers
soared from 1 million to 2 million, making Switzerland's etelepee:ee eetwork the
world's third densest after the USA and Sweden.
Values & 20 Rp. Post-cheque, letter-box
Designs: 40 Rp. Poetbus

70 ape Form cylinder, trensfer roll
80 Rp, Telephone, flowers

Desicners: 20, 40 & 80 Rp. Karl Tanner, Niedrwichtrach
70 Re. Adolf FlUekeger, Resehlusern

Engraving: 70 Rp. Max Miller, Bern

PrArltelaW 20, 40 & 80 Rp. Rotogravure by Ceervoisier S.A.
70 Re. Rotary line-engruving by PTT Printing 'iorks

.4ze: 36 x 26 mt.. in 2 sheets each of 50 stamps

Paper: white* luminous, witheet fibres

2* PUBLICITY STAMPS Second series 1980

20 Rp. OF SaTOS mE.TL0.---1 1:7;-': 17 tabllshed by a Federal
decree. of 23 December 1880,

this Office (SMO) begaa to operate on I May, 161.. :es responsibilities include
the organisation and analysis of weather observetions* tne preddetlon and distri-
bution of weather forecasts and reports*.weathsr service for aviation and research
in meteorology. The M0 maintaina an extensive network ef automatic observation
stations, rainfall etationa, aeronautical weather observation posts. etc. In
addition to its Zarich. headquarters it has offices at the airports of ZUrich-Kloter.
and•Geneva-Cointrin as well as at Payerne and Locarno-Monti.  The etamn. shews

European weather chart and in the backgrouni. a cipture of the earth taken by a
meteorological satellite.

40 Rp. CENTal Y OF TE IISI TBAPhS_U T 1. 2j *hen it was founded in
1880 as a workers'

umbrella organisation, this Federation consisted of 12 greups, a total member-

ship of 133. It has since developed into a representative association of organ-

ised labour with nearly half a million members in the affilAated unions. Its

100th anniversary, therefore, is an event that will be noted througnout the country.
The symbolic design represents human figures expressing the strength of those
uniting for a common purpose.

a



INTERNATION MELTING
This was held from

22nd to 24th August,
fA mobile P.O. was

attendanbe an mail
received. the cancel
illustrated.

1980 MELUTIA LETTEii Page 59

it opens between. Gdschehen
Airclo this autumn, the10.3:.22 Km. 6t. Gotthard. road. tunnel - alld so far t largest structure of thistype - willh.t .,

(ve taken nearly . 11 years to build. Tne tunnel,. wnose. highestP o
iRt 

j 8 at 1,175 t., will beoc ,...ribleted almost . exactly a century after the St.Gottharu. raii .A..,y tunnel. It will farm an. important section of the Basel -Chiassom:PtoTw V .9 one eh' the main. north -soutn axes, and. 4jfl rovide a further all-season
The ts
road

with. Ticino. thus nringing thid Cant,n Closer to tho rest of the o..,..ntry.
L. 

sym
tclicaliy- shc.wl .... in. the sta:-:b by the 'ail clear' given by the tv. 0arr f.. ,

we, or the motorway n and traffic lights beneath.

- tin:4n
'47 4L, .

Weat, ' caart
smbolic of unity.

Motorway signs

Peter Kr4nch, Neuenegg
Roland Hirter, Bern
Walter Haettenschweier,

Rs ravure by ,,
,
curvoisler S.A. •

36 26 mma in 2 sheets each. of . 50 stamps.

On the same day 2 postcards will also be issued.:
a maximum card for the obening of the tthard road tunnel. This
will show tne mountain range, the points of

csmpass, and will bear the
special 80 Hp. stamp. bust of thia item is Fr.I.40.

3. A new inland postcard will also te issued with an imprinted stamp of 40 sh.value.

ARTICLLS FOR THE '1;WO  LETTER' 

There has been some response
to last month's for which
gratef41 thanks.

More are required as a reaerve,
especially from new contributors
any length, all welcome.

Tel. 01-348-0296

Dear Client,

Our 1981 Catalogue manuscript
from Se p tember 15th 196C.

P.O. !3ox 242, Highgate,
Liot N6 4LW

kuguiat 15tb 1980

ia at the printers. and new prices will apply . as

T{! SIS SPECIALISTS

Clients oan still buy at old prices on orders received ahb. approvals returned
to us as late as first post on Monday, September 15th. Considerable savings
could be made on purchases before this deadline

Encdosed you will find. the usual Catalogue Order Form.. for your convenience,
it is hoped that the. Catalbgue will already . be avsilatle during the British
Philatelic Exhibition - October 1st - 4th - (our Stand will be No. 4 - inland
clients please see enclosed leaflet for full details). We suggest thatclients who plan.. to visit the Exhibition bring with them the completed order
form, thus saving the post and packing charges of 45p.

,..roductiOn costs for the Catalogue have increased considerably, we
have left the price unaltered except for the postage component.
Tours sincerely,

H. L. KATCHER

http://already.be
http://already.be
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.. SWISS RAILWAY CANCELLATIONS
By R. L. Christian (Cenclusio)

Mention has already been made of the use of railway ha stamps postally
applied to mail posted in.. station post boxes. or on express letters handed in to
station. offices. The first recorded mention of postal services in stations and
lugg;age vans- is that of. an official. General .Notification No. 5 of 1922. This
was confirmed in detail by an instruction of 24th November, 1922 and supplemented
by Regulation 828 of 1st July, 1926; at the same time. being made generally to
cover all stations of the Swiss Federal. Railways which had the duty of emptying
station letter boxes. Canoellations are found before those dates however.

Although these regpiations covered at first only. the stations of the Swiss Federal
TheRailways they were later extended. to cover over 60 private railways. :he

regulations provided fox. the cancellation of any letters not being handed direct
into a TiP.O. with the official railway handstamo. This was to be of a type not

. easily confused with a postal cancellation.

27. 26. 29.

As different railways had different ideas as to the type of handstamp

4:C = e:t t 
to use, the variety -cd type ot these cancellations is infinite. The

which were conventional circular types had frame lines removed in. whole or part
to create even more bizarre types.

Probably the most interesting. ones are those which include the Railway
Company initials. and/or Railway Company number (Fig. 26), and sometimes the

station number (Fig. 30i. To explain this a little further, in 1932 every station

of the SYR was allocated a.

31.

Later the Private
Railways were allocated a number in a second sequende• of 1 to 1000, and this was
the position in 1952- These numbers are to be found in :11,=.e cancellations, as
are some of the Private Railway Company Initials. The numbers appear in every
conceivable position around or in the various forms of marking. The whole system
was revised around 1956 and replaced by one allocation of numbers in the sequence
I to lo,opo on a district basis and regardless of whether SFR or Private Railway
Company stations of each line followed each other in numerical sequence. At the
same time each Private Railway was allocated a Company number and this also may
be found in come cancellations 3,4 Some Companies changed their cancels,
others did not bother until their cancellers were worn out. Sven the handstamps
allodated to refreshment rooms, and inlikding in. the. centre- scales but to date,
have been used (Fig. 29).

• There are also special cancels which nave been used to mark railway.

anniversaries and these, too, can form part of any. collection on. this subject
'-'57TAN/8 Figs. 32. - 34)._ . . . . . .

50 AHRE SiMPIJATUNN

32. 33. 34.

20.

number in alphabetical order,
the numbers 1 to 1000 being
reserved.. Thus•Aadorf 'became
No. 1. The numbers 1001 to
10,000 were reserved for the
private companies. 0.



Linth

The cid. wiss Confeder-
ation was ir a state- of con-
fusioc as to which direction
to take. 1%,.e ruling classes
of the varl

:.
)is Cantons retheO

to yield to -the changing
social climate now taking place
around them, More and more
reform parties emerged, aided
by the French propagandists,
Soon. the Canton of Vaud pro-
claimed.. itself the Republic
of Leman, as toe Frenan
invasion was imminent.

E..arly in 1798 the French
invaded, quickly . capturing the
main military target, Bern,
on April 2, ten cantonal
representatives proclaimed„ the
"Ono and Indivisible Helvetic
aepublie.

Lugano

#bmecial
EXTRA.COTIRVER

.
 d'elivery'

Leman

' 1980 oLVbTIà LETTER Page
1.••nnn••.4••

In the late 16th ...ettury toe clowle of revolution hung over eiuropo, partic-
uiarly trehoe and ..no neignbouritg stayes- The french Fang. Louis XVI, had.
been executed, and an eager group . af generals, led. by . Napoleon Bonaparte, vowed
to turn the many continental kingdeIes into rebublics,

Switzerland. had. been. spared invasiOn to then as ndd. long tad. an. open
frohtier policy with France atd, moreover, e..:re were ss mercenaries
serving french legions.

Lucerne

Waldstatten

Under the policies dictated
„. by France the '01.1 Confederation'„

1 of 15 Cantons was abolished,
the land was-re-divided, Cantons
were renamed a1 d. some new .

 ones

created. Thus arose Ct. 4ald
I • •stItten, formed from Cri, Schwyz
Utterwaiden Ct. Baden,

wddch ir locco tee . Freiamt
.
; Ct.

Stintis, f. parts of St. Gallen.

' Appenzell; Ct. Lihth
-rcarts Glaru Obertoggenburg

and Lintt as far as Rapperswidi
while in the south the Ticine
was divided Mato Bellihzona
northern part) aod Lugano, the
south including Locarha.

In line with Rousseau's
all ihed

y
 before

-w hereditary distinct-

ion. of ra.nX were abolished, attain 'h at age 20.
The new Helvetic Constitution sentiall artificial and. theoretical,

basea largely or ideas from tn,: on Revelution.

It did, however, oruvide for the unified. State, civil liberties, and 
the

forelafmsntal principle of educational reform. It was in tbid last area that the

•pioneering educational efferta or Feet
.
:.. lozzi, Fellenberg and Pere Girard created

a model cotceft for education throe
g
nout Europe.

Changes ehich are refldtel'in correseondence and, therfor
e s. of Profound

interest td the bostal historian, 5rde found following the abolition of titles, i.e.

'herr' and '-- sleir', signift
l Ia. g 'Mister", which. were replaced. by *11

.
1.rger' or

'Citoyen' French revolutionary 'citizen'. .1L eil the calendar was changed.
to give 12 m -tns of 30 days 5. days at the year end (6 ih. leap years), while new
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names were bestow oh . enths. which became; January.. - pluvoise; February -
ventose; .March germinal; April - floreal; May - prairial; June - messidor;July thermidor; August - fractO:er; :ieptemter vendemaire; October -
brumaire; November frimaire and Deceper nivose. Tneee alterations can
cause soe confusion in. deterWiniL tLt. . ates of letters cf this period, espec-
ially as Year 1 of the Republic in Switzerland was .5, years later than. in France.

Meanwhile certain areas bordering cn Frande been annexed to that country.,
becoming now as the 'Deeart4ents Cohquiql. These areas were put under tne
jurisdiction of French'departr,kents' and their numeers were acCed to o ostalcancellations. Versoix be tartof. Dept. de •l'Ainl othen3 were Haut-Rhin(Bernese jurai 66; Mont. Blanc (Carouge) 84; Mont Terrible (part of the BerneseJura) 87; Leman (:„.;enelre,) 99 and 'Simplon ,,Valais) 127.

Later the sit-,...ation ih Moht Terrible was considered unsatisfactory and on
February- 17, 1800, roe former Swiss area was transferrco to the Haut-Rhin,. so thatletters with either No. 66 or No. 87 arc tc be. found and are mu(gh prized,Exceptionally' C't Neuchgtel was net annexed, possibly on account of its connectionswith Prussia.

Probably the greater part of the correspondence of an official nature anthe examples of types of hand cancels shown on the pr,.e:.edi::g page are character-istic of the highly decorative style wnri-c'h in a sense- e Lanoes the true ideala ofthe Helvetic Republic. The letters themselves often had elaborate headings
whict. are as interesting as the outer cancellations, as shown. below,____ • . ....... .

Nor sho'uld the military correspondence be forgotten, for between 1792 anr,
1806 no less than 6 French armies were In 3w1tzerland at one time or other: the
Pirmfie du Midi, Arm4 du Suisse, ArmJe du -.O4,1 Oe, armee de Grisons, armee
Arme-e de Reserve toe Grande Armee. Letters from the varicce generals, as
well as from French serving soldiers, are to be found but are equally sought
after by French postal historians!

Switzerland, nowever, was sinking oeadlong into chaos as the old cultural
traditions ultimately clashed with repunlican concepts. Unernloyneot was wide-spread and riots frequent*

Finally Napoleon, by the Act of Mediation of February 19, 1803, dissolvedthe Helvetic Constitution and brodueed another Confederation of 19 Cantons, thus
ending Switzerland's 'treat experiment'. an::::. on February 218t Louis d'Affray,
Field Marshal of Fribourg, 'ritis named 'Landamann' (governor) of Switzerland byNapoleon, His letters bear the attractive cancel 'Landamann de la Suisse'.

Not until after toe Congress of Vienna in 1515 waz Switzerland finally
restored to iaindet44..dent country consisting of the 22 Cantons, which remained un-altered until 1975 when the Jura region, allied to Bern during toe French
Occupation, acbleved separation by the inauguration of the 23rd Canton - Jura.

o0o
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DID YOU KNOW

that in connectionann
iversary .

 there wiliP
lay t the PTT Museum

on. '". tfh I t
will

that the new s:. ,
ecial souvenir pack,

the third, will als•.. 6e issued on tLii
day for the same resson and wiil co,:tain
not only mint bloog

 of each of tne fourPTT comme
moratives, but also a sbecial

.ess orihted mu
lti-coloured miniature

' non-valid) at lF 10-IC any of 4 languages, including 7dlri.giish.iIi
4YP

ne. ..
w
ant .

ing•the NZ Only, can :-_
,
; e1.1d me3 int, .h€plv oipons or for 2 ciopies, a i

Zi note,

that jr costs 3Fr.5.- to have cre
holiday mail re-directed,' but this year
one Is given a colourful p

ostcard. witn.pu
blicity matter. On.

dolui in t y
...e top lefthant: corner, is

prdhted t he•. ,.ymbol and text shown . in the
June HNL, out in 4 languages, with.. English
"Make friends - write cards rehlaoing
tne Roman h. This card with one of they
4 eic,

	gancellati.ons will be a collect

able item.

.,.. that on 2 ' 1480 a TelefuLken
ALF machine was into 3ervice in
Basel 2. . .So far chly the wavy line
'slogan' has been seer, k : ,sivi!:Ig the same
small size as used in Inc• imilsr macnir
in Geneva 1, i.e. 34 x 17 mm,

once again a. small surprise
comes !: .

.rom Luzern, arotner Registration
in that the 'V is •a wider

Pege 63

T. 14Aiq" "DAY OF THE
One hears so often of reluctance

on toe part of some collectors to
participate in philatelic activities.

It is he
artening, therefore, to

read in the SBZ that the small village
of St. Blaise will this year be hosts
for the "Day of toe Stamp in DeoemOer.

Situated north-east of the Lake oeu
chttel, t. Blaise, w ith 2.600hhab

itants, is occupied with light
ndustry, including w

atch-making, and
he growing of grapes and peaches amen
ther -Ltlings, Yet it can boast of 50
ocieties of various kinds to enliven
he interests of its people.

Among these the philatelic society
La Coiombe' t tne Dove) is one of the
ost active. Pounded on 29 November
948 it ha6 60 members and 25 juniors.

IL 1971 it joined the Association
of Swis4; Philatelic Societies and bydeveloping a number of thematic collect-
ions took part in ex

hibitions, most ably
assisted by the juniors who, in 1977,had 2 representatives at the Inter-
national *j

uphilex* amd it was another
Junior who designed the stamp issued
for that occasion.

Inspired by these achievements
they are now preparing for their BigDay in December. Most of the prepara-
torz work is already done - the organ-
ising of a regional exhibition and a
large bourse, and the designs for the
cover and special cancel are chosen,

When so many are becoming depress-
ed by present trends in philately thise
nthusiasmby a comparatively small

society should act as a spur to prove
the worth of our hobby0

—.that the 70C. PTT jubilee dtam is
the only one of the set with an
tory test - and t63t in German. Pt ,i y f
at the last mume someone realised i.
was the only 4e w

hich :
would not immed-

iatelv be re
cognisedby Inc housewife

next door.

),,ETTER

with this 5
N
iBern. starting 1

:l e to see it and),i
1 t

o
s
t

,

t

! I

shape, and the number is o
oriy 3-figure,

Jc far this type has had 4 figures (6 in
a couple of places). The 2 colours seem
to be difficult to handie, Lugano has
always been all black and W

interthur 1
all red, with many variations in other
places.

.... that the answer to Question No 94
is In 1966 the lec. ( Z

.457) an
d in

1978 the 3 se-tenant 40o. (2,609, 610 &

611). There were also slogans
nsed at tnase times.

that ..,cuestion No. 95 is: Which
of the implamehts shown on the 1980
'Pro Patria' stamps could have been
'16eful in connection with a certain
5e. stamp?

M. ROMERFOonD
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invite to send for

a copy of my latest illustrated

list of

SWITZERLAND

Each list has an interes t

ing selection of attractive

offers to stimulate most tastes.

List free on request.

Carol Higdon

This famous
church in the commun.
of Orselina, was
built in 1480 and
its 500th anniver-
sary will be cele-
brated in Locarto
from 15 - 17 Aug.

mobile F.O. will be in attend-
ance in the Piazza Grande, where mail
will receive the
shown.

2. 890 YEARS vIeFE

Celebrations to mark tnis event
will be held on 23/24 and 30/31 Aug.

Unlike many
such recent
special cancels
Rheinfelden will
use the large
size slogan
cancel shown.

3. A new publicity slogan reading
"MOOTIeR - Industrie Arts Loieire

was put into use on 11 August.

attractive cancel

ngmead', 1, Courtenay Road,

NEWTON ABBOT,

Devon. TQl2 1AP

1. 500 YeAR3 Oe

0 0 le

execute wantlists for stamps

of Switzerland, Europe and

Overseas, mint and used

zumsbein ae
greatest stock of Switzerland

and Europe

all world's New

certificates

publication of the ZUMSTEIN

catalogues Europe and
ewitzerland/Liechtenstein

Berner Briefmarken-Zeitung
with Europa catalogue supplements

albums

OE)
Proprietors: Her ach & Cie

Zeughauegasse 24, CH-3001 Bern
Address: F.O.B. 2565, CH-3001 Ber

cash accounts: Bern 30-334
Sweden: Stockholm 42 55-6

Germany: Karlsruhe 705 01-750

Austria: Vienna 1700.512

Netherlands: 380 17 CO

----- 000 -

Don't wait for the autumn, the

time for a resumption of philatelic

activities, to think of purchasing

those wanted items.

If you do you may well pay

more and not have such a wide choice.

SO BUY NOW.

Let me kneel your requirements.

Material supplied on APPROVAL or

against your WALTS LISTS

STAMPS - COVERS - POSTMARKS

AIRMAILS - T.P.Os

rugs - VARIATIES

TETE-BECHE SE-TENANT

etc.

J.S.ARMSTRONG
485, Marine Road,

MORECAMBE,

Lancs. L14 60.

England.

am. ofto *ft..



President: L. MOORE, m,Lr.,

Ron. Treasurer

Mr. L.I. STILES
135 St. John's Road,

Walthamstow,
London E.17 4J1;

Tel, 01 527 6670

Ron.,Seoretary or:

Mrs E.J. RAWNSLEY,
3 Cranford Gardens,

Victoria Dr.,
iognor Regis, &Issas

P021 2H1.

_

Mon. Exchange Pkt Sec:

Mr. C. HAtICH,
353 Beddow Road,

Chelmsford, &SW.
CM2 7QF

Tel. 0245354149
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SIN ,sS PARCEL INSCRIPTION LABELS
by Felix Ganz

If you have'- me to the conclusion that you would like to engage in
Swiss philatelic pursuits, but have realized that you can no longer afford the
mere thought, let alone the expense of acquiring Cantonals, Rayons, Strubele.
Standing Helvetias, Hotel stamps, postage dues, used blocks of four, military
items, telegraph stamps, covers and all the other things formerly producing
pleasure rather than a quickly empty pocketbook, you might want to zero in on a
so far nearly unspoiled sideline of philately: postal labels, and perhaps more
particularly the numbered postal label.

A Mr. Rettimann, in the 1940s, published a now fairly elusive
compendium on many Swiss postal labels, leaving out, however, he numbered typee.
This periodical, though, has featured articles on express labels (Tillen), some
of which featured numbere, and at least one article by this writer appeared in
the Amateur Collector's house organ about ten years ago dealing with the
registration labels for first class mail.

This new presentation attempts to list, and often show, examples of
labels from a very special Swiss postal service: that of being able to "inscribe"
rather than register inland parcels for a very modest fee.  Labels for parcels
to points abroad also exist; but these will not be treated here because they do
not have identical functions as those discussed on the following pages.

Numbered labels in general may be more than a century old as far as
their postal use in Switzerland is concerned. Among the earliest ones known to
this writer are those found on money order forms and consisting of violet or
white labels imprinted with a rayed cross and a number. They were apparently
followed by declared value labels on letters containing cash ... items which for
decades were entrusted to the parcel delivery men rather than to the letter
carriers (better security probably). And numbered parcel labels can be found
from about 1880 on, Over the last century a great variety of these came into
existence, and many of them will be shown here.  There may be types unknown to
this writer, however, and readers of this article are invited to submit different
types so that eventually some kind of a fairly complete listing may be produced ..
a task obviously impossible at this time.

A gift of several thousand of these labels ... most of them of newer
types ... was instrumental in preparing these pages, but please don't ask for
duplicates. Those have been split into two fairly even piles and sent off to
collector friends at no charge:

In Switzerland, parcel inscription stickers usually are called by their
French name: Inscrit labels. Their size is twice that of first class regis-
tratiOn labels, or about 53 to 55 aa wide by 32' to 34 mm high, at present.
Earlier types were a bit smaller: 43 to 45 mm by 24 to 26 mum. Figures 1 and 2
depict pairs of such early labels. Those of Fig. 1 are white, with the res-
pective town name imprinted in black, serifed, mixed lettering above a large
three-digit number. Those of Fig. 2 are on from pink to red paper, one with
the town name in ill-caps_type,and the other with the town name hand-stamped
above the large number. The red paper may signify a special delivery parcel
inscription label, but Mince none of my examples have been seen affixed to part
of a parcel's wrappings, the Fig. 2 labels' actual role provides the first puzzle
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awaiting its solution from
among those who read this
publication. ••

And here arises the first,
major difficulty: WHO among .
collectorp.of 30 to 80 years
ago Rept parcel wrappings or
cut-outs? Probably no-one,
and therefore it will be out-
right luck to find early
parcel inscription labels
still on a 'complete Cotter,
together with stamps,.can-
cella,tion, and address,: good
hunting indeed.

The larger labels, still
of that size today, came into

• use approximately by the end
that date. The most common ones are the
least in the beginning were post-internally

Fig. 2

of World War One, or maybe before
"regular" service labels which at
known as Label No. 1207c (Fig. 3)
and which were of white paper,
containing the town name and a
three-digit number, the latter
In bold type. These labels,
from their inception, were fur-
nished to the post offices in
strips of five (in the very
beginning perhaps even in sheets
without separation between the
labels). The top label of each
strip, always ending with a 1 or
with a 6, has a straight edge at the top; the other numbers on the fummed strip
are on labels with rouletted, finely perforated, or stamp-like perforated top and
bottom edges. Fig. 4 shows the earliest type, imperforate on all sides; Fig. 5

, ••••=nor.--

is coarsely rouletted; Fig. 6 has an almost invisible, very fine roulette or
quasi needle perforation. and Fig. 7 is of the type currently still in use, with

stamp-like perforation. The bottom label of each strip is attached to a selvage
strip which contains printing date timd by which the packf,,ts of 1000 labels are

"Fig. 7 Fig. 8

held together by staples. The last label of each pad, since only three numbers
are imprinted. reads "000" and the postal clerk-is obliged to add a ml" by hand

(Fig. 8) unless he prefers to throw out this last label. Each post office Must

inscribe each parcel posted "registered" on special forme, by successive numbers.
Therefore it would seem rather difficult to obtain Complete mint strips of 5 of

any of these "inscrit" labels. (TO be continued
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THE COMMERC AL DEVELOPMENT OF SWISS AIR MAIL SERVICES

1919 - 1940

By D. Cairns Part I.

In hi book "Flying Adventures" published in 1936, the Swiss air pioneer
Walter Mittelholzer devoted a very brief chapter to 'Night Air Mail', another to
the 'South American Air Service' and a third entitled IA Modern Passenger Air
Service'. Read in the light of our present day knowledge of air transport and
air mail services these chapters have an air of unreality about them, Yet
Mittelholzer makes comparisons with conditions as he knew them only 17 years
previously when flying first became a commercial proposition and he marvels a
the progress that had been made. Progress, as far as Swiss air development was
concerned, that owed much to Mittelholzer himself until his untimely death in
1937.

Again, when one views the extensive network of routes operated today
by twiseair it is difficult to realise that these really expanded only after the
Second World War and that prior to 1939 ' the company's routes were very limited
indeed. The Swiss P.T.T. in common with other national postal services Was quick
to take advantage of this new form of transport and a study of the marks applied
to much of the pre-1940 airborne mail can help to build up a picture of the
routes taken by airmail originating from within Switzerland.

The writer claims in no way to be an expert on the subject, having
commenced his interest in Swiss Aerophilately only a few years ago and having at
his disposal only a small number of commercial air covers relevant to the study.
But one hopes that these notes and illustrations may be of interest to those who
specialise in this aspect of the hobby and perhaps prompt one or two others to
look more closely at any air covers found in their collection.

At the close of the First World War there was the problem, not unique
to Switzerland, of how best to use the pilots and planes of the Swiss Army Flying
Corps and the idea of a regular air service for mail and passengers initially
between Ulrich and Bern was conceived by Major Arnold Isler, then Commandant
of the Air Corps. So on the 8th January, 1919, using military, aircraft, the
DB-3 'Haefeli' biplane (maximum speed 75 m.p.h.), and piloted by a member of the
Flying Corps, the first experimental commercial flight between the two cities was
made. Three weeks later, on the 1st February, the experimental flights were
extended to Lausanne. In preparation for the inauguration of the first scheduled
Swiss airmail service on the 30th April, 1919, the 50c. stamp of 1908 (Zum.113)
overprinted in red with wings and propellor, was issued as a provisional airmail
stamp. The use of this stamp on mail flown along the route was obligatory
(50e. for each 250g.) and was additional to the normal inland letter rate, then
15c. Mail cancelled at =rich (Debendorf) often carried the octagonal canceller
of the Army Air Corps (Fig. 1), whilst from May until the termination of the
service, the canceller (Fig. la) Waa used on all
airmail coming into or leaving Lausanne.

On the 1st September the route was
extended to Geneva. A flight was made in
each direction every day except Sunday, unless
the weather conditions were bad ... and never
at night:

The timetable for the flights was
as followss-

11.30 dep. DObendorf-Zdrich arr. 14.50
12.20 arr. Oberlindbach-Bern dep. 14.00
12.30 dep. Oberlindbach-Bern arr. 13.50
13.15 arr. Blecherette-Lausanne dep. 13.05
13.20 dep. Blecherette-Lausanne arr. 13.00
13.50 arr. St.Georges-Geneva dep. 12.30

The DH-3 'Haefeli' was a two-seater plane and it was Major Isler's
intention that the second seat should be for a fare-paying passenger at a cost
of Fr.300 for the 2 hours 20 minutes flight over the full distance of the route.
Unfortunately, this passenger seat in such a frail, exposed aircraft was empty
more often than it was occupied and, because of cash shortage, Toler was obliged
to close down the service at the end of October, 1919. Switzerland's first
airmail service had lasted for just six months
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The year 1919 saw the formation of three Swiss commercial air firms.
The first was in April when Walter Mittelholzer and his friend Alfred Comte formed
"Aero-Gesellschaft Comte-Mittelholzer & Co." with just two planes, Mittelholzer
concentrating on aerial photography. The Company's name is to be found on a
number of postcards used at the air displays with special postal flights of the
1920's. In June, 1919 "Genf die Avion Tourisme S.A. came into existence,
followed in September by "Ad Astra Aero" of Ulrich. Within twelve months, first
"Comte-Mittelholzer & Co.", then "Arlon Tourisme S.A." were bought by "Ad Astra
Aero" which then established itself as the leading Swiss air firm for a number of
years.

Whilst this development was taking place in Switzerland a short-lived
air service between Frankfurt - Mannheim - Karlsruhe - Larrach (for Basel) had been
established in November, 1920, by the German company Bldische Luftverkehrs-
gegellschaft. It was for the purpose of the supplementary airmail fee applied to
swiss mail carried along this route that the 30c. provisional airmail stamp was
issued on the 11th November of that year. It was recommended that this stamp be
used on such mail and was not obligatory as had been the 50c. stamp for the Ulrich-
Geneva route. Although the Frankfurt - Lorrach service lasted only two mouths
with interruptions to flights, Switzerland's provisional airmail stamps were valid
until the let March, 1923, when the air definitive set was introduced.

Following the termination of the two early air routes, the provisional
stamps were sometimes used on foreign mail despatched from Switzerland through
the normal rail services but carried at a later stage from places where commercial
air services had already been established. For example, Strasbourg had air links
with various Central and Eastern European capitals: K8nisberg (East Prussia) with
Northern Europe and Paris with London.

The presence of an airmail label on a letter emanating from Switzerland
in the early 1920's was no guarantee that it would be flown along more than one
stage of the route ase even that would depend upon favourable weather conditions.
Additionally, there was a wide ranee of airmail surcharges which had to be added
to the normal foreign letter rate and any other charges (e.g. registered mail)
that might apply.

----
'But Ad Astra was flourishing

and became an international air company
on the let June, 1922, with the opening
of the Geneva - ZUrich Ntrnberg route
for passengers, mail and freight. Henry
Pillichody, then chief pilot with Ad
Astra Aero opened the weekly service
piloting a JUnkers 'F134 monoplane. Only
36 items of mail are known to have been
carried on this first flight. Neverthe-
less, coinciding with the arrival of the
flight in NOrnberg was a rail connection
to Berlin and shortly afterwards a German
airlink three times a week between
Nfirnberg and Berlin.

It should be remembered that in
the early days of commercial air trans-
port, because of the winter weather
conditions, the services operated were
virtually 'summer services' only. The
Geneva - Ntrnberg services closed at the
end of September, 1922 and when repumpt-
ion was possible on the 15th May, 1923,
the eaz.vioe terminated at Mtnich instead
of Ntrnberg. This service, particularly,
the ZUrieh-Minich section, seasonal though
it was, proved to be one of the strongest
links during the following years in the
airmail services from Switzerland.

(To be continu
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12 Nov.

10 Dec.

14 Jan. 1981

11 Feb.

11 Mar.

- ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING and AUCTION

SWISS POSTAL STATIONERY - Displays by
Messrs. P. Pickard & C.H. Redmill

SOLDIER STAMPS Major J. B. Keenan

ODDS & ENDS Short Display All Members

STRUBELS - Mr. G. K. Hodges
8 Apr. ANNUAL COMPET TION

13 May

• 

BUNDESFEIER CARDS - Mr. D. R. Beak
In addition to the above invitations to visit other Societies have been

accepted and for these arrangements will be made for displays to be given by
teams of three or four members!
Tuesday

Wednesday

Wednesday

Thursday

17 February 1981 - Visit to Wimbledon P.S.
11 11

 

Bedford & Herta P.S.
11 41 Burgess Hill

Shoeburyness P.S.

25 March

- 29 April 11

24 Sept.

For the benefit of new members a
map is given to show the location of
our meeting place, the Victory (Services
Club, Seymour Street, Marble Arch,
aosembling from 6 p.m., meetings 6.30 -
8.30 p.m. A cafeteria is available.

We look forward to

meeting old and new

friends at the4
1/C Vicrory art)

And will all those attending
please remember to sign in at the
Porter's desk. In order to hold our
meetings there we are asked to comply
with this condition.

NORTHERN GROUP
 

Hon.Sec. Mr. R.A. Koyl e.
6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd, Halifax.

Sat. Oct. 4 CHAIRMAN'S DISPLAY

ELS A warning given by
Guinand appeared in an earlier SBZ.

They are straightline, mainly 4-5 letter
names on Sitting Holy . Perf. Items
known are'
BACH DORF LINDAU STIG
BACHS PORCH MAUR rarrixoN
BERG GRIT PRATO URDOHF
BROC HEGI SEEN WALD
BDCH LENS SEHEN
sometimes together with circular cancela
of Ulrich, Winterthur, Gft va, Chlasso e

B o PE
- 4 October at Wembley.

Here is your opportunity to
obtain the material you need for
your collection or to enhance
the displays you may be giving
shortly.

Classics to Modern, Proofs
and Essays, Hotel Poets, Revenues,
Varieties, Retouches ..........
all these and more will be
available at our Stand, and our
Staff will be happy to help you
with any problems - philatelic
of course.

H. L. KATCHER
(THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD)

P.O. Box 242, Highgate,
LONDON N6 4LW

Tel. 01-348-0296
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Two of the three issues postponed
earlier this year were issuea on 8 Sept.,
together with two more:

1. OLD ALPINE DAIRY FARMING IMPLEICiTS

lal.mit 20 Rp. Milking pail
50 lip. Decorative heart for

driving cattle from
alpine pastures

80 Rp. Butter churn
Designer: Georg Malin, Mauren
Printine: Photogravure by Courvoisier

SA in sneets of 20 stamps

2. 50 Y2,ARS OF THE POSTAL MUSEUM

Value: 80 hp. To mark the Jubilee
as:Itatc: H.P. Gassuer, Vaduz
Printers: Photogravure by Courvoisier

;i4L in sheets of 20 stamps

3. HUNTING wEAPO1.5

______ Su lip. Crossbow & spanning
device

90 'hp. Hunting spear & knife
Fr.1.10 Hunting rifle & powder

horn
De *priers: 80 Hp. Prof. Adalbert Pilch,

Vienna
90 & 1.1.10 Prof. Alfred Fischer,

. Vienna
Zrinting: Autotype/recess - Austrian

Gt. Printing Office, Vienna
in sneets of 16 stamps

4. TRADITIONAL COSTUMES

ialgttp 40 Rp. Costumes of Triesenberg
70 Rp. Folk-dancing, Schellen-

burg
60 Rp. Brasa Band of Neuron

Desigher: Prof. Adalbert Pilch, Vienna
Printing: Photogravure by Courvoisier

SA in sheets of 20 stamps

Special covers were available for
each set and maximum cards for each
stamp, for which there was a supplement-

ary charge of 40c. for covers and 500.
for each card. A special First Day
cancel was used. _

A NA RAILUAY OCE.;-aMORATION

AFIR W,**,..11.01,*

5.9.80 - 2114 FLEURIER - le village
des fleurs (K.786)

6045 MEGGEN - Schloss Meggen-
horn - Vierwaldstattersee

(E.787)
5735 PFEFFIKON (LU) (X.768)

- 2149 CHAMP-DU-MOULIN - Coeur
des gorges de l'Areuse) (X.789)

25.9.80 - 9607 MOSNANG Im Alttoointurg

29.9080 - 6166 HEILIGKREUI (LU)a
Entlebuch

- 7031 LAAX (Gk) 1
7032 LAAX (GR) 2 (K.777b

6.10. 1873 VAL-D'ILLIEZ - Les
Crosets-Champoussin (X.510a)

- (Former cancel withdrawn)

- 5416 XIRCHDORF (AG) - im
Soinigen, ObersiggezIt2)

5415 NUSSBAUNEN b. BADEN -

a

Im Sonnigen Obersii=
(K.793

6780 AIROLO

agigN CANCELS 

1. A circular cancel
reading "8437

ZURZACH - 25 Jahre
Thermalbad" was
issued on 5 Sept.
(No 'a' No.)
2. A slogan cancel

issued on 15 Sept.
mars the 1000 year
commemoration of
St. Margrethen (SG.)

50 YEARS OF lailleELik ZURICH

To mark 50 years of 'Philatelia

ZUrich' not one, but 'two special

cancellations will be used on 4 & 5
October: the first a pictorial slogan

and the other Zarich'a own special

event cancel:

We apologise for the poor printing

of last month's issue, due to mechanical

trouble. The final stencils were
made by a service engineer!

 

609.80
3.9.50



WERTZEICHENDRUCKERE1 PIT
1930-1980 -

1 MPRIMERIE
DES TIMBRES-POSTE DES PIT

1930-1980

• •

• u. HuBIR , BAVIER K. BICKEL •

.... that tue answer to Question No.95
is that the 5c. of 1961 Z.375) shows a
brick wall which could be built with the
tools shown on the new 20c. PP stamp.

.... that e4uestion No. 96 is: the new
70c. stamp shows• a stamp engraving being
transferred to the printing roller, but
what stamp is it?

N. RUTHERFOORD

(note change of address to
izunnen Strasse 3, 8343 BASSERSDORF)
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DID YOU KNOW?

that I ordered a small quantity of
booklets on 30 July, only to be told on
1 Sept. that the English version was sold
out in Bern. However the Philatelic
counter in Ulrich had them, but would
only sell 2 per cuatomer, all languages
together: My daughter in Lausanne got
the last 5 in English for me on 5rd, but
one could buy as many of the others as on
liked: This was also the case at the
actual sales counter in Bern, except for
English & Italian. St. Gallen on the
other hand rationed from the beginning.
Very annoying.

.... that to keep dealers out, this
,souvenir sheet was not mentioned in the
PTA, nor in press notices, so they are all
annoyed as well.

any case. Too many Swiss machines have
been far too long in service.

.... that the new Gibbons catalogue for
Switzerland (with Italy) is not a good
buy at £6.50 when compared with the
A.C. Catalogue, or the all-colour small
Zumstein at half the price.

that the Swiss Fund
for Furthering Filately
(sorry Ph fans) has a
capital of SFr.7.6m.,
but to-day's interest
rates of 2-1A does not
give much income for daily
use. They intend to
increase Milo and TV
promotion.

.... that in the latest
issue of the BBZ is an
interesting article on
"50 Years PT? Stamp
Printing Works". The PTT
head said on TV that
modern methods of communi-
cation and franking were
reducing the demand for
stamp and that this tend-
ency could only increase
in future, but that tue

PTT was still trying to improve its
standards.

that the issue of the 3rd PT? souv-
enir booklet has been thoroughly mis-
managed by the PTT's usually most
efficient philatelic Bureau as they did
not realise that there Would be big inte
eat in the perforated, ungummed vignette
shown below.

that one doesn't know where the price
will land, in our perverted land of phil-
ately. At the moment everyone is waiting
for the doubtful news that a reprint will
be made by the PT?.
.... that no less than 20 different
machine slogans in even more places were
available for suitable ID cancellation of
the new stamps, as'2 for the new
postcard. Caually the PTT section which
organises the circulation of the slogans
has no idea what new stamps will be
issued, so many a chance is missed. How-
ever, this is not so bad as they usually
cannot do a good clean machine cancel in

Readers will recall my report on
the book "Orient Express - the Story of
the World's Most Famous Railway", by our
late Founder & President, E. H. Spiro -
writing as E.H. Cookridge.

Ad he forecast in his last letter
to me, this has now been published in
paperback at L 1.75, and waa reviewed
in "Kaleidoscope" on radio on 5 Sept.

Although there is no philatelic
connection, it is a fascinating account
that cannot fail to interest any.
railway enthusiast.

E,J.R,



UMBERS ISSUED

The following figures nave been
released by the PTT:

PUBLICITY STAMPS 1979 (Series I)

Cent, of birth of &mann
20e.

Federal Shooting Festical
40c.

World Esperanto Congress
70c,

Basle-Mulhouse Airport
80c.

E0RTRAIT ST.i.._1Alt 1

Rainer 7Maria Rilke 20c.
Paul: Klee
Hermann Hesse 70c,
Thomas Mann

40c.

80c.

ilua 

40c. 39,327,000
80c. 11,241,000

PR0 PATRIA 1971

20 + 10c. 4,475,000
40 + 20c. 8,432,000
70 + 30c. 2,950,000
80 + 40c. 3,016,000

Some of the above figures seem
to bear out the comments made in our
'Did You Know?' column.

ae
execute wantlists for stamps
of Switzerland, Europe and
Overseas, mint and used

zwrnsbein' de
greatest stock of Switzerland
and Rueope
all World's New I a es

certificates

publication of the ZUMSTEIN
catalogues Europe and
Switzerland/Liechtenstein

Berner Briefmarken-Zeitung
with Europe catalogue euppleme

albums

08
Proprietore: Bertsch & Cie
Zeughausgasae 24, CH-3001 Bern
Address: P.O.d. 2585, CH-3001 Bern

cash accounts: Bern 30-334
Sweden: Stockholm 42 55-6
Germany: Karlsruhe 705 01-750
Austria: Vienna 1700.512
Netherlands: 380 17 00

o0o-----

SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS

. Opening of Gotthard Road Tynnel

In addition to the
new '4' cancel, a
special one marking
this historic event was
used at Airolo on
5th Sept:

The design shows
traffic lights.

. 'Lee Parvis de Nbtrejlamei_ierma

A festival in aid
of the fund for the
conservation of the
Cathedral held in
Geneva on 26-28 Sept.
where mail received
the special cancel
ahown.

3. 'RAIL-IN-80' & ki'WP Congress in 
In 

A Railway Exhibition
will be held in the
Kuraaal from 26 Sept.
to 5 October, devoted
to displays and demon-
strations of model
raiiways

The special cancel
shown will be used.

The evenings are drawing in,
bringing more time for work on one's
stamp collection.

Whatever project or study you
have in mind, material will be
required for consideration.

Here I can be of assistance
by supplying material on approval
to to your Wants List.

Let me know your requirements
for:

All issues of atamps, mint
or used; covers - commemorative,
FD etc., Airmail stamps awl flight
covere; postal stationery, Pre-
stamp covers, etc., etc.

. *rite to

J.S.ARMSTRONG
465, Marine Road,

MORECAMBE
Lancs. LA4 6AF,

England

-----000-----

12,113,

25,228,000

7,988,000

8,123,000

11,679,000
20,554,000
8,339,000
8,a99,0o0
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REPLACEMENT CANCELLERS ( AUSHILFSTEMPEL'
By M. Rutherfoord

Seldom does one find a genuine change of postmark sequence but recently
in seme family correspondence I was extraordinarily lucky, in that a maiden aunt
of my wife's, kept everything, covers going back 70 years in fact.

Fig. 1 1' Fie:. 2 Fig. 3

Fig 1 shows the old ty1e 19th century (?) cds with the na pe in German and
the cantonal name below,

Fig. 2 shoes the replacement cancellation issued during the period when the Old

canceller was being modified. Usually the bars were cut out and a
cross inserted in the upper segment ana the "X" for tne leth Foetal
District in the lower. Graubtinden took its time to cerry out the ,IrAe,-rt,.!

from Bern issued in July 1914: The Fai catalogue of these ceneellations
'lets Feldis from 19th to 20th July 1944 only, bet in feet i found 3,
Lamely 14 1; (Friday), lath and 23rd (Suedey) :January, 3t.: 1 muet tell Fad
ef Lre3e corrections,

3 Ji.OWS tJ:t .lt en fact a new canceller was issued in tee new etele with only
the vil!e ge name, hut in aerman and Aomansch. (In 1938. Aomanech had
been aeee i ted as a fourth nat'... onal, but not official, languege). Why
tee hew eacel]er 'mete not juet sent direct to Feldie I don't know.

mdLgut23.ipEL CANCLLLATI0aa

Sinee writing my article for the July 1980 'News Letter' two further
types nave appeared: the first - NO. 6 if we continue the old liet, is a reversal
of sequence in that into the exist-
ing I P canceller the jubilee
period hue been ieeerted.

Thin will apparently he
removed in January 1981, returning
the old canceller to the original
form. Duxieg this snort period I
gueee no 'K' canceller will be

No. 2C No. 21



J1ThIL..47, CANCELS (Cont.)

available. We shall see. (Figs. 20
and 21).

Figs,
6 K.243e S B.243a 20,21

Dame
7 1(.417 S ' 22,23

The next one breaks all "rules" in
that it is for 25 years only and run
past the 31st December, from 5.9.80
till 30.6.81, no doubt because "taking
the waters" is more a winter than a

summer pastime. In 1981 we shall see
which becomes the regular 'X canceller
the old or the new one, (Fig. 22,23).

Further contributions of news
items and articles for the 'News Letter
will be wanted urgently iv the very
near future. Please come to the aid
of your Editor,.

It takes more than a
few weeks to assemble an
AWARD-WINNING, NATIONAL OR
INTERRATIO144EXHIBIT of

SWITZERLAND

Or, if you are planning to
show something out of the ordinary at
Local Shows, now is the time to start.

For more than 30 years we have
peen instrumental in helping many
collectors to win awards.

Our extensive stock of
Switzerland (the only country we st
enables us to offer an unrivalled
APPROVAL SERVICE, world-wide. Be it
Classics or Modern, Proofs and Essays,
Hotel Posts, Varieties or Multiples,
Retouches on %Standing Heivetias or
Revenues - we can help you.

Please contact me for further
details.

RECENT 'K' CANCELS 

From 16 Octobers
2610 MORT SOLEIL - Funiculaire 4t.Imier

Mont Soleil Pente 600/ (K,795)
8240 THAINGER PrIhistorische

Fundstatte (K.796)

From 22nd Octobers
8575 BUGLER (TG), Sc oss (K.797)

From 24 Octobers
4466 °MALINGER - Wandersiel

Rne Farnsburg .798)

1CI4L CARCEILATION 

S. TEARS FTOYT N

As part of Basle's Autumn Fair to
held from 25 October - 9 November

here will be a
special exhibition
to mark the centen-
ary of toy trains.

During this
period the attract-
ive cancel shown will
be used, which reads:
'4000 BASLE - 25.10 -9.11.80 100
JAHRB SPIELZEUG BISBNBAHN'i

SWITZERLAND

4TEST
1ST

FREE ON REQUEST

LONGMEAD
PH ILATELICS

Courtenay Road,
NEWTON ABBOT,

Devon, TQ12 1AP

H. L. KATCHER
(THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD)

P.O. Box 2420 Highgate, London H6 4LW

The Swiss Specialists
ASDA, SPA, APS, RPSC.
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SWISS PARCEL INSCRIPTION LABELS
By Felix Gans

these parcel inscription labels the town name on
was in serifed type, on one or two lines (Fig. 9)t or it
was hand-stamped on each label with the office's straight-
line mark. It is claimed that for reasons of cutting
expenses small post offices nowadays no longer receive
label pads with the IMMO of their office printed on, but
that they must make do with what at one time eas a
'reserve pad', to be used Only if the printed labels ran
out before a new supply reached the respective office

. 10).

Part II
the earlier issues

357

Luzern 5
Grahenstnimse

Fig. 9

In the mid-1960s a law
offices used their new hand
stamp WITH postal code
number to update the remain-
ing stook of postcode-less •

labels(Fig, 11), but such
items are most elusive.

g 10

The current type of basic, white inscription
labels features the town or office name in unserifed, bold fa
postal code number of the office (Fig. 12k). Labels, with hand
name, also may be encountered (Fig. 12)

!Krelospoutdirektion
4000 Basel

424
Fig. 12

Printing again is on one or two
sixes (Fig. 13).

Liechtenstein, since joining the Sw
used the same inscription labels (Fig. 14).

ilvvveyweerege-weeelsrrowererw
11494 Selman

somet

3000 Bern 25
Spitahmker

• 11

ceded by the
d.office

t typo

• p

2k

mos in two diffe

stal system in 1921, also has
-,400~..m..mmwore.fteemovv

Oamptin-Bendern

405
+.4.11.46411101•41,11krOJI.

Fig. 13 Pig. 14

Interesting are most infrequently found parcel inscription labels from
special post offices (Fig. 15)0 although in theory it is possible to mail an
inscribed parcel from ANY Swiss postal facility, permanent or temporary.

Thus it is also possible to find these labels from automobile post
offices ( Fir. 16), and of course from the privately manned parcel acceptance depots



it far off hamlets or outlying city district! (Pig. 17).
all these latter labels are found only very - seldom.

71.6,

CON1-0!:NC:

Fig.
WOO

Mims Tanntirstresse
Paketannahmentelt4

Fig. 16

• 4000 Basel
Grenzucherstrastm 97
ellkulJnilOhrnOtellg

257 571

Needless to say that

00 BieMenn

h

00 iel/Bienn
nab

692

0 00 00 OOOOOOOOOOOOO o.

00 Biei/Bienn

• 695
iNtf.OOO ... OOOOOOO 4 .. .

F . 18

PIT 241.16
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Fig. 17

A sub-variety of the basic, white label came

into existence a few years ago, after the Swiss

postal authorities put an end to a private parcel

service instituted between watch manufacturing con-

cerns in the Jura region of Switzerland.. The post-

al authorities .apparently wanted the revenue them-

selves, but Oen the private service was supplanted by
the postal service, called 'Rotorama' and serving

towns from around Solothurn to around Le Locle/Chaux..

de-Fonds, speciaL labels immediately identifying the

watch factories' parcels from other parcels were

created by overprinting the regular labels with a

diagonal cross in red (PTT form 241.15) (Fig. 18).,
Initial stock•-of these-Rotorama, inter-factory

inscription labels bore a maMuscript, diagonal cross;

and copies with a black or 'eel: cross also are

supposed to exist.

(To be continued)

,LONDON GROUP MEETING. At the excellently attended

. meeting of the new season on

8th October, Mr. H.L. Katcher gave members a fascia

sting insight into the subject of "SWISS REVENUE

STAMPS", with particular emphasis on those of Basle.

Because of the lack of published information - the

author of the main attempt to catalogue these items

having died when only half-way through his project -

much research work Shad been necessary.

, There are three categories of Revenu! stamps:

Federal, Cantonal and Municipal, with an incredible

variety of designs and wiea. They provide details
of taxes levied for many reasons, from the obvious

'Kurtax' for visitors, frontier passes and legal fees

to ianurance on pupils' belongings at school.

• Like normal postage stamps the printing, papers

perforations, changea of'design or values, varying

overprints, MS markings etc., provide a great field
as yet largely unexplored, for study. The cancell-

ations alone are of immense interest and an array of

superb examples was shown.

Mr. Buletrode, proposine the vote of thanks,

said it was the most interesting display for s
ome

time and opened up a whole new aspect of collecting.

NOVWER MEETINga

• GROUP will be on Saturday
Nov._ 8th not 1st, as
originally.givet. Subject:
STRAIGHTLINE RANDSTAMPS
Discussion

Igapp GR0Ut - Wed. 12 Nov.
AGWit AUCTION

Lot's - accompanied by a list
in duplicate, may be sent
to the Secretary. in advance
or brought along on the
night. Avoid high reserves

which tend to hamper sales.



   

, THE COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF SWISS AIR MAIL SERVICES

By D. Cairns Fart II.
Two examples of the way in which the route Ulrich - Mich was usedare illustrated.

A cover from the Chur Air Display of 30th- September, 1923 (Fig. 2) was sent to Wastved
in Denmark. Franked with the 40c. foreign

• letter rate plus 25c. airmail surcharge, itbears the special cancellation for that occasion
but not, owing to an oversight, the 'SchweizerFlugpost' receiving mark of the same date

Fi 2a which should have been applied in Ulrich.g. 
Most of the mail carried on this special flightsuffered from the same mistake. However, the strike is there carrying thefollowing day's date when the letter would have been put on the daily Ad AstraAero flight to Munich when the second transit mark 'Mit Luftpost befordert.Flugpostamt Manchen 2' was added before the mail was put onto the rail conn•stionfor Berlin. Here, it would appear, was an airmail service to Denmark for thecover is backstamped with the Berlin Luftpost canceller (Fig. 2a) and finally theWastved receiving mark dated 4th October (Fig. 2b). One cannot help thinkingthat the cover would have travelled equally as quickly all the way by rail.

In the following year a consortium of five European air firms known asTrans, Europe Union, of which Ad Astra Aero was one, opened a direct route betweenEtnich and Vienna in Austria. The Ad Astra Aero service at that time left'.2Airich at 9.45 a.m.., arriving in Mich at 12,00 noon, Mail transferred to theVienna flight arrived there at 3.30 p.m. A study of the 'arich Flugpoet' and'Wien Flugpoat' cancellations on Fig. 3 (shown overleaf, indicate how closely thetimes reflect tie in with the flight times.
By 1924 the airmail connection between Switzer and and England was on afirm footing. Operated, initially, by Handley Page Transport Ltd. via Paris,this firm was one of four British air companies to amalgamate on the 1st1924, to form Imperial Airways. The cover (Fig. 4) with the various backstamps(Figs. 4a, 4b & 4o) was flown along this route. Two points to note with regardto this cover are (a) it would appear to be over-franked by 15c; foreign letter

Fig. 2b
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rate , 40c.
foreign reg-
iotration fee
and 25c, air-
mail surcharge;
a total of
?r.1.05. (b)
although the
'Basel Plug-
post' transit
mark is dated
1.IV.24-23
the cover
would not be
flown until
the next day at
the earliest.
There was atill
no night flying
on a regular
commercial
basis.

Mit :Flugpost
Par. petite derionno
run pfmt,r urrea

I

Fig. 3
The next

major step
forward in
the develop-
ment of
Swim air
transport
came in
5eptember
1925, with
the form-
ation of
the Basel
Laft-
verkhrs
A.G. -
'Dalairl,
under the
director-
ship of
Bala
Zimikerman.
In the
same month
that it
was f?7Irm-
ed Balair,

r
r.L r t? .4 fl;

4 V 24 -17

Let

6()5 nuru:) dtreet
14.

.11.11111...11.1rn

61 7.

nugpost
Pdr pose iterieone
con lioNta fierea

Fig. 4
like Ad Astra Aero before it, also became an

international airline when it opened a
passenger and mail service between Basel and
Mannheim with a Fokker-Gralich monoplane
having a seating capacity for 5 pasaengers.
Mail carried on this first flight was can-
celled with a special strike (Fig. 5),

and on arrival at Mannheim
had applied a red, boxed
cachet 'Mit Luftpoat
befOrdert. Flugpostamt.
Postamt 2 Mannheim'.

(To be continued)
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I

DID YOU KNOW? R 
8

.... that the Souvenir 3 saga continues
in that the PTT were completely sold out
by the day of issue, and dealers are now
asking from SPr.30.- to 55.- depending
on languge. The vignette alone from
$Fr.20 to 30.-:: The number printed wi
not be published.

• that the PTT has published e bock in
German and in French, on '50 Years of
Seise Printing Works". Lavishly illua-
trated in colour, it sells at SFr.18.-
which includes a copy of the above-
mentioned vignette:

• that the Gotthard maximum card was
also sold out on the day of issue : Altho
this is only the 2nd, there are a number
of interesting forerunners. In 1954 for
the World-Cup football matches the PTT
issued 2, one for the first and one for
the last day, running at SFr.140 and 160.
each today. Also in 1956 for 50 Years
Autopost, at SPr.75.- today. These two
were 'discovered' by readers of 'Philatel-1
ice', complete with the official PTT
announcements. The others are the 6 Folk
Customs postcards, at about SFr.180.4. the
set. These were sold by the PTT at-
Si

or.15.- the set with blocks of 4 stamps.
.... that at the recent BR I thought
that Member Ivan Tillen deserved better
than only a Diploma for his interesting
"Retourzettel" display, especially when
one looked at 'some of the 'Bronze'
thematic entries.,

.... that the PTT has 8411 not been able
to deliver all the standing orders for
stamps and FDes of the Sept. 7 issue yet,
for inland customers at least. Never
been so late before. Is the Edinburgh
disease spreading:

.... that Schwarzenbach in Zarich has
published at SFr.7.50 a catalogue of all
FDCs - "trattag-Katalog, Schweiz - UNO
Genf". This covers more than the well-
known Tanner catalogue, in that single
stamps with PD cancel are also covered.
Of note is hia statement that FDCs made
before- the PTT started in 1959, which a
unaddressed, are worth more than those
with an address. This is because there
is in Switzerland the illogical attitude
that an PDC should not have an address
.... that Member Michael Young told me
the only place still selling some of the
old poster reproductions as postcards,
namely Zdrich Airport, Terminal B main
bookstore. They now wept 900. a piece,
so At would be worthwhile to find other
places, further away from Zurich.

.... that the answer to Question No. 96
is that I think it shows the SFr.2.50
definitive of 1975 Z. No. 542).

(Cont. in Col. 2)

TEUR OR 0
SWITZERLAND 1981.

Amateur Collector Ltd. are to be
congratulated on the 25th edition of
this Catalogue. From its modest
beginnings to provide a listing of SWise
stamps in English, the present edition
comprising 140 profusely illustrated
pages makes it now the most comprehen-
sive handbook on the subject, covering
not only all stamp issues, out also
many aspects not dealt with elsewhere
including a Specialised Price Listing
1843-62; Railway stamps, 'T' Dues.
Blocks of 4, Numbers Issued, availeble
Literature etc. etc., and thus becomes
an invaluable aid to the Swiss
collector.

With the ever-increasing popularity
of this country the upward market
demand is shown by the many price rises
and reflects the value of your collect-
ion, while on this occasion the cover
design marks Mr. Katcher's amazing
find of 1979 - the 5c. rayed Postage
Due.

The Catalogue retails at £4.95 in
the U.K. & Europe. Overseas rates are
£5.25 ( 1205) seamail or £6.35
($15.25) airmail. Prices include
45p. post and packing.

This publication, comprising Nos.
79/d0/8o, as always, is crammed full
of information on various aspects of
Swiss philately, including a full
account of the discovery of the world's
third greatest rarity - the Sc. rayed
star postage due; 'Red Cross & Yrank
Stamps' and a further instalalent on
'Swiss Proofs & Essays' both ay
Kr. R.P. Bulatrode; more about 'Swiss
Revenues' by Mr. N.B. Thaler; "Swiss

. Guarded Train Mail' and 'T-Dues 100
Tears Old', together with other shorter

. items - something to interest everyone.
Available on subscription from The

Amateur Collector Ltd., P.O. Box 242,
Highgate, London N6 4LW at £0.75
($1.80 airmail) for 3 numbers.

Members, whose special interest
is Aerophilately, should contact

! Mr. A.S. Newell, 338, City Road,
London RC1V 2PX for details of the new

i BRITISH ABROPHILATELIC FRDERATION, for
which the membership fee will be £2.

1 DID YOU ow? (coht.
that question No. 97 is: Which

i Swine stamps, other than SUVA issues,s_1 snows workmen?
K. RUTHERPOORD
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NORITERN GROUP: Hon.Sec. R. R.A. HOYLE, 6 Limes Avenue, Huddersfield Road,
HALIFAX, Yorke HX3 ONT

The N. Group's new season made an early start on 13 September when a large
attendance of members were entertained by a 400 sheet display of 'PRO JUVESTUTE
ISSUES' given by Mr. Hoyle. His display covered the issues to 1961 and included
many mint and used blocks, first day covers, blocks of four on cover, varieties

and a large selection of pnotographs, postcarou aad maximum cards, also a
collection of butterflies and moths depicted on the stamps, together with several
pages of pressed flowers.

October 4 was CHAIRMAN'S DAY when members were treated to a memorable
display by Rt. L. Moore, the Society's President and Founder of the h. Group.

The dieplay began with a wealth of pre-stamp material, including a dated
letter of 1458 from Geneva to Venice, as well as examples of covers from the
Helvetic Republic, Extra Courier marks and the Fischer Post.

Cantonale included examples of the Zdrich 4 & 6, Double Geneva and Basle
Dove and a remarkable collection of Rayons on and off cover, together with
several Sperati reproductions.. Then came a study of the 'Silk Thread' issues
of 1854-62, with mint and used blocks, covers, and examples of bisects and mixed

frankisgs. Then followed the Sitting Helvetia Perf. issues with proofs, essays,

varieties, double impressions and a fine selection of covers with many interest-
ing strikes, including Ticino Ovals. The Standing Helvetia issues showed proofs,
essays, colour trials, Libertas essays in blocks of four, worn plates, plate
flaws etc.

The display concluded witn a study of the Snip Posts of Lakes Maggiore,
Como, Lucerae and Zdrich, the earliest covers being from 1808 and 1810.

All those present agreed that this had been an outstanding display of postal
history and tarly sIamps which would long be remembered.

R.A.H.

execute wantlists for stamps
of Switzerland, Europe and s
Overseas, mint and used. P '

zurnebeh de
greatest stock of Switzerland
and Europe

all world's New Iaaues

certificates

publication of the ZUKSTSIN
catalogues Europe and
Switzeriand/Liechteastein

Berner Briefwarken-Zeitung
with Europe catalogue supplements

albums •
ZUMSber1+00

J.S.ARMSTRONG
is at your service for all your

requirements in Swiss philately.

Let me have your Sants Lists or

aak for selections on Approval.

_ * _

Stamps - Covers ?Des

Commemorative Cancels - Tros

Aerophilatelic Mnterial

. Flaws and Varieties - Route

Marks - Tete-beche etc.

Proprietors: Hertsch & Cie

"Seughausgasee 24, CH-3001 Bern

Address: F.O.B. 2585, CH-3001 Bern

cash accounts: Bern 30-334

Sweden: Stockholm 42 55-6

Germanys Karlsruhe 705 01-750
Austria: Vienna 1700.512

Netherlands: 380 17 00

485, Marine Road,
MORECSMBE,

Lancs. LA4 6AF,
England.

-000
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PRO JUVENTUTE 1980
The four stamps, to be issued on 26th Noeember, brie the third in the

aeries of four issues depicting conte-ef-arme of communes, chosen from lmon_g the
3000 that exist in the country. 90 of the proceeds from the surcharge goe to
the Pro juventute Foundation and the rema nine 10% is ietended for other youth
welfare vork.

. A eine-groeing commune in Carton Neuchgtel,.
district of Boudry, with 3600 inhabitant*.

Extensive Neolithic and Bronze La laSeedwellings were discovered in this areae
Its vineyards, first mentioned in a aeoument In 998, are among the canton's

largest. They are situated On a rooky hill coemandieg a fine view of Lake
Neuchatel and the surrounding coentr,yeide. Amago Vert a cross foray Argent

surmounted by a orfmcent oottouzn4 Or. The arms can be traced Seek to 1633,
when they were displeyed on the door of the local parsonage.

0 0 IER . r;olumune in Canton Valais, chief town ie
dietriet of the same name, with 13,700

inhabitants. Originally a Roman ,ettlement, Sierre was one of the lehrtee

(manors) given to the konestery of St.Neurice by the Burgundian king Sigismund

in 515. The medieval Village developeS and together with the 'eoble Contree
de Sterre', extended its control to the seigniories of Anniviers, Granges
Lens. This territory became one or the seven 'dizaine . (districts) of Valale.
Almo Gules a radiant sun Or. The arms can be traced back. to 1446, when they
appeared on a seal. They were subsequently reproduced on coins issued by the
Bishops of Sion it 1498, 1501 and 1528. The charge points to the comeene
name (aidus, sideris e heavenly body).

and transferred to Mareenberg in the 4..Lstec,gau
too, that two Protestant praetors, J. P. Sall= and H. Dorte, published the
first Bible for the Romansch-epeakiee porulation of the Lower Engadine.
Or a basin sable spouting four seta of ter Azure and Argent - symbolising
Scuol's mineral spring. The cleirge hoe Oner nhown or toe communes Seal sine* 1O6,

SCUO C Oomxune in Canton Orisons, lnr region, die
of Ontertasna, with 1686 inhabitants. A

popular spa on the eft-tene side of Lower Engadine valley, douol oee the
site of a Beredicting abbey founded byEberherd of Tarasp between 1073 aro 107

(Tyrol) in 1150. It W at Scuol,. . ,
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PT, ASDA SPA APS,
(THE AUTEUR COLIXTOR LTD)

The Swisa Specialists
.0. Box 242 Righga

LONDON 4LW
Tel, 01-348.0296

REI. EWS LETTER BOMBER 1980

Commune in Canton Nidwalden, Engelberg
valley, with 1833 inhabitants. In the

Kiddie Age. there were three fortified manors in this area. The only one which
has survived part was built by the Lords of Wolfenschiessen, Nidwalden** first
bailiffs in 1250. Amos Assure a wolf rampant Argent transfixed by an arrow
Or. The Wolfenschieseen family arms, first borne by Johann (1327.1329),
adopted by the commune in 1850.

Other details are as follows,

20 + 10, 40 + 200 70 + 30 and 40 Rp.

Gastone Cambin, Bregansona

Rotogravure by Courvoisiar S.A., La Chaux.d ds

White with 1uiinous subeterics, without fibres

28 x 334 j 	2 sheets of 50 stamps

wore

pecial cover will be available with vignette end the First
sun emblem from the 40 Rp. steep. Folders and collection

availaLle aa usual.
At the request of the Pro Juventute Foundati

coloured cover bearing the arms shown on the 20 &
d, It contains sight 20 + 10 and eight 40 + 20 Rp. stamps and °into
7.80 including 60 Rp./production costs.

e.a x eee x

The PTT suggest, aa istmas gift
*sues (mint)

aa*

a philatelic friend, their
1980 (22 stamps

stamp booklet with
values will be

Day can1
Shea

alders lire. V. Davie
P Pickard and

r Redmil

3

S ANDINO HELVETIA

COLLECTOR

Two sets of stamps will be i
on 8th December, as follows,

A. MIMILVALatilia
Ya utps 40 Rp. Spring

50 Rp, Summer
0 Rp. Autumn

kr.1.50 Winter
Aulam Walter Wachter, Sc]

40lb 150 Itp, Wolfgang ide
Vienna

50 & 80 Rp, Prof. Alfred
Fischer, Vienna

Autotypeirecess by Austrian
State Printing Wks, Vienna

33.15 x 40.75 mm. in two
sheets of 15 stamps

juiu
20 Rp. Telling e h
50 Rp. The Crib
80 Rp. Epiphany
Georg Malin, Lauren
Heliogravure by Courvo

25.7 x 36,0 ma. in sheets
of 20 stamps

Cosmemorative covers will be
available for each set and maximum c
for each value. The First Day cancel
depicts a Christmas t

s
MEW

WAWA

Tie

When breaking up tho superb
Liwiard H. Spiro Collection, WO cam
across some fine pieces (cut from
old parcel cards) with varied
Tultiple frankings. These unusLU
pieces (some of which carry mixed
frankings with Numerals) liven a
pars and maks attractive displays.

Prices vary according to the
involved. Mere are also
nd strips (welshed not on

modest outlay of C
a nice dieplay can be
ambled. Please ask for App
of interest.



Fig. 24 26

since firsa with large vo umes of parcel post sy i cr into specialpayment contracts with the poet office, involving bulk perm •temples's ethere exist parcel inscription labels quite similar to those prev wallydescribed, on white paper, with the post office nano printed in black, butwith a green number flanked by a green *14" (postage paid). None of these havebeen eons imperforate or rouletted, but they may well exist.  3ose of the IPlabels show just the town (with or without post codil l (Fig. 19); some feature ahand stoup instead of an imprinted town nano (Pig. 20). Tot others contain aservice code line (Pig, 211 'haesenennehno meaning bulk sail acceptanceor the pernit holder's or factory'e name(Pig. 22).  Of late 12
• fl

Zariebi
Illamsaanalsee

P 32 9 P
19

parcel inscription labs
have at times also a black
!‘.. O f printed above the
three-digit number (Fig.25
two different types), tho
meaning of Which is not yet

own to this writer.
Rotorua* firms also have
'Pr labels with red, .
diagenel cross Fig. 25A

spec
offi

Pig. 2.

is posted requirin C.O.D. , payment from the addressee,ow parcel inecription labe used (Pig. 24). These yellowprobably a.ao exist in all the varistis in which we know the white labelsuse ie• of course, vaah lets frequent.
Here, too, although a bulk (permit mailer may use special labels, alsoyellow to orange-yellow, with black printing except for the 4 111", number stet trilingual C.O.D. note. Figure 25 depicts an early, imperforate type of smallereiee, and rig. 26 shows a more contemporary, standard glee bol.OnfiroMoMPOPPIPPIROMMiliwn.

Gent** 213 CERN

lischnahme
oupbovaffiwni

44..4$

Ik'7.3!7:V4

•

MSS PARCEL INSCRJPIION LABE
By ralix Mn* Fart III.



Mt ft4POSt
Par poste aanenne

Con posto deF-ra

Fig. 7

Page e4 .RELMIA NEWS LETTER NOVEMBER 1980

THE COMMERCIAL CIEIWPMLT OF WM MR NUUL SERVICES,

By D. Cairns Part
During the course of the next three years Balair made great progress inoperating routes, sometimes in co-operation with other European air-lines, e.g.with Dutch KLA on the Basel - Brussela Rotterdam - Amsterdam route in 1927;sometimes to

open a new
route as in
August 1927
when the Basel 1
St.Galien ser-
vice was intro-
duced (Pigs. 6
& ea); some-
times in direc t
opposition to
Ad Astra Aero
with a Geneva-
axich-MOnich
service in
Apral 1928; but i

MtFiugpost
Par poste aeriennot

Cot; posta acrea

an at least one
occasion in co-
oTeretion with
their rival.

When a ne
air service
commenced,
mail was not
necessarily
carried and on
ocoaaione when
it was then
the number of
postal items
was often very
small indeed.
More often
than not no
special "first
day" cancel
was authorized
as was usually
the case with
special or
experimental
flights. It was the

Lausanne - Biel (Bienne)
arich service, commen-

cing on the 14th May 1928
which was operated joint-
ly by Balair and Ad Astra
Aero. The cover (Fig, 7)
without any special mark-
ings other than the normal
"Lausance, Poste Aerienne
Suisse' receiving mark,
was flown on the last
stage of the inward
flight to Lausanne from
Biel. The Biel/Bienne
Transit canceller was
used since there had be
no previous call for an
airmail canceller as was
used in arich and

(Cont. on p. 87)

6a
with note of postal charges: Inland letter rate no., inlandregistration 20c., airmail surcharge (inland) 5c. Total 45c.

Flugpost
Par poste a6ritnne,

Con posta oerea

St Gefien



ligLVETIA

NUAL GENERAL MEETIN
Held at the Victory (Serve. ) Club Wayne Street, London W2 on

Wednesday, ember 12the 1980 at 6.30 P004

Received from Mr. G.S. Atkins Mr. D.R.Beak not
-Major Keenan

These were read and agreede
a OM NU'

This has been formed embership fees -
a. for individual members and 10p. per member for Societies.

latcsajasuktgi Little progress hes been achieved. The teak
seem to be foreidable and the only list seen was several years in arrears,

Mr. Buletrode said he felt It had been a thoroughly entertain n and
informative year with excellent diaplays adding to our knowledge.
been two National Exhibitions and the big International, at all of wniTs=
members had achieved successes, and he hoped there would bessea good entries
Sar the forthcoming 'Stampex e . At the previous AGM he had spoken about the
need for new members and while there had been a cnusiderable number, more were

requdred, particularly younger ones, so do make the Society known.

Mrs. Reenaley agreed that it had been a most successful year. Most meet-
ings were well attended, averaging 20 on each occasion, with tee addition of
42 who attended the special meeting during "London 1e80'. It had be  possilt

to soot around 100 members from all ovei the country and abroad.
Again there has been a large number of applications for membersh ue‘

all have come to fruition, but there have been 28 new members in the U and

5 overseas.
The Northern Group maintains its •ntnasissm and has inoluded some

to other Societies, while the Sussex Group has held 3 meetings.
As always grateful thanks are due to those who contribute articles for the

News Letter"; and it is hoped that they and more members will enable us to
keep up our standard-and provide the information which is our main object.
Despite the difficulties of the present times one can look forward confidently

end with lively anticipation to continued success.

re. Rawnsley then dealt with a more personal matter, reminding members

that see had served as-eecretary since 1951 - 29 years - and as Editor since

1959 — 21 years, With the future of the Society very much in mind she propo ed
that during the coming year this dual office should be split. If a volunteer
can be found to take over the Secretaryship she would carry on as iditor for

another year to make the transition period easier. This change should be made

preferably by midesumaer to allow the new Secretary's name to appear en next
autumn's publications.

RM IZURW S REPORT I Will= OF ACcna
tir. Stiles said that Members have seen the Accounts for the year to elet

August. in view of increases, i.e. printing & poetage, tne deficit in not
unexpected but not as great as feared and the subscription income had been

maintained. Benefit had resulted from high interest rates but may be well
down by text year. Interest this year was £122 as against £51 for 1e7e/90
Neither can income from the Exchange racket be relied upon since that depends
on availability of material and pureheees by members,

Inevitably most expenses are up. The meeting room cost L78.20 and may be
£103.50 for 198081 as the foe will rise by £2 4- VAT for each month from
January - not April as previously.

At present each copy of the "News Letter" costs 18p or e2,16 per year and
will be increseet when postage goes up at the end of January, which will mean
around another £90 apart from other possible rises. Sundries included
Competition expenses by the provision of a Postal History shield on which to

record the names of winners,
Taking all these matters into consideration it was inevitable that there

must be an increase in the subscription rate. He reminded members that



winstiona the ollowi elected ten hive's
on, Secret
& Editor

Ron* Packet
Secretary

MR. J.A. EAS OOD
kR. Hede HOYLE
DR. G.G. RITCHIE
MR. G.O. RUSURD

14,RenheLET

14 C. RAUCH

N. Group

London

MOORE
. R.Y. BULSTRODh
.F. SMELT

STILES

t tee t

:ehlt

renevel un.. 11 beaollo d
enclosed - anozri rAte el'

*As, • The 25p Entrenet Fee
It eeeld be pref rb for overseas members to eey ie st*rlig

should be no difficulty in getting a sterling draft the Society pays embe
scriptlons to hide rntla in .3wisis Francs) and it would ensure that the
Society receives the correct amount without fluctuations in exchange rates
and bank charge If U.S, members are unable to obtain sterling drafts the
subscription will (More than one year
pro rata), Payment by cheque should includ, a further 1..50 to cover charges'
and if by currency bille an sitra 1.00 for conversion.

'Asti, will members boOrShotiens worst to t T
to the Pkt. Secretary) to avoid .aa to send them on, and b
ree...—ADeWhelikee.O4tek.2e4thee fully completed, particularly as to Post
Code end Telephone No.

After discussion it was agreed thee the increase was necessary asd the
rate still well below that of many other Societies. kr. Gallagher queried
whether the reserves were too high. hr. Stiles said that in view of constant
all round increases see the unpredicteeillty of the general financial
situation it would be unwise to reduce the eemerve in the meantime*

Adoption of the Acoounts was proposed by kr. Houtris, seconded by
Kr. Kistely and carried,

10:24-22-kiiktarlAtlial
kr. Rauch said that a report on the Packet circuit had been publiebed in

the 'hews Letter' in July. The costs of running the Packet, as with every-
thine, keep rising and include a 34‘ increase in insurance.  Many Packets
are pasted and nometize4; they are damaged. Two examples aret si in the roe
use of a used envelope which was not strong enough end b. where a stro
envelop, was used but the end folded over and not secured on the outer edges,
so that some mechanism tore through the fold and ripped the cover to pieces.
Fortunately an inner addressed envelope survived, and in both oases the
contents were oawed, but please-pack securely*

At the moment 35 Padkets are circulating, with *Glee to date of S2,039,
One Peeket is missing, aid-directed by the Post Office.  The member to whom
it was sent suggests the nue of Recorded Delivery in addition to the Postal
Receipt, Mr. Rauch said this had been considered earlier but rselected since:
it would draw etteetion to contents of value and would thee be a hasarde

He also stated that this was his 11th year as Pkt Secretary. To use up
printed stationeryShe would complete this *imam and probably the next, but
after then felt he ehould stand down.

Adoption of the Report was proposed by hr. Tillen, seconded by Mr. Pickard.
and parried.,

7. )4411
The being no new e

Presidenti
Chairman:
Vice-Chairmans
Ron. selerers

Proposed by Mr. Bou

& 4W1211211

) Mr. Xistely proposed a vote of thanks to the four chief Office
do most of the work for the Society*

b) Mrs. Selmer' suggested that in future chairs should be turned to faoe
the display frames. This woule oe tried out at the next meeting.

There beies no further business the A.G.K. closed at 700 pews .

Following thie a succesful Auction of 63 lots was be



cancellation will be used*

"t B1E:it 1

DID YOU KNOW
that the a*t of 4 3owv.nir 3 oOklet

=nine at SFr at some dealers
but I •a not et mare that dealers are buy

they would rather exchange 2 Germen
for 1 itelian or English booklet,
,,,, that a side effect of this run Is that

:the 2 previous Souvenirs arenow sold out,
l'ollowing practically no sales for a year
or so. Se the PTT is pleased.

that the Postal District Vi in Aarau
decided to open 3 Philatelic Counters

at Aarau, Baden & 2ofingen, At ouch
counters usually not the full range of
items will be offered, for instance blank
FD covers are not sold,

that when I called on the proper
Philatelic Office in Chur recently, I foune;
that they still had copies of the K-7 d-
bookl if any Members still need a copy of
this otherwise •old-out catalogue, pleaee
write to me soon. Price £3 or XL includ-
ing 1980 Supplement - postage included,

that the Office in Cher also has about
20 covers of different resorts
ehowine their arms in colour, or simi

4*** that during the recent annual UPD
Comaultative Meeting in Bern they would
cancel their own special steeps, even i
on a card or loose, for the first time.
Almost the last legitimate methednew
moved of getting such DE Agency stamps
cancelled. Pity.

het on let October the truly world-
famous philatelic firm of Zumetein & Cie
in Bern, eelebrated their 75th Aunivereare,
Their authoritative haute magasine, the
*We same out all In gold and carried
articles or the history of tip firm,
photos of all staff, descriptions of the
many instruments they have for examining
Staaps and Other items, Also pages in
'below' of beautiful items on sale.
i.., that PT? Standing Order tustomers for
Mpectal cancellations on cover got a
pleasant surprise recently when thr re-
Osiwed the Liechtenstein special cancel o
•4.5.80 celebrating '50 Years of the Ring
of FL Collector on a Swiss P1 oover and
on Owies stamps*

that for the first time the 25 Seise
(3 °Mops were allowed to cancel, by
d and machine, covers with a stamp, i.

net for their own Jubilee, on 5.9.80. One
doeseoceaaionally see covers oenoelled with

'Checkout' hand ode, but these are all
rider the eouetee *prate efforts.

that the answer to question No. 97 is
that workmen are also shown on the 50o, of
2-969 Za470 and on the PP 5c. of 1947
(Z.34

U.a. IN UhiNA
Two stamps will be issued

1“wemoer on the theme of the
e Social Council*

t 40 Rp, Symbolising the
activities of ECOSW

70 Rp. Group & trade graph
40 Rp. E. Weiskoff, Israel
70 Rp. A. Medina, Uruguayhciailag Offset by Ashton-Potter Ltd.

Canada
3 36 x 26

1,600,000 of each value

mdisic
2let

A spec
4441;4 4110041Alami Cont. from pw84
Lausanne, Note also that for internal.

( etrmail
, there would now appear to be

no additional surcharge, merely the
20c. Inland letter rate.

To be continued)

cQ ( TU LA. T_I_O NA to our
member, Dr. J. Y. Barrett,

now living in Eire, who entered tee
tee exhibits in ISTAMPA 80' in

•ublin* 'TIM SILK THREADS 185462
for which he received a Irons* medal,
and another on 'PRO MUMS' isues.

Pr 24 November:
' EGER - Schloss Reidagg 14199

ON (GOSSAU EH) Ideales
Wandergebiet is Zdrcher

Oberland E.800
Prom 26 November:

4515 OBeRDORF SO) 801
Prom 4 December;

1425 1(OPPIITEN K,802

1DID

at Question No. 98 1st When Aid
the 34 PTT change the colour of1rtheir letter blazes from dark green to

'yellow?

t.)

http://i.net
http://i.net
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Ron. Sec, MR. R. A. HOME,
6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd, Halifax.

rge attendance was entertained
to a display of 'STRAIGHTLINE HANDSTAMPS
by Mr. G.D. Wilson in Leeds on Nov. 8th.

In his talk Mr. Wilson described th
earliest known mark of 1669 and referred
to the importance in his study of 'Mail
to France'. He noted the relative
scarcity of straightline cancels during
the period of the Heivetie Republic,
stating that it was after 1803 that they
appeared in large numbers, many being
works of art, while some, by Swiss
standards, were rather crude. As some
places had severe/ different strikes it
all combined to provide a vast amount
material for study. He displayed a we
wealth of interesting material including
straightline cancels in combination with
other postal markings, route marks and
TP0s.

Mr. Tillen also displayed many
interesting items from his extensive
collection including station strikes,

R.A.H.

A special cancel showing the arms
of St. Blaiae in a posthorn will be used
from 5-7 December. The event will also

. include -a philatelic exhibition -
'REPHILEX III'.

execute wantliste for stamp,
of 3witserland, Europe and
Overseas, mint and used

CIE)
greatest stock of Switzerland
and Europe

all world's New INSUAIS

certificates

- publication of the ZDNSTRIN
catalogues Europe and
Switzerland/Liechtenstein

Berner Briefmarken-Zeitung
with Europa catalogue supplements

.albums

Proprie o at Hertavh & Cie
Zeughausgasse 24, CR-3001 Bern
Address/ F.O.B. 25859 CS-3001
cosh accounts* Born 30-334
Sweden: Stockhols 42 55-.6
Oersany: Karlsruhe 705 01-750
Austria: Vienna 1700,512
Netherlands/ 380 17 00

J.S.ARMSTRONG
At your service for all

requirements of ftiss material:

S TAMPS
C OVERS
CANCELLATIONS

First Day & Commemorative
AIRMAILS
ROUTE - MARKS
P TE-BtCRE
S E-TRNANT

etc. etc.
Send Wants Lists or ask for

Approval selections

4E5, Marine Road,
MORECAMBE

Lance, LA4 6AP,

England.



Ron, Secretary 4 Editors change FRC,

Mrs R.J. RAWNSLRY,
3 Cranford Gardens,

Victoria Dr.,
Bognor Regis, Sussex

hr. C. ROCS,
353 Beddow Road,

Chelmsford, Et sex.
CR2 74P

P021 2EL
Tel. 02453544149

Founder: E. H. SPIRO

President L. MOORE, 401.R.L, F.R.P.S.L.

Nom Treasurer:

W. L.11. ants
135 St. John's Road,

Valthamstoe,
London 11.17 44711

Tel, 01 527 6670

No. 12 DECEMB 1980 34TH YNAB

1981 NEW ISSUE PROGRAMME
ADetails of next year's proposed new issues have just been published and

in addition to the normal issues include a 'Pro Aero' stamp and aL additional set
of 3 stamps in comaemoration of the Diet of Stans.(1486)._

9 March YUBL/CITT (Series I) 5
AR.

Ballenberg Open-Air Museum 20
Year of the Handicapped, International 40

:
150th Birthday of Albert Luker 70
International Congress of Survey

Engineers, Montreux
50 Tears of Swissair 3.20

'Pro Moro' 200 + 100 3.--

Postcard for Philatelic Imbibition
1 40

4 May SUIOPA (CRT) , 	- Folklore 2

Pair of Dancers 40
Stone Throwers

PIO 'ATRIA - Poet-house Shields 4

Aarburg 20 + 10
Fribourg 40 + 20
Gordola 70 + 30
Splagen + 40 3.10

3 Sept. PUIAICITT (Series II) 4

Swiss 'Technorama', Winterthur
50 Tears of Crossbow (quality syabol) 40
50 Tears of 5W13S Touth Associations 70
Bestoration of St. Pierre Cathedral,

Geneva 2.40

STANS coggimum 3

500 Tears of Fribourg in Confederation 40
500 Years of Solothurn in Confederation 40
Diet of Stens -La 1.60

26 Nov. muipvg_Lr mr - - Arms of the Communes 4

Uffikon 20 + 10
Torre 40 + 20
Benken (SO) 70 + 30
Preverenges 69 + 4Q

Total includine card 24 3,,Pr, 18. 30
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DIRECTORS M L KATCHER, HeAduloH.I.. I KATCHER Sstteisfy J KATCHER Amigo • P.T. 5 , A P.5 S.P A

The Swiss Specialists P.O. BOX 242,
HIGHGATE,

LONDON, N6 4LW
Toeehene.
Pi-3480;9e

ZW,'a BR ;;,,Era , 980

fe ANT

4ben we introduced the temporary diecount on current prices we and I ae
sure most of you who read this, were of the opinion that this really was temporary.
It seemed quite inconceivable that the Sterling snould rise further and all
financial pundits told us how this trend would be reversed witain weeks:

ee must all, tneret,)re, be extremely pleased if not aatoeiened:) thet the
L Sterling has even furtner appreciated in value as a consequence of which we
can temporarily increase our discount to

10%
You may now deduct 10,4 from the prices listed in our catalogue or frau priced

approval booklets and sheets (naturally, this does not apply to unpaid balances on
earlier purchases, nor does it apply to purchases of books and cataltwata

How long we can keep this discount going does not depend on us but on
currency trends. It is nice to take advantage of this trend while one can and I
shal., advise you of any change it, the situation,

11.L.IC4ITCHEil

i_L_LAJLE3 3 IMAk
This article was written origInally by our late President, E. H. Spiro, but

ia seasonally appropriate and may still be of interest to newer members.
Have you ever found a swiss stamp or an entire with stamps bearing a post-

mark dated between 25th and 31st December 1851? If you have you are very lucky,
and you have a great rarity, particularly if it is a complete envelope,

During Christmas week of 1851 - indeed from 23rd to the end of the year - no
stamps were solu at any Swiss post-office. las the post-office sold out? No,
there were plenty of Poste Locale, Ortspoat and Rayons available, but the Post
Director, Herr baeff, had issued an order banning all sales during that period.
Of course some people had a few stamps at home, which they used and these were
duly cancelled wi'th the proper date. But few such entires, or even single stamps
have survived and most envelopes of the 'stamplesa Cnriatmael of 1851 are
cancelled with 'FRANCO' postmarks, having been pre-paid in cash.

Tne reason was that the Federal Council had decided to alter the currency
from the varied denominations valid in tne German-speaking and French-speaking
Cantons to a unified 'French' currency, based on the French Gold Franc and this
was to come into operation at midnight of New Year's Day 1852.

Since 1849 the postal rates in the Swiss Confederation were based oh a local
rate and four "distance routes" Oconee) and calculated according to the weight of
the missive. At the time of the currency reform the following rates operated:

Local letters (up to 2 laths weight) 2- Happen
First distance route cRayon I) - up to 10 miles 5 "
Second " II) - 25 - 10
Third VP

" III) - 40 - 15
Fourth IV) - over 40 - 20

(C inded on p. 92)
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SWISS PARCEL INSCRIPTION LABELS
By Felix Gans (Conclusion)

A still earlier yellow PP parcel label
.
 than thoes shown in last month's

instalment, with hand-stamped office name is shown on part of a parcel wrapping
of apparently 1917 (48.

 26A).

Finally, in
order to save
time, larger
offices have had
special delivery
parcel inscriptions
on red paper
(Fig. 27). They
combine a special
delivery Sticker
with a parcel
inscription label
and exist, in a
considerable

-

namner of sub-
variations in
regard to printing
arrangement and
font typal used.

Likewige, the
'urgent parcel
service - now die.-
continued - made
use of labels on
violet/mauve paper
Pig. 28).

Eflsendung
xpres Espresso

Zurich I
Anniahnicamt 216

Valeur

27 Pig. 29



qt 
'value dee 19290 (Pis o

o the other labelè discussed her., or

•Valeur
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Fig
is not known at this moment because no recent V-labels of the inacrptiou Issize have been seen; but they and other types may ;tell exist to this d

If you have seen any then please report then. (The Secretary willpass them on. Any such information will be most welcome,
•n•••••n•••••••000

Cont. from p. 90
The maximum weight for the four zones was i loth and to pay the 'overweight'several stamps had to be used.
By the end of 1851 the fol-owin 8tampe were in use for pre-payment of mail:The 2i Hp. Poste Locale & Orta Post local letters; Rayon I (5 Hp.) andRayon II (10 Rp.) for the first and second zones, while one Rayon I and oneRayon II were used for the third, and two Rayon II for the fourth zone.
But with the new currency, which set up an exchange rate of 10 (old) Happento 14.3 new Centime's (of 'French' currency) and 5 (old Happen) to 7.15 (new) -Centimes, the postal clerks envisaged a terrible confusion. The Post Direction,therefore, decided to invalidate all Happen stamps even before the new currencycame into force, and all post-offices were ordered to return all stocks toReadquarters on Boxing pay, 26th December. Old 'damps were exchanged against cashuntil December 28th, but those who were left with a mint Poste Locale had had it(Who would mind now!)
On January 1st the new currency stamps, the 15 Hp. & 15 Cts. Rayon III wereissued (the 15 Rp. in the small figure design). They had been hurriedly preparedby using old Orta Post stone*, becamee the ordered new 'Strebeli' series was notdelivered in time by the Munich printers. In fact, it took 1k years until April1953 when the first 'Strubelil delivery reached Bern and many months more untilthey were issued in 1854. With the introduction of the new currency and stoppageof sales of all old Happen stamps the troubles only really Amgen. There was stillneed for a 5 Ct.. stamp which was the rate for the new distance zone of up to2 miles (including local letters). Therefore, the Rayon I with the old 5 Happenvalue was 'reactivated' again and sold for 8 Cts4 Most people refused to buy thewand the bulk of the short distance letters were prepaid in cash. The Poet Direct-ion, however, extended the validity of all the invalidated Rayon I & Rayon IIstamps until 30th December 16,41 when the new JStrubelis' (1APerf. Sitting Helvetia)• were plentiful and all Rayons eould be withdrawn, but ehe ateange,phepomeeeq,cfatetampless Iteas4 inn-le51 remained a rtlAek spot* in Sides postal histilt,— .a.
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By D. Cairns Part IV

If the Lausanne-Biel-Wrich service was not worthy of a special cano.1l-

ation, it might have been thought that a second new service which commenced on
that same day (14th Ray, 1928), should have been granted this privilege. The
first express air service in Europe was introduced by Ad Astra Aero when a Dornier

y" monoplane having a seating capacity for seven passengers

oted by Walter Ackermann, made the 5 hour non-stop flight

eh to Berlin, a distance of some 425 miles (85 mph:)

. 8 & Se. The service lasted from May to September,

be safe summer flying season; 209 flights were made but

only 412 passengers were carried. The direct flight was not a
commercial success and in the years ahead the service called at

Stuttgart and Leipzig, en route to Berlin.

Whilst most of these notes so far have dealt with the two
major Swiss air companies of the 1920s, mention should be made of a third firm

which, for 3 years, opened its "summer season" with a great deal of postal

publicity. This was the Navigation Horlogere Aerienna - NRORA based on the
watch,-making capital of Switzerland, La Chaux-de-ronds. Special cancellations

were used for each of the first day flights, as were a variety of special cards

and covers.

In 1926, from May to August, NRORA operated a service between Basel
(Sternenfeld) and Le Chaux-de-Yonds/Le Lode (Bplature . Fig. 9 shows the
special cancellation and receiving marks on an official card. The photograph is

by "Coate-Mittelholser & Cie".

From Ray to August 1927 service was ext nded to operateAletfean

Basel-laRhaux-de-Ponds-Lausanne (Fig 9a), whilst in the following year the

service was further extended to Geneva. An official cover (Vie. 9b) shows one
of the three sPeciel cancellations for that year's opening of the service, while
a table (overleaf) gives details of how the Company expanded its route over 3 years

The NHORA official card for 1928 was that of 1927 overprinted with a timetable

of the summer service for that third year.

As air services, not only in Europe but on the North and South American

continents began to expand, the problem that taxed the minds of air firms and
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14 mai - 14 septembre
Dep. AVION Arr.

Uzi:ye 7.20 Lausanne 7.50
Lausanne 8.00 ERlaturols 8.40
Eplatures 8.55 Bale 9.35

Bale 15.00 Eplatures 15.45
Eplatures 16.00 Lausanne 16.40
Lausanne 16.55 Gaily* 17.25

(To be continued)

NUART MEETING

• 1.2111M AER: 10 Jan. 1981 at Poo 11...Wharfedale NIXED BAG by
Kr. I. Gilchrist

Wed. 14 Jan. SOLDIER BUMS - Major J. N. Keenan14111191.1122,



2802 DEVELIER. Edification de Carus
K.804) from 15 Dec.

that • 91 is t
altho "offset" has never been us ed
print Swiss stamps, a recent item was
done this way. What is it?

K. RUTURPOORD

DID YOU KNOW?
....that the PTT is in trouble with theFund for Furthering Philately becausetheir Jubilee book on '75 Tears of SwissPrinting Works" was heavily subsidised by
the Fund, as it is a handbook for all
collectors on methods of printing, but no
because of the "rare" Souvenir 3, the boo
costs SFr.75.- from dealers, who bought
it for as little as SFr.10.- from the PT?
in bulks (Or from collectors at somewhat
more).

that SFr.280. for a set of 4 Souven-
ir 3 booklets is what is now being asked
for by dealers in Zurich. However, they
don't seem to be so keen on buying.

that a number of specialists got
heir S.3 sheetlets FD cancelled by put-
ng either a small coil 10c. stamp in

the middle, or a stamp alongside, Silly
I think, to trick an unsuspecting girl at
the counter into this illegality.

. that the 40c. Geneva definitive
mporary issue with fibres is now no Ion

er on sale in Bern, but Ulrich Phi. Bureau
has them still. I have not seen many used
ones about. Very often they are somewhat
lighter in colour than thoae without
fibres, but there is always a big range ocolours in popular definitive* as they are
reprinted several times per year.
.... that not many people take such inter-
est in the printing dates and form Nos.
hers, no which machine has been used,
shown in the relationship, date to sheet
No. Pity.

.... that after 40 years of continuous
service the PTT underground railway, run-
ning only 340 m, from the Main stations to
the rain PO in Ztricn, has been taken out
of operation. However, a new trackless
wagon will be put into service soon. This
will have an electronic device which will
follow a cable buried in the concrete floe
• that Liechtenstein has coil machines
which issue stamps made up from sheets, so
that collectors go after the joins. Now
pecial issue stamps will be used instead
of the previous definitives, giving more
variety, and certainly more sales. Switz-
erland did this too, but only for the
Landi in Ztirich and Expo in Lausanne.
▪ that the answer to Question No. 98 is

and a surprise to all persons I have
asked -1939, for the Landi held in Ulrich.
In 1949 the colour was changed slightly
from a straw-yellow to the present orange
yellow. However, yellow was introduced in
1850 to unify the colours previously used
by the separate Cantons and to establish
the right of way for PT? vehicles on all
roads, but letter-boxes were all dark
green until 1939.

(Cont. in Col. 2)

Ons of the most 'colourful figuresin Swiss history - after Wilhelm Tellof course - must surely be Jurg
41mmktedit (1596-1639), who is shown on
the Pr.1.20 value of the 1941 Historical
series.

• For anyone interested in the storyof his violent life and death in the
service of the Orisons, there is a
very full and authoritative account
given by G.R. de Beer in his book
"Escape to Switserland". There one can
read of the political importance of the
Yaltellina, the valley of the River
Adda, and how Jurg Jenatsch beoame a
soldier and intriguer who was finally
killed in a wine lodge brawl in Chur.

For good measure there is also a
hapter devoted to the story of the
Battle of the St.Gotthard in 1799.

The book was , published some roams
ago by Penguin (in their Travel and
Adventure Series), and altho now likely
to be out of print in,this edition,
may possibly be available thru public
libraries.

Asostmaimaiel
The following slogan cancels will

be used in December:
Auto 5 for the Maher Weinachtsmart

(Christmas Fair) on the 12th
• 5 at Fltelen to mark the opening

of the Seelisberg Tunnel on
the 12th

3 at Geneva on 13/14 to mark the
annual commemoration of the
Escalade.
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D3CIVBSI 1980

This important ubi 11 be
ad by the use of a special pictorial
cancellation fro* 5 January to 31st
December 1981 No 'K' number.

2. ZSUMAKALANagamilauk
Arlesheim will also use * pictorial

cancellation from 3 January to 31st
December 1981, in the design of which
the Cathedral is shown; No 'K' number,

12CHANG1 POINT -

Por reasons of speedier movement and
security of Pickets I vial: to reduce our
dependence on the postal service, whit:
wilt &1st:veers money on insurence.
by re-arrangiag the circuit, sending*
thru the post can be reduced, please
advise me, but do gOL change the postal
list without-consultation,'and I will
amend the sequence as soca as passible.

Should 2 Packets reach you at the
same time please phone for instructions
NEVER POST 2 IN ONO PARCEL - this
infringes our insurance contract.

If in doubt on any point please
phone me. (0245354149).

Last date for-accepts:2**,0f material
for the 190081 Season is „10 JANDAPT 'el

C...RAMOR

execute tlista for stamp.
of S'wits.rland, Euro
Overseas, mint and us

greatest *toe* of Swi tzerland
and Europe

all world's New Issues

Certificates

publication of the WiNOIEIK
catalogues Europe and
Svitserland/Liechtenstein

Berner Briefmarken-Zeitung
with Europe catalogue supplements

albums

Propr to : Bertsch &
Zeughausgasae 24, C-3001 Bern
Address: P.O.B. 2585, CH-3001 Bern

cash accounts' Bern 30-334
Swedent Stockholm& 42 55-6
Germany, Karlsruhe 705 01-750
Austria: Vienna 1700.512
Netherlands: 380 17 00

SWITZERLAND

4TEST
15T Ye&

FREE ON REQUEST

LONOMEAD
PHI LATELICS

1 Courtenay Road,

NEWTON

„ARM TRONG

t:sta

and will be at their service at all

times to assist Melee Cellesterm 147

supplyiagmatorial covering all

saMits of amiss philately.


